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Anderson, Chuck. Sergeant. Leads 2nd _Platoon's Recon te~m. Probably gotta 

wit~ back home. Damn good soldier. You ~ive him an order and he figures 

o u t t h e b e s t w a y t o · g e t t h e j o b d o n e . S o w h a t · s h e ,d o i n g c owe r i n g b e h i n d 

that bombed-out farmhouse? 

Saving his own butt. 

That's what you s hould expect if you order him to do some.thing crazy. In 

Windows® 95: 

Which side 

you gonna take? 

Americans vs . Germans: 

Which_side you 

gonna take? 

Close Combat eve~ything reacts like 

it does on the battl efi el d. from 

the ripping canvas hiss of the German 

MG42 machi~e gun to the screams 

of the men it hits. It all goes down 

right in front of you. In real time . 

. 'So there's · no time to thumb through 

t h e m a n u a l . .Y o u w o r k y o u r m·o u s e l i k e 

a weapon. Point · and cli~k and boom, 

the shooting starts the second your 

men step off Omaha Beach and it don't let up 'ti l they've 

taken Saint-Lo. Troops, terrain, situations - it"you want 
I 

to get any more accurate, you'll have to shave your he9d. 

Wanna go head to head with other military geniuses? All you 

need is a TCP/IP connection. And guts. 

To experience Cluse Combat visit your nearest 

recru.iter or head straight for · the battlefield 

at http://www.microsoft.com/games/kickbutt/ 

, Microsoft· 
, Where do you want to go today?'" , 

©1996 Microsoft'"Corporation . All rights reserved . Microsoft and Windows are 
registered trademarks and ~/here do you want to go today? is a tradeffiark of 

Microsoft Corporation . Mac is a trademark of Apple Computer . lac . 
~~~> © 1996 Atomic Games , !nc A 11 rights reserved , Atomic , Atomic Games 

and the At~mic Games logo are trademarks of Atomic Games . Inc . 

mr 
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Download the trial 
version and start your 

basic training today . 



No, it's not bad wallpaper, 
H's just a wacky 30 texture. 

November 

highlights 
5 Steps to 3D Animation . 
Make the dog on our front cover yourself. Or alternatively, follow these five steps plus our tips 
'n ' tricks to make your own original, talking, moving pet. BY STEVEN AND RAF ANZOVIN 

3Dilemma 
Here's everything you need to decide which 30 tool to use to bring your creations to life. 
BY STEVEN AND RAF ANZOVIN 

Us & Them 
Who says Macs are more expensive than PCs? Not us. Here's more ammo for your 
Mac-defending arsenal. BY DAVID REYNOLDS 

Every Trick in the Bookmark 
Throughout your travels on the Web you 've fastidiously bookmarked every site that piques 
your interest. And now, darn it, you have waaaay too many bookmarks. Here's how to get 
them under control. BY ADAM c. ENGST 

how to 
8 Create Web Graphics 

So you think 
that you're a 
rad, bad 
Mac Daddy? 
..• We'll let 
you know. 

You've dreamed, you 've organized, you've waded through HTML. Now it's time to add some 
sparkling graphics to your Web site. 

Win Mac Addict of the Year 
Elbow your way through the crowd and come up a winner in this grand-slam contest. You'll 
win fame, glory, and 50 great prizes! 

Cover Image produced by 
14-year-<lld Raf Araovin, 
a MacAddlcl contributing 
editor and 30 animator 
ellJaordlnaflll. 

Zero in on the cost of a Mac versus a 
PC. Guess who 



Editor's Note 
Future Newtons and e-mail etiquette. 

Letters 
Funny, silly, and totally out there. What's that? They're your letters to us. 

Get Info 
Find out what's up with System software, win 8MB of RAM (but you 
have to identify the hoojit), and get the scoop on the BeBox. And there 's 
even more! 

Cravings 
The stuff we want, the stuff we crave, nay, the stuff we drool over. 

Reviews 
We pick 'em, you click 'em: Ram Doubler 2, HTML editors, page layout 
helpers, and a handful of great time-wasting games. 

Transform your Trash, synchronize your Mac's clock, understand how 
the Sound control panel works, and much, much more. 

PowerPlay 
Get a sneak peek of MacPlay's Starfleet Academy, the super-realistic Star 
Trek simulation that puts you in charge of the Enterprise. Plus six pre
views of hot new games. 

Shut Down 
Scraps of humor that we couldn 't resist publishing. 

th d • r--------.-e IS C------------J 
Skeletons, bats, tombstones and eery music-and that's just the open
ing screen. Check out the tons of great demos, shareware, and System 
software on this month's jam-packed CD. 

.~; About Evangelist 

[ikttmtJ;.1 ,,1.111;; 

ii•ftTt!'MMB& .. w 
~ Resources and Help 

Ever-expanding, growing like the Blob 's cyberspace cousin, the 
MacAddict Web site is evolving into something gargantuan and awe
inspiring. Your tips and tricks, rants and raves, questions and comments, 
hopes and dreams are all but fodder for its relentless expansion. 
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Heyl Ho! Brad Leeserl How's It going? This Issue 
powered by soul, Aretha, lotsa olives and great 
folks! Hey, Is that your phone ringing? 

Waseca, MN 
Perm~ No. 348 



·· .... ··· ... ... ... ... ... ... 
Your personal memories. 
No other computer in the world makes it this 
eas;1 lo cret1/e 31011r own home movies. Avid 
Cinema software guides you step by step 
through the entire 111ovie111aki11g process, 
from planning shots to edUing video lo pub
/ishi11gyo11r}inished movies. 

-Your personal education. 
It comes witb some of the most popvlar edu
cational software already installed and runs 
hundreds of other educational progmms that 
make learning more fim-lo belp kinder
garlners learn to read and write, high school 
kids prepare for college or grown-ups master 
a second language. 

... ... ... 
Your personal finances. · · · · · · · 

... ... ... 

Tbe Performa 6400 computer brings the 
point-and-click simplicity of a 

Macintosh to a wide mnge of 
software for 111r111agi11g your 
family fi11rmces-progm111s 
like Quicken that help yon do 

your ltLres, track your investments 
and balance your checkbook. 

---._. ___ .. _____ _ 

Your personal interests. 
!Veile even made /be lnlernel more personal 
by includingyour own Personalized /11/ernel 
l111111cher-a service from Apple Iba/ a11/o-
111atically searches the Internet and brings to 
your screen the newest and best web sites that 
interest you most: 

.. .. 
.. .. 

. . ... 

... 

... ... ... . .. 

······ 
. .. ... 

' 

How much more 
·111tm1e/ 5m1ce prorider fees mid phone charges 110/ i11d11tk:rl • 180 mul 200 Miiz processors are rlilfen.'11! ro11JiR11ratio11s m 1/if!erf.'11/ pria points. Mouilor mu/ printer sakl sepnmtely. ~1996 Apple (.()mp111er, Inc. All rigbJs resn-1wl. A{!(Jle, Jbe Apple logo. Macintosh, Peifon1u1 anti SJ;1elfhler are ~teml trru!.."'111arks ofApple 
lmtkmark tJS«I 1111der /ic.e11se by /11sig11it1 from Miaruvfl {,orf}()rrl/i<m. Al/ ,lfaci11lash rompulers are tlesig11l'tl fo be accessible lo imlirid1111/s u'ilh disabifily. 70 ll't1m more (US. onf)j, mil 800-600-7808 or m' 800-755-0601. 



Your personal growth. 
11Jeres more than enough power for 
todays applications and plenty of 
expansion options lhal make ii easy lo 
add func/ionality 110 mailer what you 
want lo do -11ow1 and down the road. 
Wben your family grows, your Peiforma • 
grows with you. 

Your personal computer. 
No, Iha/ cozy-looking piece of hardwam isn't a 
newfangled 011011u111. Bui you'll be amazed al how 
comfortable ii feels in your home. /IS the new 
Perfom1a 6400lower-built11ro1111d the PowerPC" 
603e RISC dJip running at /80 or 200 MHz with up 
lo 2 gigabytes ofhmrl drive space, and shown with 
/he new Apple" M11ltipleSa11115AVmonilor and the 
Apple Color 5'lyle\Vriter" 2500. ' 

Introducing the Macintosh Performa 6400. 
Don't be too surprised by how famil

iar the Macintoshs Performas 6400 feels 
when you bring it home. 

After all, it is a Macintosh -still the 
only computer in the world designed 
from the very first chip to work the way 
people work. 

And it is a Performa- designed 
with families in mind to be easy to set 
up, easy to learn and easy to use. 

But now we've not only given it 
powerful new capabilities no other 
home computer has ever had before. 
We've also made the most personal com
puter of all more personal than ever. 

Thousands of learning and business 
programs are available for Macintosh. 
And twenty-five popular titles come 
preinstalled with the Performa 6400. 
Like Grolier's Multimedia Encyclopedia, 
ClarisWorks 4.0 and Quicken SE. 

, Right out of the box, your kids can 
instantly find answers to their ques
tions, complete with video, animation 
and sound. And you can start working 
with a spreadsheet, word processor, 
financial tools and more. 

Every Performa model comes with 
Macintosh PC Exchange~ allowing you 
to read from and write to DOS disks. 
Add a program like SoftWindows'" or a 
PC compatibility card, and you can 
even bring work home from the office 

and run your Windows applications at 
the touch of a key. 

Of course, all work and no play 
makes Jack the world's dullest parent. 

That's why the Performa 6400 
comes with today's most advanced mul
timedia features. Including an 8x-speed 
CD-ROM drive for the smoothest game 
animation and 16-bit stereo sound for 
the clearest listening experience. And 
with the addition of Avids Cinema soft
ware, creating your own home movies 
becomes unbelievably easy. 

It also brings the Internet home with 
a 28.8 Kbps modem and all the software 
you need not only to get up and surfing 
on the Net; but to easily create your own 
web page as well. 

And although the life span of some 
computers may appear to extend just 
beyond that of the average goldfish, 
we've loaded the Performa 6400 with 
ample power and plenty of expansion 
options so you and your family will enjoy 
it for years to come. 

It's everything a family computer 
should be. For the name of the Apple 
reseller near you, and for information 
on special holiday promotions, call 
800-446-3000, extension 100. Or visit 
us on the Internet at www.apple.com/ 

And bring home the most per- '
sonal computer of all. Macintosh. 

an a personal computer get? 
0Jmp11ter, Inc. Macintosh PC F..u;lxmge is a lradt'f1111rk of Apple Computer, !11c. Pou-erl'C is a /rrulemark of lr1tcn1t1lic1w/ Business Machines Corpomtio11, 11setl mu/er licmse tberr/rom. Arid is 11 regislert'tl tmdemark of Atid7/xh11olOJ,.'J\ Inc. Wil/(/ous is a regislerl'fl trademark of Microsoft Corf)(Jrrt/io11 and SoftWi11dou-s is a 



.. 
0 .. England's e-mail etiquette suggests that you do more with less . ·-,, 
Cl> 

S 
o, I'm sitting in our offices, minding 
my own business, ttying not to annoy 
everyone else on the team with some 

more last-minute changes. (Yeah, right). 
And I get a phone call. "Did you get that new 
screenshot that I sent?" I check. Nope, of 
course not. It went into that void that eats up 
every hundredth message or so, never to be 
seen again . But this time I'm really annoyed. 
After all, the author has sent this screen shot 
three times and I'll be darned if I'm going to 
resort to America Online when our Internet 

connection should work 
just fine. This is becoming a 
matter of pride. 

After finally tracking 
down our networking 
expert, begging, pleading, 
bribing, and finally black
mailing him, installing and 
configuring Eudora (at 

---. last!) , rerouting QuickMail 
messages, and other vari

ous setup tasks, I finally have e-mail that 
works. And about 500 messages that never 
got through. Now 500 may not seem like a 
lot, but just try to face that many messages 
in a scrolling list with all those little black 
dots indicating that they haven't been read, 
dealt with, deleted, or replied to. Nightmare 
central. 

Dutifully, I set out to actually clean up 
these messages. Some I can just delete 
unread. But many of them have cryptic 
subject lines or I don 't recognize the 
sender's name. So I read them all. And you 
know what? Out of all that mail, there were 
only one or two important items. You know, 
the things that cause you to slap your head 
and say, well, say something I can't say here. 

But what amazed me even more than just 
how many non-earth-shattering messages I 
get eve1y day, was how, if I didn't respond to 

I' ll be darned if I'm going 
to resort to America Online 
when our Internet connec
tion should work just fine. 

6 MacAODICT 

the first message, people would send me 
a second one: "Why haven't you answered 
me?" or, get this, "Didn't you get my 
first message?" Uh, no. Nor did I get your 
second message. 

using e-mail efficiently again. Sending out 
messages to people in a different time zone, 
when a phone call is impossible. Sending a 
message to a scattered group of people who 
all need to hear the same thing the same way 
at the same time. Sending a message to some
one for whom you only have an e-mail 
address. Sending messages that serves like 
memos used to, for example, following up on 
action items at the end of meeting. 

Granted, these folks may have thought 
the message went through just fine if, for 
example, they didn't get a message saying 
that the e-mail was undeliverable. But still, 
they could have tried to communicate with 
me in another way. For the most part, they 
have my phone number. They have 
MacAddict's address. They have our fax 
number. They know where our Web site is. 

Of course, you're now starting to get used 
to sending out all those memos and things 
again. It's easy, it's fun, it's quick, it's e-mail! 
Good thing there's no real work to do . 

Now, I'm not advocating that eve1yone 
start sending an e-mail and then follow up 
with a phone call or a letter. 

-Chetyl England 

Nor am I saying that eve1y 
e-mail gets a response and 
that people should expect 
one immediately. But to get 
angry at someone or to 
assume that they are blowing 
you off when you haven't had 
a real live conversation with 
them is, well, absurd. 

Okay, so what's the point 
here? Tty this. Just try living 
without e-mail for a day or 
two of your normal life. 
At first you 'll most likely 
undergo withdrawal symp
toms. How long since I last 
checked it? Wonder if any
thing cool has come in over 
the transom? Anything 
important? Does somebody 
need me? Oh geez, I just 
have to tell Mom about 
that great new Web site I 
found-how can I do that 
without e-mail? 

But then something kind 
of pleasant happens. After a 
couple of days, you realize 
that you have more time. You 
realize that anyone who 
really needs something from 
you will get in touch with you 
somehow. You don't spend 
hours organizing, filing and 
answering mail . You start 

(\• 
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.. 
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Future Newtons 
Apple has finally started to open the doors of its 

Research Labs to show off some of the prototype 

Newtons and PowerBooks it designed. These 

are designs that 

were rejected. We'll 

show you more of 

these goodies in 

the next issue. 

Some Things To Note 
Once again, we're giving you more chances to 

get involved with MacAddict. Check out these 

three ways to 

send us stuff: 

• We're looking 

for the biggest, 

baddest Machead 

we can find. 
Are you the Mac 
Addict of the Year? Could you walk off with 50 

great prizes? Just glance across the page for 

more information. 
.-- ---.,,---..... • Identify the hoojit (an offi

cial term) and win 8MB of 

RAM (enough extra that 

. you ought to be able to 
use The Disc's full interface) . 
See page 27. 

• Tell us who you are, but 
~---~~ in that formal sort of way. 

Our reader survey runs on page 87. 

Photos by Aaron Lauer 



NOMINATE 
YOURSELF, OR 

SOMEONE You KNOW, 
• 

FOR ... 

re you a Mac fanatic? Do friends remark 
that your house looks more like a 

Macintosh museum, (perhaps it's the Lisa 
lamp in the living room) than a home? If so, 
do you charge them admission? Do you use 
your Mac for eve fiy activity short of heating 
up dinner? (Have you recently posted to Guy 
Kawasaki 's Evangelist requesting a Mac 
application so that you can?) Do you write 
your holiday cards in AppleScript? When cut, 
do you bleed in six colors? 

If so, you could be the world 's first ever 
Mac Addict of the Year. All you have to do to 
win is let us know why you deserve the honor 
more than the MacHead next door. We'll take 
short stories, long paragraphs, heartfelt 
letters, insanely great projects, movies, pic
tures, bribes (just kidding) , dioramas, poems, 
amusing e-mail-whatever you think will 
convince us that you're the one. Remember, 

creativity and specifics about how you use your Mac, how 
long you've used a Mac, and so on score high on our scale. 
Pathetic pleas, such as "because I love the Mac ," won't get 
you too far. Besides, who doesn't love the Mac? Duh. 

There's no entry form to fill out, but to prove that you're also 
a MacAddict fanatic we're asking that with every freakin ' 
awesome entry you send in, you spot the three instances in the 
magazine where we mention the word "elbow" (not counting 
this one) . Give us the correct page numbers and we'll give you 

a chance to win. 
The winner will be interviewed, photographed, and featured 

in a future issue. In addition to the instant fame and prestige 
you 'll earn just from apgearing in our pages, (Hey, aren't you 
the Mac Addict of the Year?!!) winners will also receive a range 
of 50 fabulous prizes as well as the framed image on the right. 
Send your entries electronically care of MacAddict@macad
dict.com or let your local postal worker do the work and mail 
them to: MacAddict, 150 North Hill Drive, Brisbane, CA 94005. 
All entries must be received by November 5, 1996 to be 
considered. Sense of humor required. -Nikki Echler 

• Check The 
Website for 

Updates on 
the fabuto 

P
. us 

flzes We're 
ottering! 



So many letters our eyeballs are sore . Our elbows, too. 

GET ON, GET 
ACTIVE. Talk 
to us and talk 
to other Mac 
addicts on 
the Web site. 

This Month 
Reading the mail is now among our 
favorite things to do. We love your sto
ries, your comments, your jokes. We 
only wish we bad more space to run all 
of the wonderful responses. Write to 
us at: MacDudes, MacAddict, 150 
North Hill Drive, Brisbane, G4 94005, 
or send e-mail to letters@macad
dict.com. For CD-ROM or subscription 
queries, please call our customer ser
vice department at 415-468-4869. 

YOU'LL Do ANvntlNG 
H I send you guys some macadamia nuts 
can I get a free subscription? Lotsa Aloha. 
-DANNY RAMONES 

Who do I have to get to for better odds at win
ning your contest? Anyone in Boulder need a 
tuneup for their snow mobile?-ToNY COLVIN 

I will write a quarterly, possibly bimonthly, 
even a monthly, and if you really want, a 
weekly (I won't do daily, I don't want DOA 

You Ean't imagine ... 
You can't imagine the effect that MacAddict has had on my 
computer. I've changed my desktop pattern to a full-screen, 
single-color turquoise. I've changed the text highlight color to 
green, the clock's color and the trash's to purple. I've ade
quately colored every icon on my desktop. I even leave your 
first CD inside the drive all the time, so I get that cool green 
icon. My Mac looks totally different now, thanks to you. It has 
the MacAddict look! Oh, and I almost forgot, there is also a 
whole lot of new software installed. -ERNESTO Rmz GARCIA 

GOT A MAC SIGHTING? SEND IT TO US! 

8 MacAOO/CT 

articles) for a FREE subscription to your 
magazine! -ERIK KLAVON 

I am hereby throwing myself at your feet, 
begging for mercy and providence. Please 
correct your oversight; grace my snail-box 
with just one copy of MacAddict. I promise 
to promptly and devoutly subscribe from 
now until such time as I am tied to a chair 
by the forces of the future ruler of the 
known universe and forced to use a com
puter that can't recognize a newly inserted 
disk on it's own. -MATI'HEW DAHLQUIST 

Throw in some more MIDI software reviews 
now and then, and I'll just roll over and 
pant. -DouG COOLEY 

WE'LL Do ANvnt1NG 
H you publish part my of my e-mail, I'll 
subscribe for two years. H you think I write 
like an IBM geek then put me down for a 
year. -CHRIS SEELEY 
No, no, we don't think you write like an 
IBM geek. No, not at all. 

GOOD IDEAS 

they are writing from. The inter
net is already too anonymous. 
-JOSH KOTH, OMAHA, NE 

CDs are now the junk mail of 
the nineties (I use the AOL 
ones to serve Ritz© crackers 

and that cheese-in-a-can 
stuff at parties) . 
-MICHAEL F. FELDMANN 

Can't there be some 
simple way of labeling 
applications and the stuff 
that comes with them so 

that if I want get rid of an 
application debris is not left 

in the System Folder? Can't 
there be a way of doing a "find" 

for all the related stuff that was installed on 
the same day? I'd like to see a comment 
that's actually useful to a non-programmer 
like: "This extension was added with 
FILEMAKER 2.1 on 4/7/94. A later version 
of this was added with FILEMAKER 3.0 on 
3/5/96. You don't need this if you are using 
the later version FILEMAKER 3.0." I would 
even settle for a new View in the Finder of 
Date Installed. -SHERRY KoNDoR 

Wouldn't it make sense for every Mac to be 
shipped with documentation that explains all 
the error codes? -RON YOUNG 

NAMES WITHHELD 
I convinced my Mom that she needed a new 
Power Mac 7500 to run Word and Excel, so 
I have a great system to fiddle with when 
she's not pounding out test reports! -BRIAN 
Good for you, Brian! 

Everything about macs sucks. You name it, 
it sucks. Bet you wont put this in your 
crumby magazine!! H you do put my address 
in there: [xxx] 
Probably better if we didn't ... 

DARN FURBALLS 
P.S. Put a note in your letters section asking I even sent in a thingie for a subscrip
e-mail writers to include the city and state tion099999 (<-my cat). -MATI PATIERSON 



Until now, the on-ramps to the Internet 
have been under construction. 

-.... _- Apple 
~ Inteme~ 
Connection· 
. ~ I/ Kit. Introducing the Apple Internet Connection Kit. 

Quick and easy Internet aa:es.5. ,5l,. 

Getting hooked up to the Internet can be a messy 

process. That is unless you've got exactly the tight tools. 

Presenting the Apple® Internet Connection Kit. It's everything 

you need to get on and get around the Internet quickly, 
easily and with a minimum of frustration. Here's what you 
receive: Netscape Navigator"', Claris Emailer"' Lite, 

Progressive Networks RealAudio, NewsWatcher, Fetch, the 
Apple Internet Dialer, Quicklime® VR Player and more. Plus, if 

you come across anything you don't understand, Apple Guide 
on-line help is there to assist you right away. 

Just think, 30 minutes after opening the box, you could be 

participating in discussion groups, E-mailing Aunt Helga in 

Denmark, visiting the Louvre, the Library of Congress or 

maybe even the local chicken joint. (Seems like 
everybody's got a Web site nowadays.) 
Visit your Apple reseller, or order direct by 
calling 1-800-950-5382 ext. 784. And when 
you do get on the Net, check out our Web site 
at http://www.apple.com. 
Apple. The power to be your best. 

Em@iler 

N ETSCA P E 

©1995 Apple Computer, Inc. All rigbts reserved. Apple, tbe Apple logo and Q11ick7ime are registered trademarks of Apple Compute1; Inc. Claris t.iWailer is a trademarl~ of Claris C01poration. Netscape Ncwigator is a trademark of Netscape 
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letters 
I hope this letter made sense as I'm typing 
really fast with my cat on my lap ... I'm not 
thinking ve1y much right now. -PAUL BISSELL 
We won't ask. 

GET BACK To WoRK 
Gee, I really like your magazine. Um, I think it 
is like really cool and stuff. Okay bye. 
-ADAM VANDERHOOF 
Don't you have some articles to design or 
something, Adam? 

GOOD QUESTIONS 
\Vho is that cute little guy who frolics on the 
review pages? You know, the one who 
expresses the freakin ' awesome to blech! 
ratings. Tres cool in his simplicity. -M!SHIAN 
That's Max, of course. He's our dude. Design 
courtesy of Adam Vanderhoof 

What in the world does 
HEIKKI HEIKKINEN "phat" mean and how does 

this describe a CD-ROM? Is 
this technical slang along the lines of "phone 
phreak" or is it simply the latest positive 
adjective, like "cool" or the '70s "groovy"? 
-ROB LEVENE 
Other than being a favorite phrase of our 
art directo1; Ken Bousquet, and the 
source of a running joke here at 
MacAddict, ''jJhat" is indeed a slang term, 
although it is closer in meaning to "sexy" 
than "cool" or "groovy." What's that got 
to do with The Disc? Well, heck, we think 
The Disc is pretty sexy 

Will I receive my issues before they hit the 
newsstand? -AL SMITH, NEW YORK, NY 
It all depends. Magazine distribution is a 
black hole. Depending upon where you 
live and what phase the moon is in, you 
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may or may not receive your 
issue before copies appear 
on the newsstand. 

How can I get a copy of the 
background picture on the 
cover of your debut issue!? 
-ADAM ]. BURNS 

Sorry, but our contract 
with the artist (which is 
a standard magazine 
contract) states that we 
only have one-time usage 
rights for the apple. In 
other words, we don 't 
own the art. 

I've downloaded Quicklime 2.5 , and my 11D I 1 D Uses 
Power Mac 7200 is telling me there is a 
broken (something like that) resource • • 
fork, and I would be using the software at f 0 r MacAddHt magazme 
my own risk. This begs the question, huh? 
I've tried downloading twice and both times 
I get the same message. Thanks and I'll 
send you some peach pie over the internet. 
- STEPHEN FALK. 
In the Mac universe, files can have 
resource forks and data forks. A program 
like ResEdit exists to edit resources
things like dialog boxes and icons. But 
never mind all that. The simple answer to 
your question is that the file you are 
downloading is corrupted. Find another 
version of the file either at another site or, 
in this case, on the MacAddict Disc in this 
issue. Now about that pie-can we get that 
via FedEx instead of over the Internet? 
Homemade, too? 

If MacAddict is based on the premise that 
people are fanatical about Macs, why not have 
more reader involvement in the final output. I 
would love to donate some of whatever I have 
to the magazine. -TOM INGHAM 
We're always lookingfor cool photos for our 
letters page and music for the CD. If you 
have anything else you'd like us to consider, 
just send it in. If we love it, we'll find a 
place for it. 

SILLY QUESTIONS 
Is all this free stuff part of the plan to make us 
REAilY addicted? Once we're hooked, you're 
gonna start charging BIG CASH, right? 
-LEON SILVERMAN 
Geez, good idea there Leon. Thanks! 

Well, do any of you like Doom? Well, do ya? 
-DEVON Fox 
Yup, we do-om. A lot. 

PURE EVIL 
AAAAARGH!!!!!!!!!!!! My evil twin returned my 
subscription invoice . with CANCELLED 
sprawled across it. When it arrives, PLEASE 
ignore. I DO want to subscribe. I do want to 
receive more issues of MacAddict. I do, I do. 
-GREGORY FLEET 

GIMME THERAPY! 
Yesterday was not one of my better days 
largely due to the fact that I spent most of it 
with PCs. -COLIN SEGOVIS 
Bumme1: 

Make wallpaper for the outside of 
your office-especially articles like 
"Stand by Your Mac." This gives roaming 
executives something intelligent to read. 

As a mousepad for the 486 they 
shoved into your office to remind your
self that there is a better way. 

Swat Windows users if they get 

Figure out which game ads to hide 
from your kid while you try to save up 
for his/her new Power Mac. Use it to 
figure out how powerful that Mac will 
need to be to play those games. 

• Expired demo CDs make great 
stands for all those pewter dragons my 
son uses to stand guard over his Mac. 
This practice followed the trauma of being 
forced to use Windows at school. 

Figure out just how much you have 
to save to get your own modem and 
Power Mac now that the kid has taken 

Expired CDs make great coasters 
for the summer drinks you'll need after 
you total the bill. At least my older son 
now buys his own Mac equipment. 

Read it often to remind yourself 
you are not alone. There really are other 
Mac users out there. Trust me. 

I Where else could you learn about 
vibrating joy sticks? 

I used PCs for five painful years (back when 
Macs weren't so affordable) before I switched 
to Macs. Now our music production company 
is totally Mac-based. No regrets! -DAN GIL, 
SommMINDs, MANILA, PmuPPINES 



Find A. Needle in Haystack, CA ... 

... o~ almost 
anyone 

and anyplace 
the USA! • In 

Find the customers, suppliers, old friends or golf 

courses you're looking for. Street Atlas USA® 3.0 is 

America's best-selling mapping software. Use it with 

Phone Search USA™ 2.0, our digital phone direc

tory, to look up almost anyone and anyplace in the 

USA - and locate them on detailed maps . 

Le end 

just select the listings you want ... then locate them on detailed maps! 

Street Atlas USA 3.0 Phone Search USA 2.0 
• Seamless street map of the • Over 80 million business 

entire USA on one CD-ROM and residential listings on 
• Incredible map detail three CD-ROMs 
• Search by place name, • Search by name, phone 

ZIP Code-even street number or business type 
address • Search the whole country 

• Customize maps with notes or just a state, city or 
and symbols ZIP Code 

• Print detailed, useful maps • Export unlimited listings 

Available from your local software retailer, your favorite software catalog or 
direct from Delorme at 1-800-452-5931, ext. 110. 

Check out our Web site! www.delorme.com 
DELC5RMEi 

...:...__ - - -- - -- J 



I have to use a PC at work, but keep my 
PowerBook nearby for relief. And then I get to 
go home to my nice 17-inch Apple monitor to 
play with my Power Mac 7600 instead of a 
nasty 486 or whatever that thing is at work. 
-BRIAN R. FITZGERALD 

As long as there Mac addicts in the world, 
Apple will continue to thrive and prosper and 
the cult of Bill Gates will never amount to 
anything more than a very large cowpie. 
-JAMES WORSTER 

I have refused to be assimilated by the 
Microsoft Borg even though I am forced to 
use a Pentium Pro at my day job. I hate the 
thing and have a Power Mac 7500 at home 
that blows the doors off it!! I am subject to all 
kinds of abuse by my PC-using co-workers 
who have been brainwashed somehow into 
believing the Mac is some kind of a toy. Of 
course none of them has tried one. 
-LARRY ROSE, No SURRENDER IN SOUTHERN CA! 

At a recent Mac seminar, the instmctor told a 
story of a relative who told him that Apple was 
going to go out of business because they only 
had 12 percent of the world market share. 

We Gooled! 
On page 20 of your premiere issue, in the article Tape is 
Dead you refer to the DVD as the Digital Video Disc. In 
fact, the correct name for DVD is "Digital Versatile Disc". 
-Eric Barnhart 
For a long time, the Vin DVD stood for "video"-
or at least some of the companies promoting the standard 
claimed that was so. More recently the V has been 
changed to mean Versatile (officially) although many peo
ple (unofficially) still use the word video. 

In From Newbie to Guru (Oct. '96, p. 32) the steps in the 
Quick-n-Dirty Troubleshooting Guide are in the wrong order. 
The steps should be in this order: check your SCSI set up, 
scan your hard drive, and rebuild your desktop. If you have 
corruption on your hard drive and try to rebuild the desktop 
first, you'll compound the problem. Thanks lo Adam Halem, 
a Mac consultant in the Boston area (ADH Designs) for 
spotting the error. 

You must use Pentium processors to do your multiplication 
(Oct. '96, "Did You Know," p. 32). 700 floppy disks at .125" 
each is 7.3', not "90 feet tall." Likewise, putting them 
together along the 3.5" dimension would yield a string of 
disks about 204' long. However, you may have come closer 
on the patio scenario given that it would end up being 6.6 
sq. yds! I wouldn't have bothered to check this except I 
have 700 floppies, store them in a pull out drawer and real
ized they took up about 7 feet of space in the drawer. Happy 
Math. -W. S. COOK 
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He replied that BMW had only one percent of 
the world market share, did that mean they 
were going out of business? -KAREN J. FARNHAM 

DARN 
I can't think of any way to say thank you better 
than with thanks. (Well, I could do something 
really big like buy you all Dodge Vipers 
custom-painted with a huge Apple 
logo on the hood, but I don't really 
have the money) . -C11R1s DooRI.EY 

A HAPPY 
DISPOSITION 
Recently, I was moving offices. 
The movers stacked my 20" 
monitor, my Power Mac, my 
Wacom tablet, my SyQuest 
drive and my external drive 
on my computer st111d and 
moved them out of the office. 
Suddenly, I heard a loud crash. I ran to to find 
the whole stack in a mess on the floor. I 
thought my darling Mac was a gonner. We 
picked up the parts, took them to tl1e new 
office and plugged them back together. The 
pleasant "piing" played and Mac's smiling face 
showed up and everything ran without a glitch. 
Was it a miracle? Not really. Macs are STURDY 
and can take all the abuse some people give 
them yet still respond with a smile. -CYrur. 

How's THAT? 
I just sent in my subscription and I discovered 
that your "return mail" envelopes taste much 
better than those from the other Mac mags. 
-SAM SHARBER 

PAPERCLIPS & GM 
In the second issue, I liked David Reynolds' 
"7 Paths" article (Oct. '96, p.28) and have one 
more patting thought for Path Number 7. I, 
too, have had two sad Macs in my life: one was 
a zapped motherboard due to a power surge; 
the other was a simple problem I had to pay 
the repair man at Apple to solve in two sec
onds. It seems that some CDs if left in the drive 
at Shut Down will keep the Mac from booting 
and give you the sad Mac. Someone had left 
one of those bargain CDs in my drive and I 
didn't know it. Was my face red! It goes to 
prove that the best Mac tool is a paperclip. (By 
the way, you catl also use a paper clip to get 
the trouble codes to read out on your GM car. 
GM charges you $50. The Apple guys only 
charged me $37.50) . -JIM HAMM 

WHAT BUGS You 
I'm all set to send in my subsc1iption card for 
MacAddict. However, I do have a phobia about 
roaches, so if you are going to feature them in 
your magazine on a regular basis as an icon 

for bugs let me know and I'll find another 
route for my Mac news. -SAINT MARY 4 EAsr 
Okay, we promise we won't always use 
roaches. How do you feel about earwigs? 

over, but was 
unable to locate 

this particular 
graphic (which I 

wanted to tum into a 
Windows .BMP file 

and place as wallpaper 
on the [shudder!] 

Windows PC I use at 
work). Understanding 

how things change on the 
Worldwide Web, I can 

believe that PCC no longer offers this graphic 
for download. Sigh. 

But how about including a folder full of 
ppats, PICTs, and StartUpScreens on a future 
CD? There are a number of terrific shareware 
utilities available, such as Decor, StartUp Frills, 
and DeskPicture that enable one to go a step 
further in personalizing their Macs. And in this 
day and age of interconnected computers, 
I still believe in the "personal" aspect of 
personal computing. -FRED PUHAN 
Power Computing, alas, had to remove 
the promotional piece from the Web since 
the owners of the Sluggo trademark are 
suing them. We did include DeskPicture 
on Disc #2 and will include even more 
customization utilities on future discs. 

SIGN OFF 
For some reason I don't feel strange or crazy 
w1iting to you. Personally, I guess, I usually 
assume that people that write letters to maga
zines are nuts. -ALEx MAfx 
Alex, we hate to break it to you like this, 
but people who write to magazines are 
indeed nuts .. . 

SIGN OFF 
If I had a dime for every original idea 
Bill Gates had-why I'd have nothing! 
-CHRISTOPHER MEINCK 

Ever notice how fast Windows runs? 
Neither did I. -KURT STRASSER 

Eat your garlic. -MARIA Fm..soM 

eMagicly sent from a Newton MessagePad 
130 ... cool huh? -JmIN B. STRICKLAND 
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7.9 billion miles of open highway 
and you've got TotalAccessT: 

$19.95 flat rate:' Unlimited Internet mileage . 

• 

The coolest, easiest Internet access on Earth. 
Every account includes einail and a free 2 meg Web site. 

Call now for your Earthlink Network TotalAccess"' 
software with Netscape Navigator"' 2.0. 

1-800-395-8425 

UL1J 11 
Internet access in over 290 cities in the U.S . and Canada. Software for MACINTOSH, WINDOWS, 
WINDOWS 95, featuring Netscape Navigato r 2.0. Earthl ink Network is one o f the largest 
Web space provide rs in th e U.S. a nd a lso provides ISD N, Fram e Re lay, Tl a nd o th e r 
Inte rne t se rvices. *There is Cl one-time set-up.fee of $25. 00. Prices .for Canada are different. 

14.!l!olli§!!i 
MtfM-HHii.113-
1.syw1. 

EarthLink Network , Inc. 3100 New York Drive, Pasadena , CA 91107 Fax: 818-296-2470 
Info via e mail: info@earthlink.net Live human via email : sa les@ea rthlink.net Vis it our Web site at http:// www.earthlink.net 
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o find immediate information from our 
sponsors, go to the Index (Option-click 

on any help screen) . Or you can wait until 
you see a message from them in the lower
right-hand corner of the main screen. 
Clicking on the message causes a TV 
screen to slide down from the top of the 
page, showcasing more information. 
Sponsors can also be accessed from the 
main window in the Finder. 

800-827-6364 
http://www.aol.com 
America Online offers access to the world of 
online news and information, interactive maga
zines, finance, entertainment, e-mail, free soft
ware, shopping, and more. With a point and a 
click, you can explore the vast resources of the 
Internet. Sign on and receive 15 free hours. 

1-888-4Brainstorm 
http://WWW.brainstormfun.com 

ID1tir?R~ull 

Wigby the Wizard and his pals are waiting for 
your child to join them in a rousing game of 
chess. With the help of animated chess pieces 
that come alive on command, Wigby cheerful
ly leads the player into the world of castling 
and checkmate through friendly step-by-step 
lessons and fascinating strategy puzzles. 
Learn the Fork, Skewer, Pin, and many other 

0 
Inst all t hese In your System 
folder only if you need t hem . 

hat! You need help? Well, if your 

super-phat Disc is mangled, 

warped, broken, or otherwise disturbed, 

you can get a replacement from 

IMAGINE's customer service. We've set 

up a special page on our Web site 

where you can order one http://www. 

macaddict.com/info/servlce.html, or you 

can call them directly at 415-468-4869. If 

you can't install anything, or get disc 

errors do the same. 

0 0 0 
Demos This Issue Shareware 

0 
Essentials Start Here (68k) St art Here (PPC) 

chess tactics that will make you a champ at 
home. 

wee re 
800-769-2768 
http://www.changeling.com 
Journey into the unknown, exploring super
natural realms of extraordinary beauty and 
haunting elegance. Unravel mysteries hidden 
within compelling stories of heart-rending 
tragedy, mind numbing obsession, and child
like innocence. With amazingly life-like 
images, subtle environmental sounds, com
pelling soundtrack, and thoroughly developed 
characters and stories, Amber: Journeys 
Beyond '" will completely immerse you in the 
experience of several lifetimes. 

::::..,
8425

.-Uokoot ~ 
TotalAccess is Earthlink's complete software 
and Internet connection package. It includes 
Netscape Navigator, an award-winning Internet 
access software, and everything needed to 
register for complete Internet access in less 
than five minutes. After the $25 set-up fee, 
unlimited access is provided for $19.95 per 
month. 'Round-the-clock tech support is 
provided via an BOO number. 

- . ~i< 
http://www.europasoftware.com 

If you have another problem with 

The Disc, please stop by http://www. 

macaddict.com/cdrom before you 

send us a-mall. If there isn't a solution 

there, then please let us know about it 

at cdrom@macaddict.com. 

If you're having problems With 

System software, we recommend call· 

ing the good foll~s at 800-SOS-APPL. 

They'll be more than happy to help 

you. And if you are having trouble with 

one of the programs on our disk, 

please be sure to read the accompa

nying Read Me for contact info. 

Frustrated by Bookmarks? Web Quick(tm) tracks 
every page you visit, and automatically organizes 
them by Site. It lets you create custom Topics-
and keeps them all at your fingertips with handy 
pop-up menus. Web Quick even converts exist
ing Bookmarks. No wonder MacWEEK calls it 
"the first Web utility that is essential" I 

800-4MACPLAY 
http://www.macplay.com 
Virtual Pool 

,~r.1_A_e_~_b1A-Y~I 

Now available for the Mac, Virtual Pool has all 
the angles and all the shots of the real game, 
and then some! Take a lesson from a pro, 
learn trick shots or take an historic multimedia 
tour of the sport. 
Descent II 
Blast your way past enemy robots with powerful 
new toels, leaving their flaming hulks in your 
exhaust. Your ultimate goal: to exterminate the 
alien robot stronghold from the enemy Base and 
claim total contr0I. It's all-new levels of outra
geous destruction I 

http://www.microsoft.com/games/kickbutt 
Take command of men who act like real sol
diers. Experience the heat of battle with con
tinuous real-time action. Test your leadership 
in historically accurate battle situations. Go 
head-to-head with other desktop commanders 
in multi-player mode. 
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Gabriel Knight: 
The Beast Within 
Adventure 5060405 
WIN3.1 486/33 or MAC 68040, 8mb, M 

~~VJ 
The Oregon Trail II 
Children's Ed . 5078308 
WIN3.1486,4mb or MAC68030, 5mb, M 

~~vi· 
Mechwarrior 2 
Arcade Style 5043609 
DOS 486/66 or MAC 68040, 8mb, M 

Give or Get 2 CD-ROMs for sg~. 
PLUS 1 MORE AT GREAT SAVINGS! 

(See details be low.) 
~Phantasmagoria 
~ WIN.3.14.8.6/66.or MA.C LClll, 8mb, M . 

Adventure 5004502 ~Connections Adventure 
,,_~ WIN3, 1.48.6/33.or.MAC 68040, 8rnb, M ..... 

5071501 ~Let's Pretend Children's Ed. 5056304 
~l'/IN3 , 1 486/33 or MAG LCl l, 8mb, M .. Forages 3+ 

~Hexen Arcade Style 
~ops .48.6/33 .. or .1111\C. 6.80.40. .. 8rnb, M .... ... ...... .. . 

5056403 Adam: The Inside Story 
WIN3.1386,4mborMACLCll,8mb, M .. 

Medical Rel. 5059605 ~Are You Afraid Of The Dark7 Children's Ent. 5072905 
"-~ DOS386f,l3o r MAC LC ,4mb, M .. . 

1001 Really Cool Web Sites Internet Guide 5053004 
WIN3.1 386 or MAC. Clas.sic, 4rnb. M, K . 
Police Quest: Open Season Adventure 5002803 
DOS 38~. 4mb, M, J, K orMl\C LC .. 8mb ... M .... 

~Trophy Bass Fish.ing . . Arcade Style 
~W.IN3 1 486/.66 or.MAC LClll, 8mb, M ... 

5054101 

King's Quest VII: 
The Princeless Bride Arcade Style 5024401 
l'JIN3,1 38.6/33.or.MAC .LClll. .. 4mb .•. M .. 
Corel Gallery Clip Art library 5010301 
WIN3,1 386, 4mb or MAC LClll, .2rnb,.M. 
Trivial Pursuit Strategy Game 5027404 
W.INJ,1386 or MAC LCll l, 4mb, M. 
7th Guest Interact. Game 5004700 
DOS 386/3.3 or MAC LClll, 4rnb .. M 
Casper Brainy Book Children's Ed. 5048905 
WIN3.1 486, 4m.b or.M.AC. LClll, 8mb,.M For ages 4-8 ... 

\It'll Mastercook Deluxe Home/Personal 5052709 
WIN3,1 386/25 or MAC .II , 4mb, M 
Jumpstart Kindergarten Ch ildren's Ed. 5027701 
W.IN3J 386, 1mb or .MAC. l.Clll, 4mb, M. For ages 4-:£ 

t~l Angel Devoid Adventure 5065404 
DOS 486/66 or MAC LCll, 8mb, M 

Doom II Arcade Style 5021506 
DOS 386/.33.or MAC LCll, 4m.b._ M, J .• K. 
The Lost Mind Of Dr. Brain 
WIN3,148_6 .or .MAC LCll l, 4mb, M .. 

Children's Ed. 

Beer Hunter Gen. Interest 
WIN3 1 486 or MAC LCll l, 4mb,_M 

~Flight Unlimited Flight Sim. 
,,_~DOS .486/.66.or .M.AC PMAC/66, 8rnb, M, J, .K 

Outpost Strategy Game 
WINJ.1386.Amb .Qr MAC ~.Giii , 8mb. M, K .. 
The Daedalus Encounter Adventure 
W.IN3,148_6/33_or.MAG LG.Ill, 8mb .. M. 

5037502 

5040803 

5070800 

5007703 

5034707 

Official Guide To 
~'ll Netscape Navigator Computer Tutor. 5061908 

WIN3, 1 486, 4.m.b or .MAC. l .Cll .. 8mb ... M ... 
And More Calendars Home/Personal 5049507 
WIN3,1 .38.6 or .MAC LCll, 4mb, M, P, K .. 
The Incredible Machine 3 Strategy Game 5043302 
WIN3.1 386 or MAC LCll, 4mb, M 

Sports Illustrated 
Multimedia Almanac Sports 5036504 
wlN3, 1 386/25 or MAGI 1, 4mb •. M .. 
The Pagemaster Adventu re 5027008 
WIN3,1_48.6 or .M.AC. LClll, 4mb, .M ... 

College Prep. 5060702 

How Your Body Works 
WIN3.1 486 _or MAC_ LCll l, 8mb,_M 
The Family Doctor 
WIN3, 1 486/33 or MAG LCll l, 4rnb. M 

~Stars Of The Louvre 
~ \'11.N3 .. 1386, 8rnb or.MAC. LC, 4rnb. M ... 

Jumpstart First Grade 
\'llN3.1.4.86or.MAC LClll, 4mb, M ... 
Berlitz Live Spanish 
\'llN3, 1.386.or. MAC Classic, 4rn~. M 
Mixed Up Mother Goose Deluxe 
l'JIN3 .. 1 ~86 or Mi\C LClll, 8mb, M .... 

~Nick Jr. Math 
~~ WIN3, 1 _486/33 .o.r. MAC 68030, .8m.b .• M, .K. . . 

Life's Greatest Mysteries 
WIN3,1.386,'33 or MAC LCll, 8mb,M. 
Locus 
l'JIN3.1486/66 or.MAC LClll, 8mb, M . 
Ice & Fire 
WIN3.1486/66orMAC LClll, 8mb, M 
Roger Wilco: Space Quest 6 
l'JIN3, 1.486 or MAC. LClll, 4mb, .M .. .. 

~ Gryphon Bricks 
~\'llN3 . 1 386orMACC~ssic, 4mb , M . 

Medical Ref. 5044201 

Medical Ref. 5055207 

Artist Coll. 5067608 

Children's Ed. 5045901 

l anguage Tut. 5043401 

Children's Ed. 5042304 
. for age_s 3-.6 . 

Children's Ed. 5072707 

General Ref. 5060504 

Arcade Style 5055702 

Arcade Style 5055801 
., 

. Advenr8 5058201 

Children's Ed. 5080007 

How To Select CD-ROMs For Your System. 
Each selection includes the following important information: 
minimum system required. minimum CPU required , minimum 
amount of RAM required, and required peripherals 
(M=mouse, J=joystick, K=keyboard. P=printer). 

@ Inside The SAT & PSAT 
WIN3, 1 386 or MAC LCll, 8mb, M, K Shanghai: Great Moments 

\'llN3.1 _486/33 or MAC LCll, 8_mb, M 
Nile: Passage To Egypt 

Strategy Game 5031 802 

Discovering Shakespeare literature Coll. 5051800 

~·w1~f; l'JIN3J48.6 .or .MJ\C LClll, 8mb, M . 

For all titles, the minimum system requirements recommended (unless 
otherwise indicated) are: Hardware: SVGA monitor (256 colors), sound 
card, 40mb hard drive, double speed CD-ROM drive. Operating System: 

@ Nine Month Miracle 
WIN3.1 386/33 or MAC LCll, 8mb, M 

Medical Ref. 5060603 Historical 5041405 
WIN3.1486orMAC LClll, 8mb, M 

DOS 5.0. Windows 3.1, Macintosh System 7.0. 

A whole new way to get the most · 
exciting CD-ROMs this holiday season - games, reference, edu
tainment and more - all at great prices! Great to give as gifts. Great to keep for 
yourself. Just write in the numbers of the 2 CD-ROMs you want for $9.95 each, 
plus shipping and handling. In exchange, you agree to buy 4 more CD-ROMs in 
the next 2 years, at our regular prices (currently as low as $29.95, plus shipping 
and handling) - and you may cancel membership at any time after doing so. 
What's more, you can get one more CD-ROM right now for the low price of $19.95 
and have less to buy later (see complete details in coupon). 

Free CD-ROM magazine sent approximately every 4-6 weeks (up to 13 
times a year) reviewing our Featured Selection - plus scores of alternate choices, 
including many lower priced CD-ROMs. And you may also receive Special Selection 
mailings up to four times a year. (That's up to 17 buying opportunities a yearl) 

Buy only what you want! If you want lhe Featured Selection, do nothing -
ii will be sent automatically. If you'd prefer an alternative selection, or none at all, just 
mail the response card always provided by the date specified. You'll always have 14 
days to decide; if not, you may return the selection at our expense. 

Money-Saving Bonus Plan. If you continue your membership after 
fulfi lling your obligation, you'll be eligible for our generous bonus plan. It enables you 
to enjoy great savings on the CD-ROMs you want - for as long as you decide to 
remain a member! 

10-Day Risk-Free Trial. We'll send details of how Columbia House CD-ROM 
Direct works along with your introductory package. If you're not satisfied, return every
thing within 1 O days at our expense for a full refund and no further obligation. 
Act now, membership in CD-ROM Direct may be limited. 
For faster service, use your credit card and call us toll-free 24 hours a day. 

1-800-792-1000 ~c~t. 

CD-ROM DIRECT r----------------------columbl·a House CD ROM Di"rect Dept. 6C9, 3109 Canterbury c ourt. I " Bloomington, IN 47404-1498 
Yes, please enroll me under the terms outlined in this advertisement. As a member, I need buy just 
4 more CD-ROMs at your regular prices within the next 2 years. 

Send my CD-ROM selections for: (check one only) D PC ( 1 ) D Macintosh (3) 
Write in the selection #'s below 

Send me these 2 CD-ROMs for just $9.95 each J 

plus $1. 75 each shipping/handling (total $23.40) # 11# 
Buy your first selection now and have less to buy later! 

D Also send my first selection for $19.95 plus $1 .75 shipping/handling which I'm adding to my $23.40 

payment (total $45.10). I then need to buy only 3 more (instead of 4) in 2 years. I# 
Please check how paying : D My check is enc losed. 
0 Charge my introductory CD-ROMs and future CD-ROM Direct purchases to: 
D MasterCard D Diners Club D AMEX D VISA D Discover 

Account Number Exp. Date Signature 

My main CD-ROM interest Is : (check one) (Note: You are always free to choose from any category.) 

(BYM/BYQ) 
(BYN/BYR) 

D Entertainment 0 Education 0 Edutainment D Productivity 
(includes children's titles) 

Name. ____ _______________ Phone ( ___ ) ______ _ 

Address. _ ___ ___ _ _ _ _ __________ _ _ _ _ _ _ Apt. __ _ 

City _ ___ ______ _ _ _____ ____ State _ _ _ _ Zip ____ _ 

Important ! Did you remember to choose PC or Mac? Will your selections run on your system? 
Note: Columbia House reserves the right to request additional information, to limi t membership or reject any 
appl ication, or to cancel any membership. Otter limited to residents of the contiguous United States. Residents of 
Alaska, Hawai i, Puerto Rico, U.S. territories, APO and FPO addresses please write for separate offer. 
Applicable sales tax added to all orders. F96-CDR-1 1 MC ITQg ©1996, The Columbia House Company 
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Great Games Under$ 500 
THUNDERING POWER EXPLOSIVE ACTION. 

Tenninal Velocity is absolutely the most exhilarating flight game available for the Macintosh. 
It offers fast 3D texture-mapped graphics, full 36(}.clegree flight movement and 7 weapons 

of extraordinary destmction. Fight your way through 9 unique planets with an awesome 
array of spectacular air-to-air and air-to-ground combat action. 

" ••• gripping high-speed action 
from moment one." 

"A symphony of tttllladng action 
and g-force slurping excitement ••• " 

-Computer G.lmlng World 

" ••• The 30 emlronmems are simply breathtaking .•• die 
worlds are like noddng seen before In computer games." 

-Strategy Plus 

$3422 
(Reqttires Power Macintosh. 

-Computer !'layer CD-ROM only) 

Mac Arcade Pak 
Explosive,gut-wrendling arcade adion! 
Includes modem-day versions of Pac,\lan", 
Teui(Asteroids';Missile Comm:md"and 
Mo1od~ $2422 

Casino Gatne Pack 
Quality collection of six popular casino 

games: Blackjack, Video Poker, Roulette, Slots, 
Keno and Draw Poker. 

(CO.ROM only) 

~· 

Mac Arcade Pak 2 
More red hot arcade action with five of the best arcade 

classics ever! Modem-day versions of Pac-Man~ Gauntlet~ 
Asteroids", Galaxian" and Stai\:astle~ Includes a sequel to 
MacWorld 1995 Hall of Fame and a mnner-up for Inside 

Mac Gani es 1995 llest Arcade Game. 

(CD-ROM only) 

Dlamonds3D 
Breakout in tlrree dimensions! Inside Mac Games 
Gills it "Fun and addictive.The best breakout-5tVle 
game we've played.' The ball doesn't bounce up 

and down, it comes right at you! 
$2422 

(CD-ROM only) 

cux:i.: • cn.F • )(L.[J\1)U(E • MOmcCARLO • PATIENCE , 

Solitaire Gatne Pack 
Clock, Klondike, Golf, Mame Carlo and 

Patience Solitaire. Great graphics and on
screen help! 

Gatne Parlor 
Outstanding collection offivc popular strat
egy games: Chess, Checkers, Backgammon, 

Solitaire, Crosswords. 

(CD-ROM only) 

Absolute Solitaire 
We asked dozens of solitaire fanatics to help 

us design the perfed solitaire package. 
Absolute Solitaire is what they created. 

Includes 24 new games and a brand new 
interface for serious solitaire gameplay. 

$2422 

Odyssey: The Legend of Nemesis 
TI1e most advanced Macintosh role·playing game everl 
Venture into the mystical lands of Odyssey. Discover 

nine islands of extraordinary advenmre, fight epic 
battles and dwell amongst the fascinating inhabitants. 

$3422 
(CD-ROM only) 

Lots more. Call for a free catalog. 

Available now from your favorite reseller, MAC or by calling 800-229-2714 
Please add $2.95 per order for shipping and handling if ordering by phone. Wiwd\Vorks Group, Inc.o 3850 Annapolis lane, Suite 100 • Plymouth, MN 55447 
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Power Tools Under $3000 
Full-Featured Desktop Publisher . Place objects p1ffisely • Choose • Select a style for 

' df.fils ·;"' ""'""h Create your own Brochures, Newsletters, where you want them a color any line or bo1rler 

~~:~,,:i~ ui.<:i~ · ,,,· , Invitations,Reportsandmore! • D· -~ 
11 ~""''" · ~ ··"'1\ll'' • . , M Pblih . th rft·1 iawv11,ua y --:;;:;l~~!d,....·Adiusttlie t~ ¥-;, 1uli "';:::::: c""" ' • . . ,, ac u s er gives you e same powe u page if b. = ~ w iii. ~ ~ • - ·· "'""'1 la}'OUt tools used by the best graphic artists. Use it any type 0 0 ~ect l:ii:-~·~~· ~'.d~lE~~~~~ space • ~ between 

11....~ ..... ';l ~ --- to quickly and easily create professional-quali~1 • • ~ 
docmnents that really make a good impression! • D1mv Imes o , characters 

and anmvs 
just Some of the Powerfitl Features: 
• Place text or graphics anywhere • Draw arcs 
• Rot1te text and graphics to any an~e 
• Draw rectan~es, ovals, arcs and more 
• Draw any kind of line or arrow 

•Rotate any 
object 

• A~ust 
the space 
between 
lines 

Create professional-quality documents 
that really malie a good impression! 

• Adjust character and line spacing 
• Automatic text-wrapping around graphics 
• Flow text to anywhere on any page 
• 50 professionally-designed templates 
• 120,()()().word spell checker 

Powerful 
hnage 
Editing& 

PhoIDM er F~-f:olor 
~lyPini8it11m1 .. 11at•tlllll ~ Pamtmg 

Whether starting from scratch or editing an existing 

• Flow text from one 
object to another 

Photo Editin Features 
• Masking • Smudge 
• Feathering • Tons of Filters 
• Photo Correction • Paste lnto/Behind 
• Anti-aliasing • lighten/Darken 
• Photoshop Plug-ins • SupportsTablets 
• Sharpen • MuchMore! 

Color Paintin Features 
1' • Power Paint Brush 

• Rotate, Skew, Crop 
~'-4-M-IC_E_!_,_ • Ma~cWand 

• Color Dropper 
• Rubber Stamp 
• Blur 

image, PhotoMaker ~ves you the powerfttl tools of expensive 
programs likeAdobern Photoshop™ in an affordable, easy-to-use 
package. Add sttmning impact to newsletters, $2422 
brochures, school projects and more! 

+ + + + • Gradient Fills 
Create spectarular photo-collages and morel '!,'!,'!,'!, • Air Brush 

• MuchMore! 

• Choose from hundreds 
of Built-in labels and 

MacUserMagazioe 

• Built-in Counter lets you number labels automatically -great 
for tickets and barcodes. You can even print duplicate sets! 

1 Create any 
labei 
Bare ode 
or Mailing 

envelopes. Or, easily ----+------ - - 
•Draw boxes, circles and 
lines in any width, color or 
pattern. 

create your own! 

!<t~Y. •Place Text or Graphics 
:!!!:!.!!~ ,~0!!!! l-+-1--'-- anywhere.Any font, size, 

1.1 .. 1.1.1 .. .1.1 ... 11 .. 1.111 .... 1.1 .. .1.1.11... style or color. 
To, Jerry Fitzgibbons 

224 Ireland Rd. 
St. Paul, MN 55124-3265 

Deshop labels is perfect for creating virtually any kind of label, 
barcode or mailing up to 32,000 pieces.lncludes $2422 
features found in products priced hundreds more! 

• QuickAddress instantly places the com
plete address anywhere you want 

•Place any Field or 
Baroode from the 
Database &Address Book 
anywhere. 

Powerful Database and Address Book , 
• Enter or Import up 

to 32,000 names 
• Sort your records in 

any order you want 

• Find any record or 
group of records 
with tl1e push of 
a button. 

Lots more. Call for a free catalog. 

• Create Your Own 
Field Names for 
part munbers, 
birthdays, etc. 

• Worl<s with both 
U.S. and 
International 
Postal Codes. 

Available now from your favorite reseller, 
or by calling 800-229-2714 
Please add $2.95 per order for shipping and handling if ordering by phone. 

·Com rehensive Barcodin Ca abilities 
• Createandprintvirtuallyanykind 

ofbarcode:UPC,EAJ'l,Code 39, 
Postnet (witl1 delivery-point) 
and more! 

• PrintSequentially-numbered 
barcodesforserialnumbers,etc. 

• PrintaBarcodefromAnyFieldin 
YourDatabase,oreasilyenterit. 

MAC 





Cool AdobeP-™Now 
Incl · es A ColOr Scanner 

Introducim! the Microtek 
ScanMaker® Internet 
Edition"' color flatbed scanner 
for Macintosh~" 
If you want to include eye

catching images in your 
Internet or Intranet home 
pages, get Microtek's 
ScanMaher® Internet 
Edition color flatbed 
scanner with Adobe 
PageMill. Images captured 
with this scanner will make 
any home page spring to life! 

[Pll#t lT~bl A.ccusorin l ) 

W1ko•e tD ouualiH c•alog. NoY7!J11 cu orduU,1' it•• ia stock 
by •ii,; OU MY imn11«in 2.rllu..fsua. 

PLANTS 

TOOLS 

MORE 

For captuiing images for 
fliers, brocl1Ures and 
newsletters this amazing 
scanner also includes 
MicroFrontids Color It! 
image editing and paint 
software. 

The ScanMaker Internet 
Edition also includes 
Microtek's award-winning 
Scan Wizard"' scanner 

The ScanMaker Internet 
Edition captures photos, 
drawings, and company 
logos with amazing high
light and shadow detail in 
stunning lifelike color. 

,.,.__--------~~-~-~ controller software. 

Includes Adobe PageMill,"' and 
MicroFrontier's Color It! 

To quickly and easily create home pages, 
Microtek includes Adobe's popular PageMill"' 
software. You don't have to be a software 
programmer. There's no HTML code to learn. 
just point, click, drag and place the images 
scanned with the ScanMaker Internet Edition 
scanner. ln a few minutes you've got a home 
page sure to catch any surfer's eye. 

Scan Wizard features the 
Advanced Image Enhancer"' which lets you 
sharpen, blur, darken, lighten, saturate, emboss 
images and even remove dot patterns from 
printed photos or add other special effects to 
images even before scanning them! 

For the location of yournearest authorized 
Microtek reseller call 1-800-654-4160, use our 
convenient Auto Tech fax back system at 
310-297-5101 or check out Microtek's home 
page at http://www.mteklab.com or 
http://www.microtekusa.com. 

Mac·os 

INCWDES 
• Adobe PageMill"'the hot selling software for 

creating home pages for the World Wide Web 
• ScanWizanf" scanner controller software 

featuring the Advanced Image Enhancer"' 
• MicroFrontier's Color It! for 

enhancing or painting 
scanned images 

• OCR software from Caere 
Corporation for scanning 
printed text documents 

FEATURES 

NOW AVAILABLE FROM: 
MacWarehouse 

MacMall 
MacConnection 

CDW 
Club Mac 
MacZone 

MICROTEK 
Better Images Through Innovation. 

TheMicrotekScanMaker Internet Edition is available for Macintosh users only. Price mentioned is United States suggested street price. The following are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies: Microtek, ScanWizard, Advanced Image 
Enhancer, ScanMaker of Microtek Lab, Inc.; Macintosh of Apple Computer, Inc.; Color It! of MicroFrontier; Page Mill of Adobe Systems, Inc. All othertrademarks or registered trademarks a re the property of their respective holders. Prices, specifications and software 
bundles are subject to change without notice. SMINTEOJ96MA 



News, trends, and other very valuable information that you will want to know. 

Be Here Now! 
(Well, actually, Be here soon) -

A
s time goes on, OpenDoc will 

become more tightly integrat

ed with the Mac OS. (See the 

premiere issue of MacAddict for a full 

explanation of this new Apple technol

ogy.) OpenDoc parts (now called Live 

Objects) are starting to ship. Here's a 

run down on a few of our favorites: 

• Digital Harbor's WAV ($49 street; 

801-785-2115) . WAVoffers features 

that you can't get in other word proces

sors. The Internet is just a click away 

with a built-in Cyberdog tab. Other 

great functions include a dynamic 

cursor (click on the middle of a blank 

page and the cursor is placed there) 

and dynamic text wrap (drag an object 

around a page and text flows around 

it on the fly) . 

• Corda Technologies' CGraph and 

Ctable ($19.95 street; http://www. 

corda.com) . This pair of parts creates 

graphs and tables respectively, thus 

adding spreadsheet-like functionality to 

any OpenDoc document. 

• Hutchings Software's Rapid-I Button 

($14.95 street; http://www.hutchings
software.com) . You can change how 

these buttons look when clicked; 

labels can show as text, pictures, and 

other Live Objects. Buttons can play 

sounds, run AppleScripts, and open 

files or folders in the Finder as well as 

open Cyberltems or query databases. 

• Softlinc's Lexi ($19.95 street; 941-

642-7979) . This spell checker lets you 

check text spelling by merely dragging 

the text onto the part. Add Lexi to any 

word-processing Live Object. 
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I t caused quite a stir at Macworld 
Expo in August-a preemptive 
multitasking, multithreaded oper

ating system running on a Power 
Computing machine. Running fast. 
It handled, simultaneously, several 
full -motion movies, on-the-fly font 
scaling, and a 3D object twisting ru1d 
turning in space, mid it hru1dled all this 

quite gracefully. This operating system THE BE OPERATING SYSTEM helps a PowerPC-basecl Mac be all that 
is not Coplru1d, nor is it even a product it can be with speedy response ancl crash resistance. 
from Apple. Instead, this speedy OS-
the BeOS-is a product of Be, Inc. 

Never heard of Be? That's not surprising, even 
though the company was founded five years ago 
by former Apple personality Jean-Louis Gassee. 
The engineers at Be have been hard at work 
designing both a computer and an operating 
system from the ground up. Although the 
hardware produced by Be is built with multipro
cessing as a guiding principle, the BeBox is not 
revolutionary. It uses only common computer 
components in its construction. 

What's truly amazing about Be is the compa
ny's operating system. Because Be engineers 
didn't have to support existing applications, they 
could design an operating system without taking 
into account how many programs would "break" 
under a new OS. The best part is, they were able 
to port the OS to run on Power Computing's Mac
compatible computers. 

To use the BeOS, you merely double-click mi 
icon, and the BeOS purges the Mac OS from the 
system ru1d boots the BeOS. Once the Be desktop is 
present, the system is ready to go. To shift back 
to the Mac OS, you must reboot your Mac. Be is 
working on a similar program for the BeOS that 
will allow you to boot the Mac OS without first 
needing to shut down. 

The BeOS has some mighty nifty features. First 
of all , it's fas t. Even on a single-processor Mac 
compatible, the BeOS screams. Application sizes 
are small: a MIDI mixing board application took 

up a mere 79K, and that includes 30K for the 
mixing board graphic itself. Since the BeOS uses 
protected memory, it doesn't bring down the 
entire system if a program crashes. The BeOS has 
native TCP/IP and ITP abilities, Internet access is 
not a problem. It hruidles real-time media (audio, 
video, etc.) incredibly well-not surprising, 
since Be planned for multimedia while developing 
the OS and hardware. 

There are only a few applications available 
for the BeOS, including a Web browser, audio 
utilities, font scalers, and movie players. That may 
soon change as Be moves from a development 
system to a consumer system. Be estimates over 
1,500 developers have BeBoxes and has made 
space available on their Web site to distribute the 
fruits of developers' labor. 

The BeOS should be available for sale in early 
1997. Although no price has been specified, 
expect it to hit the streets between $99 to $400, 
probably closer to the lower end of the scale. 
When released, it should run on any Mac or Mac
compatible that uses a PowerPC microprocessor, 
and it should be able to take advantage of multi
ple processors if they are present. Currently, the 
BeOS has to live on its own hard drive, but it 
should be able to live on a partition of a single 
hard disk when released. To find out more, call 
415-462-4100, or point your browser to 
http://www.be.com. - DR 



Hey, MO! 
No, we're not talking about one of 

the Stooges. MO stands for 
Magneto-Optical, and it's behind 

some new storage devices that are much bet
ter than a poke in the eye. Magneto-optical 
storage is cheaper than traditional magnetic 
storage (yes, even ZIP disks), it's more reli
able, and since Jeff Goldblum used one to 
save the world in "Independence Day," it will 
make you the coolest datal1ead on the block. 

Although MO drives aren't new, their 
pricing and aim are. Several companies, 
including Fujitsu (800-626-4686; http: 
//www. fcpa.com), Microtech (800-626-
4276; (http://www.microtechint. com), and 
Olympus (800-347-4027; http:// www.olym
pusamerica.com) , have released new MO 
drives, and some are priced for the rest of us. 
Several of these 230MB diives have hit the 
market: internal , external, portable, and 
PowerBook-specific models. 

to back up that claim.) 
If you're conside1ing the purchase of a 

MO drive (and you should--these things are 
great, better even than Zip drives in our 
opinion) , here are a few points to ponder: 

IDENTIFY 
THE HOOJIT 
WinBMBof~ :::0: I~ 
sleuths will be able to crack this 

case in no time. Tell us how this 

item of Mac memorabilia (circa 

1986) was used. Wrong answers: 

cable hanger, Allen wrench, or 

keyboard cleaner. Submit the right 

answer to http://www. 
macaddict.com/issues/contest. 

html or snailmail it to us at Hoojit, 

MacAddict, 150 North Hill Drive, 

Brisbane, CA 94005 by November 

5, 1996. We'll pick one Mac addict 

among those with the correct 

solution to win eight fabu lous 

megabytes of memory from 

Newer Technology! Ten lucky 

runners-up will receive Live 

Objects temporary tattoos. 

P.S. If you're 

stumped, 

look for a 

clue from 

Nikki on 

The Disc 

Drive prices start at $299 (for the 
Olympus internal SYS.230 MO drive) , and the 
cartridges are cheap: $10 for a 230MB 
cartridge and $40 for a 640MB cartridge. 
Data stored on a magneto-optical disk has 
a reported life of at least 30 years. (Some 
people claim the data will be good for 
100 years, but they probably won't be around 

Speed ranges from that of a pokey hard drive 
to that of a CD-ROM. Unlike other removable 
storage devices, some 230MB MO d1ives can 
read and write MO disks from older 128MB 
drives (a feat not possible with Syquest, Zip, 
or Jaz d1ives). Though be sure to ask about 
drive speed and compatibility witl1 older MO 
drives if you're going to put your hard
earned dough down on one. - DR 

WHAT COULD IT BE? 

HARMONY: What's Ahead for System Software? 

Rather than spending 
megabucks promoting a 

huge upgrade to the Mac OS, 
Apple is changing its tune and 
releasing incremental updates. 
You may have read about the 
operating system formerly known 
as Copland (now dubbed Mac 
OS 8) . Apparently, as engineers 
toiled away, new features were all 
scheduled to be released with 
Copland. As a result, Copland got 
horribly delayed. 

Thanks to Doctor Gil and his 
Chief Teclmical Officer sidekick 
Ellen Hancock, we'll be able to 
see that tech sooner. First comes a 
fall release of System 7. 5. 4, which 
brings improved performance 
and reliability. The performance 
tweaks are to Virtual Memoiy-

you'll be able to see about a 30 
percent speed boost over the 
VM in System 7.5.3. "Reliability 
en11ancements" is the '90's te1m 
for bug fixes. This update also 
btings the return of a saner 
naming mechanism
no more System 7.5 
Update 2.0 Revision 
2a. 

After that, two 
major releases are 
on tap for 1997. 
The first, code-named 
Harmony, will appear 
early next year and \viii con-
sist largely of new features and 
add-on components. A second 
release, code-nan1ed Tempo, \viii 
appear sometime mid-year and 
will include some of the nifty 

Finder stuff we've been seeing in 
Mac OS 8 previews. 

Here then are the two patl1s 
that System software development 
will follow. One is tl1e develop

ment of wacky new bits 
that can be tacked 

on to tl1e Mac OS 
whenever it's 
reacl: new ver-

S 8 sions of 
QuickTime , 
OpenDoc, 

Cyberdog, and the 
like 'viii be rolled out 

on their own schedules 
ratl1er tlian waiting arolllld for a 
suitably momentous occasion. 
Unlike today, however, tl1ese \viii 
be released as an all-inclusive 
bunclle ratl1er tl1an leaving you 

scrambling to find all tl1e bits and 
pieces for yourself. The second 
development path is tl1e lowet' 
level architectural work: perfor
mance inlprovements, bug fixes, 
stability enhancements, native 
Finder, memo1y protection, and 
otl1er tilings in tl1e same genre. 
The peiiodic Mac OS releases 
will combine the latest assort
ment of gadgets witl1 tl1e cm1·ent 
incarnation of tl1e core operating 
system. Real architectural 
improvements aren't likely to 
show up until 1998. 

The details of tllis program 
are still sketchy. But clearly Apple 
is trying to make System software 
upgrades less confusing. We just 
hope Apple doesn't have two 
left feet. -MS and KT 
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and 2MB of VRAM on an IMS 

three PCI slots respectively andz 
1 MB of video-dedicated DRAM, Both 
systems have 8X CD-ROM drives. 

your Mac's own custom look; 

application for writers and graphics 
people. In addftlon to the CorelDraw 
vector illustration package, the suite 

also Includes WordPerfect 3.5'; 
CorelDream 3D 6, Corel Texture 6, 
Corel Artisan 6, Corel Multimedia 
Manager 6, CorelTrace 6, 
MasterJuggler 2.0 Pro, and 
CorelChart. 
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get info 
Faster! Faster! 
Upgrade 
Your 
Modem 

S o you bought a 28.8Kbps modem 
after being promised that modems 
just can't get any faster, and now 

the standard's been bumped to 33.6Kbps. 
Mad as hell and not going to take it anymore? 
Before you go nuts, check to see if an upgrade 
is available. An upgrade, you say? Yes. For 
example, if you own a Diamond Supra 288 
modem, you can upgrade it to take advantage of 
the higher speed. Go to http://www.supra.com/ 
336Upgrade and download the appropriate 
flasher-no , not the guy that hangs out on the 
corner in a trenchcoat-for your modem. 
When you run it, the flasher will attempt to 

upgrade the 
modem's firmware. If the flasher can't do the 
job, it will let you know, and then print an 
upgrade order form. Upgrades run from free to 
$40, depending upon the model and when it 
was purchased. To find out more, call Diamond 
at 800-727-8772. Other modem manufacturers, 
such as Global Village, will also offer upgrades. 
Call your modem's manufacturer to find out 
if an upgrade is available for yours. -DR 

Amelio Rating 
Here is the Score 

When Dr. Gil Amelio took the 
helm of Apple, he promised 
to fix its problems. As 

detailed in our first issue, he 's off to 
a great start, but there's lots more 
to be done. Here's our arbitrary 
scorecard of some of Apple's most 
pressing problems and how close 
Amelio is to fixing them. -MS 

MAC OS 8: New incremental 
plan could be an improve
ment, but we'll reserve 
judgment until new, improved system 
software matelializes. 

APPLE'S ADVERTIS
ING: Aggressive pro
motion raises the 
Mac's profile. Now if they 
could just plug products that 
are actually available ... 

GETTING MORE MAC 
SOFTWARE IN STORES: 
Mac software buyers 
increasingly turn to mail-order 
channels. Where did Heidi 
Roizen, VP of Developer 
Relations, put that $20 million? 

RETURN OF 
APPLESCRIPT: WWDC 
AppleScript hype was a "--= -" 

cruel joke. Scripting seems to be 
off Apple's radar yet again. 

Great! So·so Excuse me! 

OPENDOC AND 
CYBERDOG: 
Component software 
is no longer a weird demo. 
Improved Cyberdog and third
party Live Objects (formerly 
OpenDoc parts) look tasty. 

INTERNET STRATEGY: 
Apple wants to give 
every Mac user a 
Web server but has no plan for 
universal Internet access. Huh? 

BACK IN BLACK: Apple 
is still bleeding red 
ink, but losses are 
smaller than expected and the 
stock is back up from sub-$20 
low ebb. 
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et info 
AOL 3.0 Sucks Less 

A OL sucks, according to the high-traffic Usenet news
group that has been created in dishonor of the world's 
largest online service. Indeed, not unlike Apple, AOL 

has been taking its lumps lately. Membership growth has slowed, 
users were overbilled, and the company narrowly ave11ed law

suits when it reversed an "English-only" 
policy in one of its discussion boards. But 
perhaps AOL's worst offense was that it let its 

Mac software, which provides access 
:::.::;::.:':.'"""- ·•· ~ for 20 percent of its users, fall dra
. ~~·::::~:-~~·.:.::;--~·· D matically be.hind .its Windows counte~·

f::''"'~· ··-· .. ·-··o pru.t That dispru.·1ty, however, ends tlus 
fall witl1 the release of America Online 

m ~:~~:.~:-;:,:r.:Z;""" 3.0 for Macintosh. To quote AOL CEO 

ART NOW DOWNLOADS 
progessively in the 
background. 

Steve Case, "The Mac is back at AOL." 
AOL 3.0 is a complete rewrite tlrnt 

brings to the Mac several features that 
were part of the Windows client. Up 
until now, certain AOL content ru.·eas 

contained background sounds atld animation that the Mac 
version could not display. Version 3.0 also allows the Mac and 
Windows versions to display the sru.11e art (although Mac users 
can still see content customized for the platform). Speaking of 
art, the intolerable delays associated with entering new content 
areas are a thing of the past too; AOL now downloads art 
progressively in the background and does ru.1 adequate job of 

letting you click buttons 
The Mac is back at AOL? wit110ut waiting for all 

the window dressing to 
come in. Other feanms Mac users get for the first time include 
notification of when other (selected) members sign on or off; 
ru.1d hyperlinks, which let highlighted text point to ru.·eas on the 
Web or on AOL. 

AOL's Browser from Anotller Phmet has been replaced with 
Microsoft's Internet Explorer, which is faster and supports more 
HTML features. You can now enter a URL in the Keyword dialog 
box atld have AOL call up the site without having to switch to a 
sepru.·ate application. Unfortunately, while Internet Explorer is 
one of Microsoft's best Mac effo11s in recent memory, it still lags 
behind Netscape Navigator atld even its own Windows version, 
which supports ActiveX, Java, HTML style sheets, atld full drag 
and drop for text and graphics. 

This is no least-common-denominator port, though. This 
version takes advantage of mru.1y Mac feanires, such as text 
drag ru.1d drop in the message boards. It's also Power Mac 
native, which greatly speeds launch times. Version 3.0 is now 
scriptable via AppleScript atld uses Apple Guide for assistance, 
and its TCP/IP connection works with Open Trat1sport. 

All is not perfect. For exatnple, we were disappointed to 
see AOL adopt the Windows chat window design, which catl 
waste a lot of space. However, AOL dese1ves kudos for creat
ing what will likely be the premiere version of its software, 
atld for supporting Mac technologies as more that1 just list 
items in a features checklist. -Ross Scott Rubin 
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Ask Guy 
The number one Mac Evangelist 

"I think some

one like Guy 

Kawasaki would 

make a great 

addition [to 

MacAddict] ." 

- Murtuza 

Ahmed 

You asked for it, you got it. Guy 

Kawasaki , Apple Fellow and 

number one Mac Evangelist, will 

answer select questions every 

month. As Guy said, "We're going 

to bring the mountain to M. 

Ahmed." Send questions for Guy 

to: letters@macaddict.com or 

Ask Guy, MacAddict, 150 North 

Hill Drive, Brisbane, CA 94005. 

ARE there ANY other computer 
companies out there besides 
Apple??? - Jonathan Stovall 

Jonathan:You're right: 100 
percent of the personal computer 
market uses our interface. 
Problem is, we only get paid for 
1 O percent. But it's the best 1 O 
percent. It's at the top when 
you're lonely. 

My Performa 6200 is on ly 1 1/2 
years old and already it is discon
tinued. I feel cheated . Why would 
Apple make a computer and then 
ditch it and let the buyers hang 
on a string? Sure I could upgrade 
my Mac to a 6250 or something, 
but upgrades are very expensive. 
Is Apple with third-party develop
ers going to support the 
Performa 5200, 5300, 6200, and 
6300 or are we up the creek with
out a paddle? - Jason Lok 
Jason:You think you got it bad? I 
use an 8100/100, 840AV, 540c, 
5300ce, and Performa 550. If the 
model you use makes you more 
creative or productive, don't 
worry about it being discontin-

ued. The day after a new 
car model comes out, your 
old car still works. Also, 
look in the bright side: The 
day after Windows 95 
shipped, it still didn't work. 

I always hear that RISC is 
the future for computing 

muscle, but how true is th is? 
You can't accurately measure a 
Mac against an Intel machine, 
as the software is rarely opti
mized for both machines when 
a company happens to make it 
for both systems. What about 
comparing the two via complex 
calculations ; math is math right? 
- Brian Shaw 

Brian: Our buddies at the Ames 
Laboratory of the University of 
Iowa have created a perfor
mance test called HINT. They 
have a Web site where you can 
pick various computer models 
(including Suns and SGls) and 
compare them against one 
another. The URL is: http:// 
www.scl.ameslab.gov/HINT. You 
can even download a Macintosh 
and a Windows version of the 
software to benchmark the 
machines in question. 

Can't you guys get one of those 
dudes at MacPlay, Bungie, or 
whatever to produce a decent 
soccer game? - Filip Degryse, 
zinc! Apple Club, Belgium. 
Filip:The Macintosh Way is, 
"If you can't find what you want 
build it yourself." Buy a copy 
of CodeWarrior and get your 
butt in gear. 

Do you believe in Macintosh? 
Learn how to help the cause: 
subscribe to the Evangelist by 
sending an e-mail to: evange
list@macway.com. And check 
out the Evangelist Web site: 
http://www.evangelist.macad
dict.com. 





II 

New gizmos the schoolyard bu ll ies wi ll long for- bring extra milk momey. 

The whole Baywatch crew will turn green with envy 
when you show up at the beach sporting your new 

Tarpon from Digital Ocean. Or maybe they'll kick sand in 
your face, forcing you to bulk up at the local gym. Either way, it won 't 
matter to you-you'll still have the Tarpon. Based on the Newton 2.0 

Operating System, the Tarpon does typical Newton things, such as recognize handwrit
ing. But the fun doesn't stop there. The Tarpon has been ruggedized more than 
Stallone. It's water-resistant, and it can withstand a six-foot drop onto concrete. Doing 
some seaside cliff-climbing when the urge strikes you to host a conference call? No 
problem. Tarpon can handle voice-communication over a wireless local area network. 
Wanting to do some work while resting on a seaside cliff? Just use Tarpon's built-in 

Cellular Digital Packet Data system to 
STILL HUNTING FOR THE PERFECT PDA? HERE'S YOUR FISH. access the company network. Stuck 

on a seaside cliff and want to give 
the Coast Guard your exact position? Use Tarpon's Global Positioning System to 
pinpoint your location for that search helicopter. Want one? Round up $3,300 and 
contact Digital Ocean at 913-888-3380 or http://www.digitalocean.com. 
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LightWave 3D 
NewTek 

Y ou've heard about LightWave 3D's awesome 
powers. You've seen it in such productions as 

"GoldenEye," "Courage Under Fire," "Babylon 5," and "Star Trek: Voyager." 
Now, LightWave 3D is coming soon to a Power Macintosh near you-pro
vided you can come up with the $1,495 ticket price. The buzz among 
animators is that it will be worth every dime. Long revered by Amiga and 
PC-users for its broad-
cast-quality animation, AMIGA TECHNOLOGY LIVES ON. AND ON. AND ON. 
modeling, and render-
ing abilities, LightWave 30 boasts cool tools, such as advanced organic 
modeling, skeletal control, inverse kinematics with joint friction, and film
resolution output. Intrigued? Contact NewTekat 913-228-8000 or 
http://www.newtek.com to see the previews. 

What speeds up QuickTime and QuickDraw 3D and captures 
video and connects to a TV? No, it's not a Pippin after a six-pack 

of Jolt. It's Xclaim VR, a PCl-based video board that uses RAV acceler-
ation to speed up everything on your Mac that relies on graphics. 
Great for gamers, Xclaim VR also lets you hook up your TV to your 
Mac (quite cool if you have a big-screen TV and would like to experi
ence Marathon in all its glory) . Xclaim VR can also capture video at 
30 frames per second at 320 x 240 
resolution. The Xclaim VR board HOLY HIGH FRAME RATE , BATMAN! 
can be had for the mere pittance 
of $269, and supports millions of colors at 832 x 624 resolution (plen
ty for most users with 17-inch or smaller monitors) . A 2MB memory 

upgrade can be had for $99 and lets you see millions of colors at 1152 x 870 reso-
lution. For more information, contact ATI at 905-882-2600 or http://www.atitech.ca. 

/ 



PhotoTools 1.0 
Extensis 

If you 've ever been tempted to take another kind of tool to 
Photoshop while trying to use it to handle text (say, a steel

handled maul or 21-pound sledgehammer) , don't go to Chuck's 
Hardware just yet. Instead, spend your money on Photo Tools 
1.0 from Extensis. Besides multiple text blocks, kerning, leading, 
and character width all in a WYSIWYG preview, you'll get 
custom toolbars and 200 of Deke McClelland's Photoshop tips 
in a searchable on-screen dialog box. And, as if that isn't 
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enough (it never 
is) , PhotoTools THE TEXT TOOLS PHOTOSHOP SHOULD HAVE HAD. 
contains drop-
shadow, bevel , glow, and emboss tools. For only $99.95 (the 
cost of a really good maul) , you too can know the relief of the 
right tool for the job. To find out more, contact Extensis at 800-
796-9798 or http://www.extensis.com. 

CD/Maxtet 1600 
Optical Access International 

Ladeez and gentlemen! In this 
corner, measuring 18 x 14 x 19 

inches and weighing in at 80 lbs., it's the CD/Maxtet 1600 CD-ROM 
server. And in this corner ... wait. There's nothing in this corner, 
because what could possibly face the CD/Maxtet 1600? With its 16 
hot, swappable 8x CD-ROM drives connected to your Mac, you will be 
able to mount 15 CD-ROMs on your desktop and still have space for 

your favorite 
SPACE FOR MORE CDS THAN YOU OWN OR CAN AFFORD. They Might Be 

Giants audio 
CD. Even with all this power, the CD/Maxtet 1600 only takes up two 
SCSI IDs. What else could you possibly want? Well , $10,895, for 
starters, because that's what this bruiser will set you back. To find 
out more, contact Optical Access International at 800-433-5133 or 
http://www.oai.com. 

I~ if.it.}' i(,],i; ••. Jlw ..... -·-L ______ _ 
P hotoshop users, you who have labored over your digital images at the 

expense of all else, lighten your burden. You perform the same tasks 
over and over again , numb of mind and mouse hand. You create a grid of 
lines in a separate layer to ensure your precious objects' alignment. You 
tirelessly scroll through multiple-megabyte fi les, looking for that tiny nega
tive scratch to repair. Rejoice, pixel-punchers. Adobe has heard your pleas 
and has answered them in Photoshop 4.0. With its new Actions feature, 

;l~~~i-~==.=::--:--~--1;;_. -~ you can automate editing functions, reducing mind-numb to a mere buzz. 
With its Grids and Guides features, just pul l guides onto the image to align objects. With its 
Navigator palette, you can fly through a thumbnail of your image, dynamically zooming al l the 
way. Adobe has also added Adjustment Layers 
(a very cool tool), Custom Gradients, and other 
goodies to turn digital drudgery to delight. What is 
the cost of liberation? A mere $895 suggested retail 

GUIDES AND GRIDS IN PHOTOSHOP! 

WHAT MORE CAN YOU WANT? 

price , a token $249 for an upgrade from Photoshop LE, or a piddling $149 from any previous 
fu ll version of Photoshop. To take a step toward freedom, contact Adobe at 415-961 -4400, 
or surf to http://www.adobe.com. 
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With all the quality education software now available for the Mac: your kid's 
head can fill with knowledge faster than you can say "academic scholarship'.' 
And the nice thing is, you don't have to comb the Earth to find it. There's the 
completely '90s experience of buying it off the Internet. Or you can go through 
©1996 .'V'f1/e Computer, Inc. 11f1 rigbl~ rc:.w ml AJ1pfe, the 1V1p!e./01:,IQ, Mac, Macintosh mu/ the Mac OS IOJ,IO rmi registeret/ lmdemarks of Apple {,()mp111er, /11c. The Kermit I/rad fog!J, 
{Ire tmdfmt1rks or rrgisler('(/ lrt11/e111r1rl!s of tbrir respeclire companies. 



one of the very informative mail-order catalogs. Perhaps you want to get out of the house (no explanation is necessary). For that, there 
are a bunch of great stores like Best Buy and CompUSA. And if you can't tell by now, we're out to make finding excellent Mac software just 
as easy as using it. So let's review. If you want to become better educated on our incredible selection of software and all the different 
ways you can buy it, just pull up a chair at our web site, which is http://www.macsoftware.apple.com. Or call 800-500-4862. 

jtm lleiw11, /.!uppel Tmisure lsltmd mul (II/ character 11a111e5 mul lil:l'Tlesses are lmdemurl:s of Jim II en.son Prod11clio11J, Inc. "W1Jere in the World is Umm!ll Smuliego" and the Carmen Smuliega logo design aro tmdemr1rl:s mull or registered trademarks of Hr(Jt/erbu11d Softu'tlre, Inc. All olber products 
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BY STEVEN ANZOVIN 

AND RAF ANZOVIN 

"I have a stubborn, 

blind confidence in the 

cartoon," said Walt 

Disney 50 years ago, "a 

belief that it could be one 

of the greatest mediums 

of fantasy and entertain

ment yet developed." 

As usual, Walt was right on the 

money. What he never imagined 

was that talented animators 

would be turning out finished 

character-based cartoons right 

on their desks, using a Mac 

and the latest 3D animation! 

software-software smart 

enough that you can do it too. 

~ 
I 

FIND THE 
ANIMATION, 
DEMOS, 
and other 
goodies on 
The Disc. 



That doesn 't mean 3D cartooning is easy. As 
Bill Tytla, one of the great Disney animators, 
once said, "There is no particular mystery to 

animation ... it's really very simple, and like 
anything that is simple, it is about 

the hardest thing in the 
orld to do." You have to be 

B egin with a concept-a character idea, 
a cartoon, a sketch, a simple gag, or 
action. Develop your idea in a series of 

thumbnail drawings or a storyboard that fleshes 
out the setting, defines the action, and specifies 
facial expressions, dialogue, and sound effects. 

Many animators practice in front of a mirror 
to observe the finer aspects of face and body 
gestures, but you can also videotape someone 
going through the motions in your storyboard 
and use that for timing and reference. At the 
same time, you may want to record and time any 
dialogue and crucial sounds. At this point, you 
should have at least a rough idea of how long 
your animation will be-and therefore, how 
much work you have ahead of you. 

The essence of character animation, whether 
2D or 3D, is of course, the right character. 
Without a lively, engaging star, the animation falls 
flat. This animation started with a simple pencil 
sketch of the main character, Dennis, sitting at 
his workstation; his proportions, expression, 
and general attitude are already in place. Even if 
you can only draw stick figures- and a lot of 
good animation has been created with the 
simplest of characters-it's quicker and more 
convenient to work out the concept on paper 
rather than using a drawing program. 

screenwriter, gag writer, sculptor, animator, 
background artist, art director, lighting techni
cian, cinematographer, sound engineer, and 
digital video editor, all rolled into one. Luckily, 
many Mac 3D-animation programs are now 
powerful enough to handle the extreme 
demands of character animation. The question 
is: Are you ready? 
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IT'S A RRRRUUFFF LIFE! Our hero, Dennis the 
Dog, started out as a simple pencil sketch- this 

Let's see just what is involved. We'll take 
you step by step through the creation of a 30-
second 3D cartoon, which you can view in 
QuickTime format on The Disc. This animation 
was created with Specular Infini-D, but the 
general principles of 3D animation are much 
the same no matter what animation program 
you are using. 

step is where most animations are born. Give 
this dog his day with life and a little attitude. 

Story Board (every story tells a thousand pictures) 

1. 

r-~ 
,, ·~ .\ 

~. ' 
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\ \____ .. 
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BULt:S EYE! Dennis hits Bill 
Gates squarely. 

2. 

GRAB A DART. To make the 
animation realistic, Dennis 
needs to pick a dart. 

READY, AIM, FIRE! Dennis 
throws a dart. 

4. 

VOILA! Dennis sits back, 
proud of his accomplishment. 
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N ow the 3D work begins. Build the 
character piece by piece in your 
animation program's model work

shop. Aliens and robots can be made any 

way your imagination dictates, but for a per hand. Study old Saturday morning car
cartoony character like Dennis, you'll want to toons to see how character can be indicated 
follow certain conventions of cartoon design: with just a few shapes and lines, and aspire to 
large head, stumpy body, short legs, four digits the same economy in 3D construction. 

Dennis is made up of many smaller objects created with several different modeling processes. 
Here's Dennis in an.exploded view. Note that he is assembled much like a jointed plastic doll 
- in fact, a close study of dolls will give you a good basic understanding of how to build 3D 
figures. Also note that all the parts must be linked together so that they move as one. The linked 
Dennis is shown inset. 
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1. The head and other parts of Dennis 
were modeled in lnfini-D. The head is 

a complex object created with several 
techniques, including skinning (a process 
of applying a skin to cross sections) and 
extruding or pulling along a path. The side 
view (upper left) shows the model's cross 
sections: the bulkhead that gives shape to 
the hull of a ship. See the glossary at the 
end of this article for 30 definitions. 

"J_) 
I 

2 The upper arm is a simple lathed 
• object. A curve was drawn on one 

side of the vertical center line in the 
window at left. The modeler then 
revolved the curve around the center 
line to make a tapered, rounded 
cylinder. The action is a bit like turning 
a wooden chair leg on a lathe. 

3. The tail started as a Bezier 
outline (top) and was then 

extruded-thickened-to make a 
thin, flat shape. Then the edges 
were rounded off with a bevel. 



Mouth Movement 

4 Jointed models aren't simply a 
• bundle of more-or-less separate 

objects sewn together like a rag doll. 
All of the objects must be linked 
together in a logical hierarchy-
a family tree with parent objects 
linked to and influencing the move
ment of child objects. 

A. For example, Dennis' palm is the 
parent object to the fingers, as shown 
by the yellow tree diagram in this pic
ture. (The outlines of the parts of the 
hand have been made visible.) Move 
the palm, and the fingers go along for 
the ride. With inverse kinematics, the 
relationship works the other way, too; 
move the fingers and the palm moves 
with them, subject to movement 
constraints that, if set up correctly, 
match those of a real hand. Character 
animating with inverse kinematics is 
much faster and easier than with the 
one-way hierarchical method. That's 
why most companies are adding this 
feature to their programs. 

B. Another key construction detail: 
Note in the wire-frame picture that 
the forearm and fingers end in hemi
spheres. This prevents unsightly gaps 
from opening as joints are flexed, as 
would happen if cylinders with flat 
ends were used. The same trick was 
used for arms and legs, too. 

It takes eight mouth positions to make your 
character say all the phonemes in English; 
some are pictured here. You can probably get by 
with four basic positions: open mouth with teeth 
together; open mouth with teeth parted; closed 
mouth; and rounded "oh" mouth. The mouth was 
cut into Dennis' head with a Boolean shape 
(using a subtract operation); teeth and tongue 
are smaller objects stuck inside the mouth. 

AMAZING! A dog that can talk. Here Dennis has 
been trained to say the word "MacAddict" using 
four of the eight basic mouth positions. 
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N ext, give your character a stage to act imported and modified from a clip-model formats; 3DMF, the 3D metafile format 
in . Dennis' computing nook is a very collection. Collections are available from developed by Apple for use with QuickDraw 
simple box furnished with a couple of most of the 3D animation software developers, 3D, is preferred because it includes surface 

tables, some office equipment, and a few other as well as third parties such as Acuris, and textures and other model details that the older 
items. Some were built from scratch using from hobbyists who post models on the DXF format does not. But, nevertheless, don't 
the same basic techniques used to build Internet. Almost all Mac 3D programs today spurn DXF; there are thousands of DXF models 
Dennis; others, such as the office chair, were can import models in the 3DMF and DXF out there that can save you much work. 

A quick render done in QuickDraw 3.0 shows the basic layout of the furnished scene. One of the 
biggest headaches in 3D scene creation: making sure that objects touch exactly. Note that Dennis' 
raised foot doesn't quite meet the table; that gap was later closed as part of the scene-tweaking 
process. Another lip: Don't put too many complex objects in your scene, or your Mac may choke on 
all the computation involved. One trick is to show objects only in the frames that need them, and 
make them invisible or delete them when they don't show or aren't very noticeable. See ii you can 
spot where we did this in the Quicklime movie. 
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More objects-the Mac monitor, showing 
an image map with the MacAddict logo. 
The side view of the dart was also used 
on the "Gates Darts" box. 

Build the Objects ••• 

·········· ·········· .......... .......... .......... 

Custom textures and surfaces impart 3D realism 
to the objects in your scene. Often you'll have to 
apply several different maps and textures to a 
surface to achieve the effects you're looking for. 
For example, Dennis' Power Mac 7100 started 
as a couple of beige boxes stuck together. Then 
(top) a bump map was added to the front bezel. 
The darker areas in the grayscale bump map 
rendered as shallow depressions. An image 
map created in Photoshop (middle) added the 
Apple logo and text details. The finished Mac 
(bottom) looks quite detailed, even though 
the front of the underlying model is actually 
completely featureless. 

Color Mop: I Noturol Wood ... I ( Edit Wood ] 

Effect: 1 None .., I 

surface Properties:-----~ 

Diffuse Shading f¢!. , , 
Specular Highlight ~l¢:=k:=l;:::· · ;::I ~ 

Shininess 1¢1- I I 
Me talllclty ::;'l¢ !;;;P;:I . :==:=:;: 

Glow l ¢l ~·t! :-i. I' 

Tronsporency 1¢1• I '-'. 

lndeH of Refraction ~1¢~0 ~· '-~ 

Creating and adding surfaces is typically done 
through a dialog similar to this one in lnfini-D. The 
more textures and maps your program will let you 
add, the more realistic your models will look. 



• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
I ' I i ! I ' ' ~-

I I 
I ' I ... •.• ~ ....... ~. 

N ow comes the hard part-moving the character in a believ
able way, Using the program's animation sequencer, set up 
one keyframe after another, moving the models, cameras, 

and other scene elements from each main position to the next. The 
animation program figures out all the incremental movements in 
between. 

Getting the main movements right is hard enough. But you'll also 
want to keep your character alive by adding small additional move
ments of the face, head, arms, and hands. Our bodies are never 
really still; neither should your character's be. 

Animation applications that offer inverse kinematics, the ability to 
move a parent object by moving its child-for example, moving the 
whole arm by just moving the hand-make realistic character motion 
much easier to achieve. Motion and timing can be made more precise 
by tweaking the motion path (the path that each moving object takes) 
and by adjusting velocity graphs (graphs that display the speed at which 
an object is moving), if the program offers these helpful features. 

Fine movement control requires plenty of tweaking in the 
animation sequencer, a kind of timeline/spreadsheet for choosing 
keyframes, marking events, and adjusting the timing and other 
parameters for every object in the scene. In Infini-D's sequencer, the 
time base-in seconds-is at top; down the left side is the outline of 
the object hierarchy. Each object, whether model, camera, or light, 
has its own track, and each mark on the sequencer indicates an event 
for that object. 

The Animation 
Sequencer Explained 

/ / ; 

'-----.J 

Here are all of the scene elements rendered in fast-shading mode. All the 
models are in place, Dennis is in one of his poses, and a camera move (the 
spline path that curves around behind him) has been partially blocked out. Most 
of the finished animation will be viewed from that camera, but there are two 
other cameras, not visible here, for the short cut-scenes-one showing a 
close-up of the dart board, and another under the chair, showing the dart box. 

At this stage the lighting still needs to be adjusted. Getting the lighting 
just right is essential for creating a professional-looking production; of 
primary importance is making sure that the character is clearly Iii. 

The timeline at top is 
marked in seconds, 
providing a measurement 
of how long each 
movement takes. 

These buttons 
are for preview
ing and rendering 
your animation 
while the field 
above it shows 
the current point 
in time of the 
scene. 
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Each object in 
the scene is 
shown in a list, 
revealing its 
hierarchical 
relationships. 
Child objects 
are below and 
tabbed to the 
right of their 
parent objects. 
Note, for exam-
pie, that the 
fingers are child 
objects to the 
hand, the hand 
to the lower arm, 
and so on. 

I o:oo: 1 t.osl 

Qrll~f,9/&ill:txn.~11 IV! I 
Object Name 

Hand 1 

fingers 

Finger? 

Finger6 
finqer5 

'"V ~per arm 
'"V lower arm 

'"V Hand 

I> Dart 
finger1 

Fin er2 

'"V 

'"V 

'"V 

02.00 03.00 04.00 05.00 06.00 

Flip the page for more of Step 4 

This is where the keyf rames 
for the movement of each 
object are marked. It shows 
you at a glance which objects 
are moving and when, and 
allows you to adjust timing 
for any particular movement. 
Each line corresponds to an 
object on the list at left. 

Each tick represents a 
keyframe. You can slide the 
ticks along the line to adjust 
the timing of motions. 
Double-clicking on a tick 
brings up controls for fine
tuning the motion path of 
the object. 

Blue lines between the ticks 
indicate that the object ls 
moving between two 
keyframes. 

Gray lines indicate that the 
object is not moving. 
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Lights, Sound, Action! 

l.Generol 

I Color: C::::J Intensity:-% I. 
I.Angle 

I":~ Y:~ 2:~ I 
181 Cast Shadows 
D SuperFlare: ~[ -E-di-t.-.. ~] [ Cancel J ([ OK ]J 

A lighting dialog provides control of the intensity, color, 
and direction of each light in the scene. To interactively 
adjust the angle of the light, just drag the white oval 
around on the surface of the globe in the black area at 
right. All 3D animation applications offer the ability to 
place wide, spot, and other lights anywhere in the 
scene. The finished lighting setup included one bright 
overhead light, spoUighls on the upper and lower parts 
of Dennis' head, a small light to illuminate the dart box 
label, and another light in the desk lamp. 

l.!l.P!l ...... .. ... . Jl:l=l:).1. .... .. ..... ... . 

If the character speaks, you must time the action to the 
length of the recorded dialogue-not just the mouth 
movements, but also gestures and other actions. 
Earlier, the word "MacAddict" was recorded directly 
into the Mac with Macromedia's SoundEdit 16, then 
timed. Dennis' mouth and hand movements were 
synchronized to H, as was the camera move, which 
had to pause long enough for him to deliver the line. 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

. . . •.• ~ ...... ~ ~. ~ .... ~. 
Now for post-production. Pull your movies into a video editing program such as 

Adobe Premiere and start cutting. Add dialogue, sound effects, and a music 
track, either recorded on your Mac or grabbed from a clip-sounds collection. 

With Adobe Premiere 4.2, you can add as many tracks of video and audio as you 
like. Go ahead, layer on the 
sound effects-they add life 
and humor to the animation. 
We added sound effects for the 
darts-a whoosh and boing 
for the impact-a creak when 
the chair turns, and lead-in 
and lead-out sounds. 

This is Premiere's con
struction window, where 
the final animation is 
assembled. ·This animation 
has two video tracks, with 
a track between them for 
transition effects such as 
dissolves and wipes. This 
sequence starts along the 
lower track as it shows 
Dennis throwing the dart; 
cuts to the upper track for 
the dart impact; then cuts 
back to the lower track for 
Dennis' reaction. 
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The two audio tracks contain 
sound effects clips for the 
dart impact sequence. In 
the lower track, the short 
sound clip is a whoosh 
sound and the long clip is 
a boing sound. 

Step 4 continued 

Render "M11cRddlct Rnlm11tlon Fln111 ·----, 

Ulew; j Comere ,,..I 
Qu11llty: I Shllde Des i •I 

Rendl!ror:I Apple Best ... I 
fln!J-Rllnslng:~ 

lm11ge----------, 

Colors: ! Thouurnds•) Rlpho:~ 

Wldth: lit1uw1~ Rt:~DPI 

Helgh1:~ @ Cons tr11lnPnip11rtlons 

Ronge: @ Rll Q rrom:c=JEJ To: c=JEJ 

R 11 te:~E)Fr11mes/Second 

You've been doing last QuickDraw 3D renders to check 
your animation. Now H's time for the final render. You 
have many options: render quality (crude and fast vs. 
high-quality and slow), animation size (small=fast, 
large= slow), frames per second (more=smoother 
movement, but longer render limes), etc. Unless your 
animation requires ray-tracing, go for a lesser-quality 
but quicker render mode. Chances are you'll need to fix 
something and render all over again. 

Premiere shows the timing 
of the movie along the top. 
The sequence shown here 
takes about 3.5 seconds. 
Each longer tick is 1/15 of 
a second-the length of time 
it takes to play two frames 
of a 30 fps animation. 

In the upper audio track, a whipcrack 
effect was added to emphasize the 
dart impact. Clips can be dragged 
back and forth along their tracks until 
they sync up exactly with the video. In 
Premiere 4.2, you can have as many 
audio tracks as you like, all playing at 
the same time. 



Want to sound like a 3D god? Just utter a few cryptic lines about 
"morphing the texture map" and "ray-tracing to the slave camera." But 
first check out this list of essential 3D terms before you trip over a bump 
map and hurt yourself. 

3DM 3D metafile; Apple's native file format for QuickDraw 3D. Any 

lower on the hierarchy. 

Phong shading A high-quality, all-purpose rende1ing mode that 
portrays accurate texture maps, and may also use various !ticks to render 
shadows, reflections, and transparencies. 

QuickDraw 3D-compatible program can use objects stored in this format. polygon A patch (often ttiangular) used to define the surface of a model. 

animation sequencer A timeline for controlling and editing 
movement. Typically, it allows you to choose keyframes, mark events, and 
adjust timing. 

Booleans General reference to the ability to cut holes into models. The 
term comes from Boolean algebra, the math of the intersection of sets. 

bounding box A simple representation of a 3D object as a hollow box. 

distributed rendering A process that lets you use multiple Macs 
to render an image. Greatly speeds rendering time. 

DXF The most common 3D model file format; inferior to 3DMF in that it 
does not include mapping information or lighting and cameras. DXF also 
does not support hierarchical linking or spline geometry. 

procedural texture An editable "shader," such as wood, stone, or 
skin, that is applied to a surface at every point in the world. While texture 
mapping uses an image to apply surface effects, procedural textures need 
to be created within the animation program, and cannot be exchanged 
between programs. Some programs don't support procedural textures. 

QuickDraw 30 Apple's system-level 3D software. It provides a fast 
basic rendering engine and 3D display window that any program can use, 
plus 3D metafile (3DMF) and 3D hardware accelerator support. 

ray-tracing The highest quality- and slowest-rendering mode 
found in most anin1ation programs. It can portray shadows, true reflections, 
and transparencies. 

render To create a 2D representation of a 3D model or scene. 

extruding A 3D modeling operation. It's like squeezing out a new render farm Many networked computers used exclusively for 
object as if it were hot plastic oozing through a shaped nozzle. rendering animations. See distributed rendering. 

flat shading A quick rendering mode that renders color and volume; renderwander What 3D animators do while tl1e program is rendeting. 
often has minor imperfections. 

frame rate The number of frames per second (fps) in an animation. 
An animation with a higher frame rate plays more smootltly than one with 
a lower frame rate, but it takes longer to render. 

Gouraud shading A fast, moderate-quality rendering mode that 
shows colors and shading, but no mapping, shadows, reflections, or 
transparency. 

hierarchical linking Connecting parts of a model so that they 
move in relation to each ot11er. In a character model, the arms are linked 
to the body. 

inverse kinematics (IK) Method of model animation that yields 
more natural movement. With IK, you can move a character's hand and the 
arm will follow. In programs without IK, you must move the arm in order 
to make the hand move. 

keyframe Frame that defines the beginning or ending of a motion 

scene The complete 3D area to be rendered, including all models, 
cameras, lights, and motions; analogous to the set in film or the stage in 
theater. Also called environment or world. 

skinning A 3D modeling operation; stretching a surface over interior 
cross sections. Also called lofting. 

spline An e~table curve used to define the shape of a model. Also called 
curve or spline patch. 

sweeping A 3D modeling operation that combines lathing and 
extruding to create, for instance, springs or spirals. 

texture mapping Applying one or more effects to the surface of a 
model. Image mapping projects a picture or movie onto the surface. Bump 
mapping applies a grayscale image that renders as low bumps or ridges. 
Maps can also be applied for transparency, reflectivity, and most other 
surface attributes. Also called image mapping. 

or sequence. velocity graph A graphical representation of 3D object velocity. 
Dragging on the lines of the graph adjusts the velocity of the 

lathing A 3D modeling operation that creates a new object as though it selected object. 
were turned on a lathe. 

wire-frame Fast but low-resolution rendering algorithm that 
motion path The path a moving model takes; usually an editable displays only the splines or polygons that make up the model. '1 
spline curve. 

object hierarchy Parent-child relationship of linked objects in a 
model. A hand object is usually a child object of the arm, and therefore 

Contributing editor Steven Anzovin writes regularly for computer and contemporary art 
magazines. In his free lime, kids and dogs jump on him. Raf Anzovin made his first 
computer animation when he was eight years old. Today, at 14, he runs a 30 design and 
animation business from his home in Amherst, MA. 
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by Steven Anzovin and Raf Anzovin 
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If you want to get 
into 30 as easily 
as possible, 30 
World is a good 
place to start. 

So we've shown you what it takes to create a 30 
animation. And you're itching to 
try it yourself. But, hey, you've got 

a problem. You don't have any 30 
software. In fact, you don't even 

know what programs are out there 

for the Mac (and you certainly 

aren't going to find out by brows
ing through the shelves at your 
local big-name electronics store). 

Never fear. We've taken the 

pain out of figuring what's avail
able and what each product does, 
by reviewing 11 major packages 

for you. One or more of these is 
bound to meet your needs. If not, 

just hang on-more 30 software 
is on the way. 

SD World 
DEVELOPER: Microspot USA 
CONTACT: 800-622-7568; 
http://www.microspot.com 
PRICE: $139 (srp) 
GOOD NEWS: Basic introductory tool for 
learning 30. Excellent use of QuickDraw 30. 
Unbeatable price. 
BAD NEWS: Primitive animation. Doesn't sup
port photorealistic rendering. Requires Power 
Mac with 16MB of RAM and a QuickDraw 30 
accelerator board for best results. 

N ot sure where you want to go with 3D? 
For $139 you can do painlessly inves

tigate 3D World, the fi rst completely 
QuickDraw 3D-native application. Placing 
ready-made objects in simple scenes is 
easy; just drag and drop objects from 3D 
World's libraries onto scenes that you've 



created, then use QuickDraw 3D's stan
dard tools to zoom around and rotate the 
scene. Placing lights and cameras is also 
easy, as is building simple models . 
Butyou 'll soon bump up against 3D 
World's limitations.: The animation is sim
ple; the modeler, despite some surprising 
abilities like Booleans, is really stripped 
down; and the render quality is crude. You 
also need a QuickDraw 3D accelerator 
board to see Booleans, textures, shadows, 
and transparencies. 

18 Perteet People 
DEVELOPER: Acuris 
CONTACT: 800-0K-ACURIS; 
http://www.acuris.com 
PRICE: $399 (srp) 
GOOD NEWS: Pre-built, accurate human 
models. Excellent value. 
BAO NEWS: Only nine different models. 
More model variation needed. 

Well, they're not all perfect, but at least these 
people will give you a head start on modeling. 

Want to jump right into animating 
people? Save yourself immense 

trouble with this disc, which contains nine 
highly detailed and accurate human mod
els in two versions, single-skinned or 
jointed (the jointed versions work best 
with most Mac programs). The disc 
includes three female, five male, and one 
infant model. All are in 3DMF format, as 
well as other formats-a real bargain 
when you consider how long it would take 
to build your own people. Check out 
Acuris's other 3D clip-object collections, 
as well. 

Amapl 2.11 
DEVELOPER: Yonowat 
(distributed in the U.S. by View By View) 
CONTACT: 415-775-6926; 
http://www.yonowat.com 
PRICE: $395 (srp) 
GOOD NEWS: Has some modeling capabilities 
found in no other program. 
BAD NEWS: Provides a modeler only. Bizarre, 
unMac-like interface. Low-quality rendering. 
No hierarchical linking. 

Amapi's real strength is in creating organic 
shapes like faces: Despite an odd interface. 

Y onowat's Amapi ("You know what? I'm 
happy") is an odd-looking progran1 for 

creating 3D models-it doesn't do aninla
tion. The arc of tools down the right side, 
and the peculiar dialog boxes, will look and 
act unfanllliar to Mac users. More troubling, 
the package has no object linking and a 
poo1~quality renderer. But you can do tllings 
with Amapi that you can't do with other 
programs-for example, sweep out a shape 
from up to four curves, tllen change the 
resolution of any part of a model, so that the 
face of a character has more fine detail than 
the back of the head. Amapi is especially 
useful for making special shapes or in 
support of an animation program tllat has no 
modeler, like Electiiclrnage. 

Electriclmage 
Broadcast 2.7 
DEVELOPER: Electriclmage 
CONTACT: 818-577-1627; 
http://www.electricimg.com 
PRICE: $2,500 (srp) 
GOOD NEWS: Powerful, professional-level 

animation product. Superb speed. Many 
essential features, such as motion blur, not 
found in competing products. Well-written 
and complete documentation. 
BAD NEWS: No modeler. Requires hardware 
key to run. Limited to PAL screen size. 
Requires 32MB of RAM just to run. 

Elechiclmage Animation System (EIAS), 
long the only professional-level aninla

tion software for the Mac, is out in a new 
broadcast version tllat b1ings this $7,495 
software to you at a lower price point. You 
get the same fast rendering speed, advanced 
lighting effects (including light rays and 
glow lights) , inverse kinematics for charac
ter aninlation, motion blur, and high-quality 
anti-aliasing. But the maxinlum output reso
lution is PAL format (768 x 576 pixels) , the 
highest resolution broadcast-video format in 
use. And tllere's a pesky hardware key, and 
no modeler-you'll have to shell out for 
another program to build your models. 

Powerful and expensive, Electriclmage Broadcast is 
the animator's to-die-for package. 

Electrlclmage 
Scholastic Edition 
DEVELOPER: Electriclmage 
CONTACT 818-577-1627; 
http://www.electricimg.com 
PRICE: $795 (srp) 
GOOD NEWS: Many of the features of its 
higher-end sibling at a nice price. More 
moderate hardware requirements. Unbeatable 
as instructional tool. 
BAD NEWS: No modeler. Requires hardware 
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key to run. Some higher-end features disabled. 
Small animation window size. Sold only 
through educational channels. 

Electriclmage Scholastic is a somewhat 
dumbed-down version of 

Electriclmage Animation System for the 
educational market. Though it sports a 
sub-video maximum frame · size (5 12 x 
384) , it's still a good deal for students 
seeking to gain experience with an 
advanced package widely used in the film 
and broadcast industries. 

Fractal Design's 
Raydream Studio 

DEVELOPER: Fractal Design's Raydream 
CONTACT: 800-297-COOL; 
http://www.raydream.com 
PRICE: $499 (srp) 
GOOD NEWS: Inverse kinematics. 
Comprehensive animation timeline/sequencer. 
Wizards make ii easier to create models and 
scenes. Includes a library of 500 clip-models. 
BAD NEWS: No animation wizard. Slow ren
dering. Poor documentation. 

RayDream Studio offers a lot of bang 
for the buck. It's the only Mac pro

gram that offers inverse kinematics for 
under $500. The animation sequencer 
(called the Total Control Timeline) is well
thought-out and complete. Wizards make 
it easy for beginners to set up basic mod
els and scenes (ready-made models and 
scenes are included) . Though beginners 
will also find the texturing tools overly 
complex, and the deformer tools, essen
tial for character animation, hard to con
trol because they accept only numerical 
input. Plus, the animation documentation 
is skimpy. Version 4.1 adds QuickDraw 3D 
support, and support for GIF and JPEG file 
formats for Web animations. 

\\lolconwtto tho Scene \\l'""'d • ...., Id.;. JO dei9> a..istant. Choose 
Plol~ Scono1emptot., or..,.,.. 5Jepby Sb;p though tho"'°""" ol 
deaQing ~own scene. 
Cick on More Ida to lean mote about the Scene Wizard. 
Choose ll)O IW>O ol sc;ono you want Jq aeate O<id Clck N""'-

Logo T~ 

=~for 
p..&lg-own 
logos. 

Next » 

A long-time contender, Raydream Studio offers incredible 
bang tor the buck, including some high-end features. 
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StudioPro 2.0 
DEVELOPER: Strata 
CONTACT: 800-678-7282; 
http://www.strata3d.com 
PRICE: $1,495 (srp) 
GOOD NEWS: Wide range of capabilities, 
including inverse kinetics, skeletal control, 
motion blur, lens flare, Boolean modeling, and 
metaballs. High-quality rendering. 
BAD NEWS: Some features need polish. 

With StudioPro Blitz, you can create and 
animate a jointed skeleton within a model. 

.. .. 

W itl1 its upcoming version, Strata adds it 
all to its flagship animation program. 

New tools tliat should make character anima
tors ve1y happy include Skeletal control (the 
ability to create and animate a jointed skele
ton inside a model); Model smfaces defonn 
smooilily at tl1e skeletal joint. Also new are 
inverse kinetics, motion blur, lens flare, and a 
host of interface improvements. Retained 
from earlier versions are Booleans (so you 
can cut holes in models) and metaballs (a 
way of making organic shapes out of melded 
spheres) ; support for QuickTime YR, 
QuickDraw 3D, and VRML; drag and drop 
models and textures; and insllmcing, tl1e 
invaluable ability to create many clones of one 
model and modify all tl1em at once. The 
downside: Booleru1s and metaballs can yield 
unpredictable and undesirable results, some 
capabilities are not well-integrated into tl1e 
core program, ru1d Strata has a poor cus
tomer service record. But tllis is a welcome 
upgrade tl1at raises tl1e bar for tl1e competi
tors. It should be sllipping by ilie time you 
read tllis. Look for a full review soon. 

Extreme SD 1.0 
DEVELOPER: Macromedia 
CONTACT: 800-457-177 4; 
http://www.macromedia.com 
PRICE: $690 (srp) 
GOOD NEWS: All-around good modeler and 

animator. Some advanced spline modeling 
capabilities. Excellent morphing control. 
Shares many interface conventions with other 
Macromedia applications. 
BAD NEWS: Relatively weak animation capabil
ities. Doesn't support QuickDraw 3D. 

A s a 3D modeling and rendering envi
ronment, Extreme 3D has much to 

flaunt. Of particular note are its advanced 
skimling capabilities; it can make very com
plex organic shapes by skinning 3D-curves 
as well as 2D-curves; something no other 
program in tllis class can do. As an rulima
tion tool, however, it is less capable. The 
Score window, which will be most fanliliar 
to those who use Macromedia Director, is 
not as full-featured, powerful, or easy to 
use as the animation sequencers in 
RayDream, Infini-D, or Electriclmage 
-there is no fine velocity control, for 
exan1ple. But Extreme 3D's morphing- the 
ability to smoothly change one object into 
another-is ve1y good, offering you more 
control than its competitors. 

Extreme 3D is a powerful modeler and 
renderer, but its animation features are weak. 

LogoMotion 2.0 

DEVELOPER: Specular International 
CONTACT: 800-433-SPEC; 
http://www.specular.com 
Price: $179.95 (srp) 
GOOD NEWS: Easy to use. StageHands 
make animating a snap. Good render quality. 
Good value. 
BAD NEWS: Lacks photorealistic rendering. 
Limited modeling, linking, and texturing. 

W ith LogoMotion, Specular's low
end product, you cru1 do basic model

ing and rulimation in a drag and drop 
environment tl1at is easy to master. In spite of 
its nrune, LogoMotion doesn't limit you to 
simply creating flying logos. The program has 



a functional modeler to make simple charac
ters and other objects, though it lacks the 
hierarchical linking necessary for more com
plex creations. But the real value is in 
LogoMotion's StageHands: ready-made ani
mation templates, complete with objects, 
cameras, lights, and motion paths, that sim
plify many common tasks. LogoMotion 
includes 500 StageHands. 

There 's just no easier way to create moving, 
flying, and twisting logos than with Logomolion. 

lnlini-D 3.5 

DEVELOPER: Specular International 
CONTACT: 800-433-SPEC; 
http://www. 
specular.com 
PRICE: $695 (srp) 
GOOD NEWS: Balanced all-around package. 
Competent spline modeler. Excellent texturing. 
Well-designed animation sequencer. 
High-quality output. Cool lens-flare feature. 
BAD NEWS: No inverse kinematics. Can't 
model more than one object at a lime in 
the modeling workshop. 

T he 3.5 upgrade of Infini-D adds some 
flashy features, especially an end all 

lens-flare tool-great for sci-fi effects like 
creating glowing rocket engines or laser 
blasts-and rendered Booleans (which let 
you cut holes in rendered models). The rest 
of the package remains a solid all-around 

The newest version of lnfini-0 includes flashy 
features such as a lens-flare tool. 

modeler and animator. Among its strong 
features are a spline-based model work
shop; flexible, powerful texturing; a well
designed animation sequencer with velocity 
graphing for most functions; and high-qual
ity output. But Infini-D still doesn't have 
inverse kinematics and other characte1~ani
mation features, and you can't model more 
than one object at a time in the workshop, 
which is a major inconvenience. 

Poser 
DEVELOPER: Fractal Design 
CONTACT: 408-688-8800; 
http://www.fractal.com 
PRICE: $199 (srp) 
GOOD NEWS: Unique human figure-posing 
program. Offers inverse kinetics. Includes 
many varieties of body types. Olfers DXF 
export of models. 
BAD NEWS: No animation. Mediocre render 
quality. No way to import models. 

Want to learn how the human body 
moves? Poser is a good place to start. 

It gives you on-screen 3D mannequins in a 
wide variety of body types to pose in infinite 
positions. Inverse kinetics (a way of making 
movement natural) makes creating poses 
very easy, and you can customize lighting, 
too. But beyond this, Poser's usefulness to 
3D animators is limited. There's no anima
tion, model detail and render quality is 
mediocre, and while you can export your 
posed humans to other 3D programs, the 
models won't have joints or textures. Poser 
is really best suited to 2D artists who want to 
put 3D people into their paintings-and for 
this it's just a way-cool tool. 

N ot enough choices? Hang on. There are 
more 3D programs coming. First to 

ship will be Fractal Design's Detailer, an 
application for creating custom textures and 
painting them directly onto 3D models using 
Fractal's wellregarded "natural-media" tools. 
Hard on its heels will be Positron 
Publishing's MeshPaint 3D, a similar pro
gram much praised by PC animators. 
Electriclmage is releasing a modeling pro
gram to complement its animation software. 
And Newtek's Llghtwave 3D, one of tl1e most 
respected 3D-animation applications 
around (you've seen Lightwave's work on 
Babylon 5 and Space AAB), should be out in 
a Power Mac version before year's end. 

3D for the Mac? The tools are here now. 
What are you waiting for? 

Steven Anzovln has given up trying to convince Raf 
Anzovln not to talk 30 at Iha dinner tabla. 

It's better than Barbie. With Poser, you take a 3D 
mannequin and pose it in a variety of positions. 



Tired of hearing that PCs are cheaper than Macs? Then 

consider this: While computer prices fluctuate from 

minute to minute, on this particular day in August, 

Power Computing's brand-new PowerBase 200 stacked 

up quite nicely against the brand-new Compaq Presario 

8710, even with some nifty added features, like a joy

stick and multimedia speakers. Both of these computers 

are hot off the manufacturing line from their developers 

and both sport comparable features. Now, notice the 

bottom line. We also compared a Performa 6400 with a 

Packard Bell and got similar results. Next time some

body gives you grief about "Well, PCs cost less than 

those overpriced Macs," show 'em this and ask for their 

opinion after they've read it. -David Reynolds 

ax CD·ROM drive 

200MHz PowerPC 
603e 
This is the rough 
equivalent of a 
Pentium micro
processor in terms 
of speed. 

Expansion bays 

Monp Good Stufl 
•2.2GB hard drive 
•2MB EDO DRAM for 
video 
~on-board 3D video 
acceleratlon 
33.6 fax/modem/ 

Ice mall 

PowerBase 200 
Bottom Line: $3,221 
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32MBofRAM 
With today's 
computing needs, 
it's great to have this 
much elbow room. 

512K secondary 
cache (level 2) 
By holding on to 
data until it's need
ed, the secondary 
cache boosts 
performance. 

3 PCI slots 
Want to expand your 
Mac? Use these 
industry-standard 
slots to add new 
capabilities. 

Software bundle: FWB Hard Disk Tool Kit PE, FWB CD-ROM Tool Kit, 
ClarisWorks, Grolier's Multimedia Encyclopedia, Now Utilities, Now Contact, 
Now Up-to-Date, Nisus Writer, Quicken SE, America Online, Compuserve, 
Launch CD, 250 Bitstream Type 1 and Type 2 fonts, U.S. Atlas, World Atlas, The 
Animals!, Novell NetWare Client for Mac. 



200MHz 
Pentium 
This is the rough 
equivalent of a 
PowerPC micro
processor in 
terms of speed. 

32MBof RAM 
With today's com
puting needs, it's 
great to have this 
much elbow room. 

to add new 
capabilities. 

I 

Compaq Presario 871 o 
Bottom Line: $3,299 

COMPAQ PRESARIO 

----- -

2.SGB hard drive 
•2MB: EDO DRAM 
l'orvldeo 
O.n•board 3D video 
acceleration 
33.6 fax/modem/ 

peakerphon 

Software bundle: Cakewalk Express, CorelDraw 2, 
Flight Unlimited for PowerVR, Magic Carpet, 
MechWarrior for Power VA, Microsoft Works, PGA 
Tour 96, Quicken SE, Studio M. Photos by Aaron Lauer 
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b y A d a m c E n g s t 

o matter who you are, where you live, or 

which browser you use to do your browsing, one day 

you too will be forced to account for your actions. 

Although you may think you're immune, willy-nilly 

bookmarking of your favorite Web sites will not go 

unpunished. Even though organizing that unkempt 

collection of bookmarks is about as much fun as 

streamlining your sock drawer, it could make all the 

difference between spending your time surfing the 

Web or searching through storage. 

Perhaps you're already living in fear of a burgeoning bookmark menu and 
you're just too intimidated by your browser's cryptic controls to clean up the 
mess. Don't be ashamed-many die-hard Web surfers suffer the same fate, 
albeit unnecessarily. By following our tips and tricks for using the bookmark 
features in Netscape Navigator and Microsoft Internet Explorer (MIE) , you'll be 
able to jump right to your favorite site without first having to scroll through an 
endless list of links. 

Maste1ing the basics of creating and saving a bookmark is easy. If you're using 
Navigator and you find a page you want to mark, choose Add Bookmark from 
Navigator's Bookmarks menu (or you can use the ever-intuitive Command-D). 
In MlE, choose Add Page to Favorites from MlE's 
Favorites menu or click the Add Page to Favo1ites button WHAT'S A BOOKMARK? 
on MlE's toolbar. \Vhen you add a bookmark, both MlE Just like the paper version, 
and Navigator append it to your current bookmark list, a bookmark saves your 
using the title of the page (which appears in tlle window's place in the Web. Make a 
title bar) as its name. To visit one of these place savers, bookmark to a site and you 
choose it from the Bookmarks menu in Navigator or tlle can jump back there with 
Favorites menu in MIE. And that about sums up the click of a mouse. Other 
Bookmark Basics 101, but stick with just tlle basics and names for bookmarks include 
you'll soon have a long list of bookmarks so disorganized "favorites" and "hotlists." 
iliat chaos sounds reasonable in comparison. 

Happily, both of tllese big, bad browsers sport additional features for organiz
ing your online travels, but keep in mind tlrnt too many bookmarks is still too many 
bookmarks. Don't equate organization with ease-of-use-libraries are well orga
nized, but it still takes five or 10 minutes to find any given book. You don't want to 
spend tlrnt much time tracking down a bookmark, so only save links to sites that 
you're ce11ain you want to revisit. Gone doesn't have to mean forgotten and you can 
always use Yal100 or AltaVista to find less important sites again. Besides, the more 
bookmarks you have tucked away, the longer it takes for your browser to start up. 
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Bookmarks 

Tricks for Navi ator v~ 's Bookmarks 
-------------Ji"ll-----'------'-~~~-~~~-----'-~-='----''----''-r----.:=-=-=--"------"v @E] Diving 

TO CREATE A HIERARCHY: add folders and separators by opening 
the Bookmarks window from the Window menu. Next, go to the 
Item menu and select Insert Folder ... or Insert Separator. 

-. [roe .scuba l FAQ : Frequently Asked Ques tions about Scub 

-. Buoyancy 

-. PADI HOME PAGE 

TO CREATE AN ALIAS: open the Bookmarks window from the Window 
menu or by pressing Command-B; go to the Item menu and select Make 
Alias. This is handy for, say, keeping a bookmark on the main level for 
quick access and also nested where it belongs organizationally. 

TO DELETE A BOOKMARK: select Delete Bookmark from the Edit menu 
when the Bookmarks window is frontmost (confusing), or drag it to the 
trash (clumsy), or press Command-Delete (last). You can always 
choose Undo to put it back, just like a good little Mac application. 

TO SORT BOOKMARKS: go to the Bookmarks Window and 
select the bookmarks or folders of bookmarks you want to sort. 
Then go to the Item menu and select Sort Bookmarks. 

TO MOVE A BOOKMARK: select ii, then drag and drop 
it to its new place in the list. 

-. Aquaho lies - Scuba Diving and Dive Information 

-. II'<'~ ll> M..cAddicl 

-. App lo Computer 

-. Cybordog 

-. Directory of /mirrors linfo -mao 

-. Evangelist 

-. Mac Addiot Discussions 

-. Mac Addict Discussions 

-. Mac Addict Hot Links 

-. Macintosh Not Resources - Sy stems lntogr ation 

-. \\'ob Exe lusivos 

~Dalmations 

Five Other Things You Can Do in Navigator 

1. Find a specific file. Select Find from the Edit menu or press 
Command-F. A dialog box for entering search criteria will appear. 
2. Edit the name and URL of a bookmark. Select the bookmark 
and choose Edit Bookmark from the Item menu to bring up the window 
shown at right. 

In this window, you can also add an optional description of the book

mark, see when you last visited the site, when you created the bookmark, 
and if there are any aliases to it. The Last Visited information is especially 
handy: you should go through your bookmarks every now and then to see 
when you last visited sites. If you haven't visited a site for a few months, 
consider ditching its bookmark. 

3. Send bookmarks to a friend. Create a stand-alone book
mark file by simply dragging one or more bookmarks (or folders , to 
do a bunch at once) from Navigator's Bookmarks window to the 
Finder. Navigator creates the files using the bookmark names. Give 
the files to your friend on a floppy disk or attach them to an e-mail 
message. Your friend can then double-click on a bookmark or drop 
one onto the browser window to visit the site associated with the 

Bookmarks 

liIDJ Ad•m C. En9st's Bookmarks 

CJM•in Bookm1rks 

}p <t1tlt> lntt r nt t Shr ttr Kit for Maolntosh Modtm Pa9t</titlt > 

CJ lntt rntt Startt r Kit fo r Macintosh Modtm Pagt 

-~ <1> 1nttrntt Shrttr Kit for M1cintosh</i> 

-i> •ct@tidblts.com 

}? Othtr R.sourcts 

-~ Situ 

lJ> Files 

-5P Ntwsgroups 

-~ Modems and Modem Strings 

~ ACHX 
li' Appl• 

-~ AT&amp ;T 
-~ B~stData 

~ Boca Rtsearoh 

l}> c ardin.al 

-~ Compudy nv 
-&i' CPC 

-~ CPV 

You can import HTML files into the Bookmarks 
window, but be prepared to do some clean up. 
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bookmark. To add them 

to Navigator's bookmarks 
list, just drop them onto 
the Bookmarks window. 

4. Import files into 

menu and select Import 
Bookmarks to import any 
HTML file into Navigator's 
Bookmarks window. 

However, be prepared 
for some cleanup work 
because Navigator turns 
all links into bookmarks 

with the link text as the 
name of the bookmark. It 
also converts < HR > 
(horizontal rule) tags into 

TldB ITS Home P11 e 

N.am• : ITtdB ITS Hom• Pa9t 

Loo.atfon (URL): IMte ://www.tldblts.com/ 

D•soription: T1dB ITS 1s 1 frH , wetk1y, t 1totron1o n•wslt tttr th1t rtports on th• 
wor1d of th• M101ntosh ind th• lnttrntt. And it shy s orunohy in milk. 

L.as:t Yfstbd: l us than on• hour ago 

Add• d on: 'W'td J ul 10 15:30 :22 1996 

Tht re is 1 aUu to th1s bookm1rk 

( C11ncel K OK H 

Every so often, check out when you lasted visited your bookmarked 
sites. Go ahead, you can do it: Delete rarely visited sites. 

separators in the Bookmarks window, which may or may not 
be what you want. 
5. Save your list of 
bookmarks. Go to 

the File menu and Adam C. Engst's Bookmar ks 
select Save Bookmark 
File As. You ' ll get an 
HTML file . although this 
time it's nicely format
ted. Alternatively, go to 
the Preferences folder 
in your System Folder 
and look for the 
Netscape folder. Inside 
it, you 'll find a file called 
Bookmarks.html. You 
can copy the book
marks in this file and do 
anything with them that 
you 'd usually do with 
an HTML file (such as 

My Sites 

IldB!TS Home Pagt 
TtdBJTS ls a f (tt, ...,..kly, t ltetronlc ntwalettM U\at 
reports on tht world ot th• Mactnt.oah &nd Ute Internet. 
And lt staya crunehy ln milk. 

Macintosh Internet SOftwafy U~ 

Moc Stull 

Seattle Stull 

1"",q~ 
~ 
Seattl9 W&ather 
WSDQT - Seattle Met Traffic Flow 

TidBJIS HOU}ft pan. 
TidBJTS ll a fr ... w..kly, electron.le n•Wll•tter Ut.atnporta on 
the world or th• Madntosb and the Int.met. And it staya 
crunchy in milk, 

snag the URLs instead You can save your bookmarks list as an HTML 
of retyping them) . file and then use ii to snag URLs. No retyping! 



Fauorites 

Tricks for Name 

Microsoft lnternet Ex 
I> D Internet Star ter Kit Bookmarks 

V LJ Mac Stuff 

TO CREATE A HIERARCHY: add folders and separators by simply 
using the appropriate commands from the Favorites menu. 

[!] App le Computer 

[!) Apple Computer Info & Support 

[!] Apple Tech Info Libr ary 

TO DELETE A BOOKMARK: drag one or more bookmarks to the 
Finder's Trash or delete a selected bookmark by pressing the 
Delete key. Just don't make a mistake-there's no Undo! 

TO EDIT A BOOKMARK'S NAME: select the bookmark 
and rename it as you would a file in the Finder. 

TO MOVE A BOOKMARK: select it, then drag and drop 
it to its new place in the list. 

[!] Cy berT ech 

[!] Info-Mac Hy per Archive 

[!) Internet MacOS Servers 

[!] Mac lnTouch Home Page 

[!'.! Sad Macs Home Page 

[!'.! The Well Connected Mac 

v [J Seattle Stuff 

[!] Seattle News 

[!'.! Seattle 'vi eather 

[!'.! 'v/SDOT - Seatt le Met Traffic Flow 

[!) TidBITS Home Page 

Four Other Things You Can Do in MlE 
1. Edit a bookmark's URL. Go to the File menu , and choose 
Get Info (Command-I also works) to bring up a sparse window that 

contains only the name and URL for your bookmark. 

and you can also access this file from within the Preferences folder 
in the System Folder (look in MIE 's Explorer folder for a file called 

Favorites.html) . 
2. Import files into the Bookmarks window. Go to the File 
menu and select Import Favorites to import any HTML file into Ml E's 
Favorites window. Unfortunately, MIE is even more random than 

Navigator in how it interprets the HTML, so be prepared for some 
cleanup work. 

4. Send bookmarks to a friend. Again, the process is much 
like that in Navigator, except MIE appends a ".url" extension to the 

bookmark name so you know it's a URL encapsulated in a file . Also, 
in a bit of a competitive tweak, MIE accepts Navigator bookmarks 
dropped in its Favorites window, whereas Navigator doesn't accept 
MIE bookmarks in its Bookmarks window. Neither browser accepts 
the other's bookmarks dropped in its browser window. 

3. Save your list of bookmarks. Go to the File menu and select 
Save Export Favorites. As with Navigator, you'll get a clean HTML file 

The 7 Best Bookmark Managers 

Although the current versions of both MIE and Navigator have 
capable bookmark management features, there are still 

reasons to use a stand-alone bookmark manager, not the least of 
which is that you might wish to support companies that are less 
arrogant than Microsoft ("We're Bigger Than Anyone") and Netscape 
("We Wanna Be Like Microsoft"). 

Many people who are HTML weenies or consider themselves rag
ing netlizards change their Web browser as often as they change their 
underwear. I bounce back and forth between a number of browsers, 
and using one that doesn't contain a bookmark to the specific site 
that I want to visit right now irritates the heck out of me. Sure, I could 
constantly synchronize my bookmarks by, say, irnpo11ing Navigator's 
Bookmarks.html file into MIE, and MIE's Favorites.html file into 
Navigator, but let's face it, that level of geekiness seriously cuts into 
one's sex life. Instead, I rely on Aladdin Systems' CyberFinder and just 
tell it which Web browser I want to use at any given tin1e. (Free PR 
slogan for Aladdin: "CyberFinder: It gives you back your sex life.") 

Another advantage of stand-alone bookmark managers is tlrnt 
they are available all the tin1e, not just when your Web browser is 
running. That means you can open a bookmark and automatically 
launch MIE or Navigator. Finally, stand-alone bookmark managers 
usually offer additional features, such as additional categorization 
capabilities, or automatic recording of where you've been. 

All of the stand-alone bookmark managers rely on a public 
domain utility called Internet Config. Written by Peter Lewis and 
Quinn (yes, Quinn has another name, but if I told you what it was, I'd 

have to kill you and way too many people read this magazine for 
that), Internet Config acts as a central repository for Internet prefer
ences, including which Web browser you're currently using. The 
bookmark managers don't include custom preferences for that sort 
of thing-they just ask Internet Config. A neat little extension called 
ICeTEe (pronounced "ice tea" and spelled as it is because program
mers work too late at night) also comes with Internet Config. With 
ICeTEe loaded, you can open URLs by Command-clicking them in any 
application that uses Apple's TextEdit routines (that is, most 
programs, but generally not word processors, since TextEdit can only 
handle 32K of text). 

It can take some investigation to figure out which of the 
stand-alone bookmark managers might be right for you. Luckily, 
most of them have free demos or exist as shareware, so it's easy to 
check them out (although if you end up using a shareware program, 
pay the fee or suffer festering bit rot on your hard disk). My favorites 
are described below. 

0 CyberFinder 
COMPANY: Aladdin Systems 
CONTACT: 408-761-6200; http://www.aladdinsys.com 
PRICE: $30 (srp) 

Because CyberFinder is a control panel, it is fully integrated with 
the Finder. CyberFinder bookmarks are just files, and you can orga
nize, copy, and delete them as you would any file. To create new 
bookmarks, either select a URL in any application and press a hot key 
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that you define, or press Shift and choose New Bookmark from the 
Finder's File menu. CyberFinder lets you create libraries that store 
multiple bookmarks within a single file. Double-clicking a library 
opens a Finde1~like window that displays the bookmarks. Double
clicking a bookmark in the Finder takes you right to that online 
hotspot. Edit the URL by selecting the bookmark and choosing Get 
Info from the Finder's File menu. 

CyberFinder has three annoyances. First, some utilities, such as 
Now Menus, don't see CyberFinder libraries as Macintosh folders, so 
you may want to store bookmarks in true folders rather than libraries. 
Second, its bookmarks aren't available unless the control panel is 
loaded; and third, it can't grab the <title> tag from a Web page if 
you're snagging a URL from a Web browser. 

a DragNet 
Company: OnBase Technology 

Contact: 714-830-5682; http://www.onbasetech.com 

DragNet is perhaps the most ambitious and feature-laden of the 
bookmark managers. It's also well-organized, witl1 four main win
dows. Snagging URLs is generally a matter of drag and drop, but 
DragNet can also get the current URL from some browsers, and it 
includes an extension that intercepts Netscape Navigator's Add 
Bookmark menu item and redirects it to DragNet's database. 

9 SurfBoard 
Company: Abbott Systems 

Contact: 800-552-9157; http://www.abbottsys.com 

Price: $79 (srp) 

Price· $39 95 (srp) ENTER, NAME, AND CATEGORIZE new 

I bookmarks manually in this window. 
Rdom's Douk mal'lcs 

Go l o ~ E!)mi!J R•mov• O<. To ll U..! ~l ~~~ TO OPEN A BOOKMARK, drag ii from 
I .....,::::-.. " ~!£11!§'.1~ 

v e ~c.Cnqst'1~• i !lml c.,ibtf'Tt<h "'-.._ 
any DragNet window to a Web browser, 
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or click the omnipresent Go To. 

HERE'S where you categorize bookmarks I 
and browse among the categories. 

THESE 10 BUTTONS, much like those 

on a car radio, provide instant access 

to frequently visited sites (if only 

DragNet had a Scan button!) 

YOU CAN CONFIGURE these six pop-up 

menus so that they contain bookmarks 

Nine fast-dial buttons (left) provide quick access to 

bookmarks in categories that you define. 

~'~ -
~~ ~~Rtmm ~ltC°"""'ltrlnfo& ..• \ ~lt~ttrlrlfo&-S 

~-~~-l~ .ln!• Lb'!_ll l~ltTKfl_ln1:_0_~b'-""'!- in whichever categories you assign. 

In contrast to DragNet's many windows, SurfBoard 
offers a simple, one-window interface. You can have multi
ple bookmark lists, sort lists by name or last access time, 
and get a list of the last IS sites you've visited. You can drag 
links into SurfBoard from Navigator, and SurfBoard can 
import bookmark lists from both Navigator and MIE. 

-- C.,.1-ltcll 
~rtl$'1K.o• - :.:~ ... ~~:M"!_• T~!~~~-~_i~~l~~--

SEARCH FOR GROUPS OF URLS that 
GEJDDODD~ 

OO intornt tHooOSStr¥trf linttrnt lHKOSStrvtrr 
li lss..;..i.o.:;,;;- ---- 1bs·.q..-.,,i:;,1.:;; ·---

·· -.....contain a text string. 

Create a Home Page of Bookmarks 

S et your Bookmarks.html or Favorites.html file 

(found in the Preferences folder in your System 

Folder) to be the home page that Navigator or MIE 

uses when it starts up. 

To do this in Navigator: 
1. Choose Open File from the File menu and open 

the Bookmarks.html file so that it displays in 

the browser window. 

2. Select the URL in the Location field and copy it. 

3. Choose General Preferences from the 

Options menu. 

n..r. ~ll'111ao•1oq .,1'11t<tlt.J•1o01>0J1tz:i1t.o....,J)).,t.o.Y01117onliofi'.lt 
i'<C' · '"' '"'"'e-"'r-t• b•1lll • ll<>Co~rorlo<t"""'·luot • •"""1>o '""""" l;tnb 
·h1lrr• •.,.~t.u~-c1o.""""...i"'"*'.•h1 

I 

4. In the Appearance tab, paste the URL into the ~~fili_, :;::_r.::::>; __ '::'.'.:'.:::::::==:::::::::==:::::;~ 

Home Page field . Click OK. Another way to organize bookmarks: 

s. Choose Save Options from the Options menu to create a home page with them. 
save your changes. 

3. Choose Options from the Edit menu, and click the IC 

4. ·Paste the URL into the WWW Home Page field in 

Internet Config and close that window. 

s. Save, and quit Internet Config to update your 

home page automatically. 

lf you're not using 
lnternet Config: 
1. Choose Open File from the File menu and 

open the Favorites.html file so it displays in the 

browser window. 

Bring up the Options dialog from the Edit menu. 

In the Home/Search Page tab, click Use Current. 

Click OK to save your changes. 

To do this in MlE: 
If you use Internet Config (see "The 7 Best Bookmark Managers" for 

more about this program) : 

1. Choose Open File from the File menu and open the Favorites.html 

fi le so it displays in the browser window. 

2. Copy the URL from MIE's Address field . 

From now on, when you launch your Web browser, be it Navigator 

or MIE, it will quickly display your bookmark list as an HTML 

document. You don't even have to be connected to the Internet, since 

the home page lives on your hard disk. In MIE, changes you make to 

your bookmarks won't be reflected in your home page until you quit 

and relaunch the browser; in Navigator, changes made in the 

Bookmarks window won't take effect until you close that window. 
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0 URL Manager 
and URL Manager Pro 

Company: Alco Blom 
Contact: http://www.xs4all.nl/-alco 
Price: $15 shareware for URL Manager; 
$25 shareware for URL Manager Pro 

URL Manager is fast , slick, and easy. Its windows look like 
Finder windows in Name view, but they're much more responsive. 
You create bookmarks by dragging URLs in from a Web browser 
or typing Command-N and editing the bookmark name and URL 
directly in the list (rather than in a clumsy dialog). You can 
search for text in names or URLs, and double-clicking a book
mark opens it in your specified Web browser. An Explore menu 
holds links to the main Web search engines, and a floating 
windoid provides quick links to the main Internet applications. 
URL Manager can import Navigator's bookmarks, bookmark files 
saved as HTML (it can even scan for URLs in normal text files) , 
and it can export an HTML page of bookmarks. URL Manager Pro 
does all this and it installs itself in Navigator's menu bar. 
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SLICK, FAST, AND EASY. This bookmark manager is even more 
responsive than the Finder. A floating windoid (above) provides 
quick links to the main Internet applications. 

() Web Squirrel 
Company: Eastgate Systems 
Contact: 800-562-1638; http://www.eastgate.com 
Price: $49.95 (srp) 

Web Squirrel uses 
a graphic layout for 
storing bookmarks, 
simplifying navigation 
with a powerful Find 
feature and some easi
ly accessed shortcuts. 
Support for pasting 
and drag and drop 

Seattle Stuff 
~I~~ 
~ 

(from Web browsers WALK OR FLY around your bookmark farms 
or from other Web using the oddly named Web Squirrel. 
Squirrel documents) 
makes it easy to get URLs into Web Squirrel. A double-click opens the 
bookmark in your Web browser. This Web Squirrel runs around the 
Web, gathe1ing up sites, and creating farms (Squirrels? Creating 
farms? Who thought of this stuff!) , which contain multiple bookmarks 
that can be graphically grouped into neighborhoods or textually 
grouped into lists. You can walk or fly around your farm (what, no 
horse?). Agents (rather conspicuous on a farm in their dark suits) 

watch the contents of your farm for keywords and continually gather 
matching sites. Web Squirrel's graphic display is screen hungry, but 
its organizational schemes are actually fun to use. 

() WebArranger 
Company: CE Software 
Contact: 800-523-7638; http://www.cesoft.com 
Price: $99.95 (srp) 

WebArranger is astonishing in its scope, thanks in large part to its 
heritage as a personal information manager called Arrange from 
Common Knowledge. WebArranger can grab URLs with the press 
of a hotkey and can open bookmarks with a keystroke. You can 
impo11 Navigator bookmarks, and-in an unusual feature-your 
Navigator history file. WebArranger can check bookmarks to see if 
they've changed, record your path through strands of the Web, and 
even keep trying to get into busy FTP 
sites. A variety ofsearching and sorting 
features are also available. 

On the downside, although 
WebArranger uses drag and drop 
internally, it doesn't accept URLs 
dropped into its windows. 
WebArranger is often overkill-if 
you're willing to devote plenty of time 
to learning its features and using it 
constantly, it won't disappoint, but 
more casual users, or those wishing 
to start using a program quickly, will 
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find WebArranger's myriad of options OVERKILL? Not if you're an aficionado of 
and features confusing. personal information managers. 

f) Web Quick 
Web Quick 
Company: Europa Software 
Contact: 503-417-2900; http://www.europasoftware.com 
Price: $49.95 (srp) 

Web Quick watches where you go and records all the Web 
pages you visit. You can then either make some of them permanent 
and assign them to different categolies, keep some of them as 
temporary bookmarks, or delete them. Neat idea. 

Recent Web Pages 

Gener al Searches 
Guides 

Computing 
Pe op le Lookup 
Organization Lookup 
News 

Topics 

*Mao Addie! 
~RP.le .com 
~ge list .maeaddfo t .com 
excite com 

~RP..l!.:.2.2.to. 
infoseek .com 

QOWeroo oom 
sumeria .oom 
yahoo.com 

Organize your sites by categories. You can 
make your own. 

These sites in the "holding bin" are awaiting 
categorization (or deletion). Press "T" to bring 
up a dialog box that you use to place them in 
a category. 

Press the spacebar to make 
a bookmark "permanent." 

MaoAddiot Issues 
.. Discuss ions · Sigb.!inga 
.. Discuss ions · Rants and Rayes 
.. Discussions: Mao Sighting 
.. Discuss ions : Mao sightings 
.. C>is; yssfans ·Mae sigl::lti~gs 

Press Delete to 
mark a bookmark 
for deletion. Once 
you close 

maoworks .com 
netsoape .com .. Discuss ions Sighting 

1----- ------1 Discussions I'm at work 

the window, the 
bookmark will 
be deleted. 

Preferences... Discussions Inspiring 
'--'--'--'-"""""'="----___, Discussions SQeofalis t in Mao Converts 

Discussions Mao Use 
Discuss ions Mao sightings and more 
Discussions Kind of a eouliar s ightin 
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And Then There's Everybody Else 

There are a slew of other 
bookmark managers that 

don't quite match up in features 
or stability to the best ones. 
(Some not only don't match up, 
they're not even playing in the 
same game.) All of these prod
ucts fall into two categories: 
those that have their own data
base for storing bookmarks and 
those that rely on the increasing
ly creaky Finder. 

DATABASE BOOKMARK 
MANAGERS 

Bookmark Manager 
Company: NOYD Systems & Design 
Contact: 212-697-3609; 
http://www.walrus.com/-noyo 
Price: $20 (srp) for full version; 
limited version Is free 

Bookmark Manager's inter
face must come from the moon. 
Its buttons are too small and 
needlessly 30, the main window 
isn't resizable, many of the 
dialogs are unnecessarily com
plex, and there are confusing 
menu commands such as 
Cancel. Cancel what? 

Clay Basket 
Contact: 
http://www.scripting.com/clay/ 
bookmarkedltor.html 
Price: Free 

Clay Basket is really just a 
different editor for the Netscape 
Navigator bookmarks file, which 
makes it fairly useless now that 
Navigator 3.0 is out. 

ClipFiler FKEY 
Contact: http://www.glw.com/casey 
Price: $1 O shareware 

ClipFiler is an FKEY (func
tion keys, or FKEYs, are those 
keys marked F1 , F2, etc. at the 
very top of some keyboards ; 
you can assign functions such 
as copy or paste to an FKEY). 
ClipFiler is really quite cool , 
although its concept of a data
base for storing your book
marks is just a SimpleText file . 
Nonetheless, ClipFiler can grab 
any text from any application 
and stuff it in that text file , and 
then you can use ICeTEe to 
open the URLs. 

GrabNet 
Company: Forefront 
Contact: 800-653-4933; 
http://www.ffg.com 
Price: $19.95 (srp) 

I don't get the point of 
GrabNet's main unusual feature, 
which is that it enables you to 
grab a graphic along with a 
bookmark. It then displays the 
graphic when you have that 
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bookmark selected in GrabNet's 
list. Why bother? 

In Control 
Company: Attain 
Contact: 800-925-5615; 
http://www.attain.com 
Price: $85 (street) 

In Control is a fine informa
tion management program, 
but don't bother using it purely 
for its bookmark capabilities. 
It's overkill if that 's all you want 
to do with the program. Those 
info management features also 
pump up the product's price 
way beyond that of most 
bookmark managers. 

Internet Memory 
Company: CircleDream Software 
Contact: 416-733-0144; 
http://www.circledream.com 
Price: $20 shareware 

Internet Memory provides all 
the necessary features but is a 
bit sluggish and takes itself too 
seriously. It's bad enough that 
the program allows you to write
protect an address book, but 
adding DES encryption as well? 
If the spooks want to browse my 
bookmarks, they won 't find 
anything that will prevent me 
from running for public office. 

MailKeeper 
Company: Nisus Software 
Contact: 800-281-0101; 
http://www.nisus-soft.com 
Price: $35 (srp) 

MailKeeper is a solution that 
doesn 't quite solve any prob
lems. It's a great way to store 
bits of unrelated text and scan 
through them with Nisus 
Software's patented Guided 
Information Access, but although 
URLs are text, MailKeeper just 
doesn't work that well for storing 
bookmarks. It needs to be able 
to read in large quantities of text 
and automatically categorize it to 
be truly useful. I'm waiting for 
version 2.0. 

SiteMarker 
Company: Rhythmic Sphere 
Contact: 800-97 4-SITE; 
http://www.rsphere.com 
Price: $12.95 (srp) 

SiteMarker has some neat 
features, including an Extract 
Links command, which sucks all 
the URLs out of the current Web 
page, and a Searcher windoid 
that makes it easy to search the 
main Web search engines quick
ly. However, SiteMarker's inter
face just doesn't do it for me, 
and since it relies on FaceSpan 
(and presumably AppleScript) , 
it's a bit sluggish. 

URLs 'R Us 
Contact: http://iw.cts. 
com/-jonpugh/hyperstuff.html 
Price: Free 

URLs 'R Us is a powerful 
HyperCard stack that not only 
enables you to snag your own 
bookmarks, but comes with a 
mess of them already entered 
and categorized. Neat, but 
unless you run HyperCard all 
the time anyway, probably not 
worth the overhead. 

WabbitDA 
Contact: ftp://ftp.tidbits.com/pub/tld
bits/tisk/inet/web/wabbit-145-da.hqx 
Price: Free 

WabbitDA falls into the "cute" 
category because it's small , fast, 
and has a cute, three-carrot 
icon. But if you need to handle 
a whole slew of bookmarks, the 
product falls short: It lacks any 
method of organizing book
marks hierarchically. 

Web Ninja 
Contact: http://www.albany 
.net/-wtudor 
Price: Free 

Web Ninja watches what you 
do at all times (a little creepy, 
actually, given what ninjas tend 
to do to people) and records all 
the Web pages you visit. At any 
time, you can go back to a page 
by double-clicking an item in the 
list or you can drag a URL into 
another window to make it easier 
to find later. 

What URL?! 
Contact: http://www.panix. 
com/-nam/whaturl 
Price: Free 

What URL?! can have multi
ple files containing bookmarks, 
but it has no way of making 
hierarchical lists of bookmarks. 
It's too much work to have to 
open the right file before being 
able to open your bookmarks. 

f INDER·BASED 
BOOKMARK MANAGERS 

DropURL 
Contact: http://www.moreinfo. 
com.au/access/ 
DropURL.html 
Price: Free 

It's difficult to snag URLs for 
your bookmarks with DropURL, 
but once you 've got 'em, they're 
easy to open- just double-click. 

NetSnagger 
Contact: http://rampages.onramp. 
net/-rmore 
Price: Free 

NetSnagger suffers from the 
same problem that Finder-based 

bookmark managers have
there 's no easy way to snag 
URLs from your Web browser to 
create bookmarks. However, 
NetSnagger simplifies the 
process of retrieving files from 
the popular Info-Mac and UMich 
FTP mirror sites. 

URL Clerk 
Contact: ftp://ltp.tidbits.com/pub/ 
tidbits/tisk/inet/url-clerk-12.hqx 
Price: Free 

The main problem with URL 
Clerk is its inability to snag book
marks from your Web browser 
easily. Its one-file-per-bookmark 
method also wastes disk space, 
but it's free and functional , and 
can even open CyberFinder 
bookmarks if CyberFinder's 
control panel isn't loaded. 

Web Short Cuts 
Company: Wholly Mac Software 
Contact: ftp://ltp.tidblts.com/pub/ 
tldbits/tlsk/lnet/web/web
shortcuts-demo.hqx 
Price: $18 shareware 

Making bookmark files in 
Web Shortcuts is way too com
plicated . You have to copy a 
URL, switch to Web Shortcuts, 
choose New from the File 
menu, paste in the URL, click 
the Clip Image button , select an 
image to turn into an icon for 
the file , click the Save As but
ton , and name and save your 
file in the Save dialog. Or you 
could spend your time more 
productively and wash your hair 
or something . 

WebPinMaker 
Contact: http://atom.co. 
jp/VOYAGER/WebTools/WebPin/ 
WebPinMaker-E.html 
Price: Free 

WebPinMaker creates a pretty 
windoid that floats over all other 
applications. Clicking it makes a 
file of the current Netscape 
Navigator Web page's URL. Neat, 
but there's not much difference 
between that and just dragging a 
bookmark out of Netscape 
Navigator's Bookmarks window. i3 

Adam C. Engst is the publisher of 
"TidBITS," a free, electronic newslet
ter that covers Macintosh and 
Internet topics, and the author of 
"Internet Starter Kit" for Macintosh, 
Fourth Edition (Hayden Books, 1996), 
the best-selling guide to the Internet 
for Mac users. More information 
about "TidBITS" is available from 
info@lidbits.com or on the Web at 
http://www.lidbits.com. 
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RAM Doubler 2 saves space, Extensis' Tools saves time, and lots of games waste both. 

Claris Home Page I golive Pro 
Claris HomePage 
DEVELOPER: Claris FREAK IN ' 

AWE SO ME CONTACT: 800-3-CLARIS; http://www.claris.com 

PRICE: $99 (srp) 

REQUIREMENTS: 68020 Mac, System 7 .1 or later, 8MB of RAM 

golive Pro 1.1 
SPIFFY DEVELOPER: gonet communication Inc. 

CONTACT: 415-463-1580; http://www.golive.com 

PRICE: $149 (srp) 

REQUIREMENTS: Any Mac with 4MB of free RAM (5MB for PowerPC), System 7.5. 

YEA, 

WHATEVER 
ime was, you could crank out a whole Web site in SimpleText. T But times change. Todays frames, tables, and soplusticated 
layouts require constant switching back and forth between a 

word processor and a browser-too complicated for novices and 
simply tedious for experienced Web masters. Enter WYSIWYG Web
authoring applications, which promise to let you work directly on 
the layout without understanding a bit of HTML. Claris Home Page 
and gonet Communications' golive Pro are among the first in a land

0 
BLECHI 

Entering the Gateway 
Both Home Page and golive let you point to a 
common gateway interface (CGI) script on 
your Web server. A CGI script- most com-
monly written in a language called Perl on 
Unix servers, or in "C" or Applescript on a Mac 
server-sits in a separate directory on your 

Web server and waits for your Web pages to 

pass along data such as mouse clicks from 
image maps or text from forms. The CGI 
scripfs job is to hand that data off to a different 
program which processes the input. You can 
see why CGI includes the word "gateway''-ifs 
the doorway for data to get from your Web 
pages to other non-HTML programs. 

You'll need to find CGI scripts yourself and 
contact your ISP about how to place them on 
your Web server- and even whether you're 
allowed to. For an introduction, take a look at 
CGI Scripts at http://snowwhite.it.brighton. 
ac.uk/-mas/mas/courses/html/html3.html and 
The Common Gateway Interface at 
http://hoohoo.ncsa.uiuc.edu/cgi/overview.html. 
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slide of Web applications 
arriving this fall to challenge 
the currently most-popular 
WYSIWYG Web tool, PageMill. 

The two applications are 
superficially similar. Both 
Home Page and golive Pro 
offer WYSIWYG editing-you 
create and edit a page in a 
window that claims to show a 
real-time preview of how it 
will look in a browser. They 
both put commonly used 
functions in a toolbar, and 
both offer search and replace 
(but not spell-check) , and a 
scrapbook for storing favorite 
page elements. Beyond those 
similarities, however, is the 
difference between a great 
Web page tool and a poor one. 

Claris Home Page 
Creating or editing a Web page 
in Home Page is a snap. 

DltiJ@gl ll!l~l1211!ml l..t) l9'l l~. 1- 1m 11 ia l :ia l ~ I 

I •I[§ 1~~+'.:§ ll • - l a+ll B I I IT liA•I 

We pmu41Ypmoen1, in SABPM's ne'Wly 
..-NOX1h wme •• iallely of some of ll>e 

Your guide to Vinyl, Radio,_ 
- l!xotlc Musk: alb111D.COWl3 ~ 

- all ove:rll>e VOl!d. A<t111lly, 
Zines, andLoJ!!!8!l Culture. BIOOklYD. .. .. 

Rocen!Aoq11is11ions-• .. 
SiZenlDOI'• "The Svillgln' l!)>elllll lll" .. 

- ~ -~<--

L __ em~ Shil>lo'~"B"""' ~ ~ami.oo• 
.. .. 

; Required Listening: .. Selected Pointers .. 
Selected SABPM Artists .. to Spl!Ce Age Bl.chelor Plld Music, 
.U.:1tot4·.0int.~<>r'iI;ftJ~ Ili.:J: ID::redibly Strange Music, ml Sites 

."l>!l>o.: :/J!ll'S ·'~· '1Bl .llftlll'I oflnlerest Aroum the Web. - - -.. 
~fu.quivel! I EsguivelTrack Listing JSources I ~ TheGallerJ1 JSelected Artists & 
Discogr~ghies J Pointers ... 

IN WYSIWYG EDITING VIEW, Home Page displays the tables pretty much as 
they'll look in Netscape Navigator 2.0 or later, or Microsoft Internet Explorer. 

q~~~~~~~--- HOME PAGE'S LINK 
dialog keeps recent

--- ---11 ly used URLs and 

anchors just a sub
menu away. 

Toolbar buttons allow you to select the three modes: WYSIWYG 
editing, browser-imitating preview, and bare HTML text editing 
(with no HTML shortcuts). Everything from formatting text 
to creating a form is handled via drag and drop and dialog boxes. 

You can create a table and manipulate it live, though Home 
Page won't convert existing text into a table. And contrary to the 
promise of WYSIWYG, most table parameters have to be typed into 
a clialog box-you can't drag the table to resize it, for example. 
Frames creation, in contrast, is positively primitive: they can only 
be created in a special Frames mode, which shows empty frames, 
but not the contents. And, like tables, you can't change frame sizes 
by dragging. 

Home Page shines >vith image manipulation. You can drag an 
image onto a page, alter its size, interlace it, or create transparent GIF 
colors. The image can also be aligned right or left, this is a new align
ment attribute that lets text flow around the image (though you'll 
have to rely on a browser to see the result). The application can also 
create server-side image maps, which turn parts of an image into 
clickable hyperlinks. Server-side maps require special CGI sclipts on 
your Web server, though, and Home Page can't create the simpler 
client-side maps, which would be much more useful to novice Web 

-
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134 Objects Project URL: /Ninth%20S1ree1/Desktop%20Folder/Test.. 

Name Status URL 

sjmn.gif 

sndspt.gif 

space.gif 

space.....sm.gif 

IWMQllUI 
stardusL.sm .gif 

suporguit .gif 

superguit....sm.gif 

graphics/sjmn .gif · ~ ' 
graphics/sndspt .gif mm' 
graphics I space .gif 

graphics/spaoe....sm.g W: : 
graphics/stardust.gi m ~ ;. 

graphics / stardusL.s !.II!" 
graphics I superguit .gi 'i'!:i 

GOLIVE'S PROJECT BOX keeps site elements accessible. 

designers (though aren't supported by all browsers) . 
You can set a background color, text colors, and a background 

pattern (though patterns must be previewed in a browser) . Home 
Page will calculate (optimistic) statistics to estimate download time 
for a page or individual element. The 500-piece clip art library 
includes some very useful icons and backgrounds. Despite the nice 
touches, though, Home Page doesn't help maintain a Web site-it 
won't check the validity of links, or help you upload your files. 

Claris Home Page is simple and elegant, though when Claris 
adds client-side image maps, makes more features-like back
ground patterns and left and right alignment-truly WYSIWYG, and 
makes frame-creation a lot easier, it'll be a terrific tool. 

golive Pro 1.1 
While golive Pro simplifies many of the basic page-creation tasks, 
some features are quirky and half-baked, while others are missing 
essential features entirely. It's a poor choice for both novices and 
experts. 

Despite the fact that it's touted as a WYSIWYG tool, golive still 
forces you to switch to a browser to preview many page layouts. Its 
biggest failing is its complete lack of support for tables. It won't dis
play them at all, forcing you to work directly with the painful <TD> 
and <TR> tags-and the manual doesn't even explain how to use 
the tags. So much for WYSIWYG. And it shares Home Page's inabil
ity to display frames in any sort of WYSIWYG view. 

Process~_g 

Opening "indeH.html" ... 

30 SECONDS AND COUNTING. Note golive's lack of a cancel button. 

l<J indeH.hlml: Space Age Bachelor Pad Music 

<TABLE BORDER="2" CELLPADDING-="5" CELLSPACING-="5"> 

<'I'R> <TD COLSPAfl="2" VALIGN="l!IDDLE"> 

SpaceAge Bachelor Pad Mwic on the World Wide Web Presents 

ourexclwive Track L istingl<TR> <TD ALIGN="CEIITER"> i: 
Your guide to Vinyl, Radio, Zines, and Lounirn Culture . t 

</TD> ~<TD ALIGN="CEN'l'ER"> v 

I 434 ... fRj 

GOLIVE'S TABLES. Not. 

Golive will open a page as an HTML outline-useful in theory, 
but not practice. You have to dig deep into the outline, for example, 
just to edit pieces of text, and you can't switch between outlining 
and WYSIWYG view-you must close the WYSIWYG window to 
open an outline window. 

Outlining would be just another expendable frill , except golive 
offers it in place of direct HTML text editing-a serious lapse. 
Golive also Jacks a true preview mode. 

At least outlines open quickly. Opening a modestly complicated 
page in WYSIWYG view can take more than a minute, and saving a 
page takes almost as long, which is a real time-waster since golive 
saves a temporary file everytime you preview a page in a browser. 
Did we mention that you'll be switching to the browser often? 

Unlike Home Page, golive lets you create both client-side and 
server-side image maps-a 

v.~. '" "'"'" ;i. 

~~ IHO t V ~ SRC "t 9f°4f'hlctlll'l>lltstwv .9if 

• 1'£1GHT 23 

What's New •.• 
~ 
~~ 

'>1 BR >I l
~~ VFONT t #:J SIZ[ tS j 

l 1~Hen: o.t tile Web Home or SABPM7 

It 

big plus-but golive's image 
options are otherwise far 
too limited. There's no way 
to change an image's size, 
interlace it, or make parts of 
it transparent. It's not very 
smart about HTML either. It 
did a poor job opening an 
HTML doc created in anoth
er application, choking on a 
couple of broken HTML tags 
that hadn't bothered 
browsers or other page-cre
ation applications. And it 
dropped spaces between 
words, apparently baffled by 
carriage returns. 

YOU HAVE TO DIG DEEP into golive's outline just to 
edit a little text. 

The news isn't all bad. 

i§rltl sabpm project -

D Documents f, ~ H•dia I (;i URls 1 [) 
' ~-· -

MailTo J 

134 Objects Project URL : / Ninth'Xi20Street / Desktop%20Folder1Test. .. 

Name Status URL 

1IJ sjmn .gif 

Iii sndspt .gif 

'fl space .gif 

111 space_sm.gif 

a 111m;mm1 
~ stardusL.sm .gif 

"11 superguit.gif 

'ti · superguiLsm.gif 

• tunein .gif 

11 tunein...med .gif 

Document Tl¢ 1111f 

~- graphics/ sjmn.gif $.'t_ 
~ graphics /sndspt .gif 1:f;i: 
../ gr aphics/space .gif '.)} 

~ ::::::::;:::::~.:~:~ii'i 
~ gr.:iphics/stardust....srl!]if: 

../ graphics/superguit.gi1 ~i:'.' 

../ gr aphics/super-guit....sg ;. 

~ graphics/tunein .9if I· 
~ '{} 

9 1\li 

Golive's Project box makes 
it easy to keep track of all 
the pages and elements in a 
Web site and even checks 
the integrity of internal 
links. It's easy to drag 
applets and plug-in files, like CREDIT WHERE CREDIT IS DUE. In golive you can pre
QuickTime movies , into a view how your text colors and background will look. 

page. And golive includes 
some nice little touches: tlle toolbar is detachable; you can set a 
page's window to imitate different-sized monitors; it detects HTML 
comments and hides them behind an accessible icon (Home Page, 
take note) ; and the text color dialog includes a handy preview. But 
until the major features improve, our advice is: steer clear. 
-Joseph 0. Holmes 

Claris HomePage 
GOOD NEWS: Easy to use. Creates page statistics. 
Good image support. 

BAD NEWS: Needs true WYSIWYG frames creation and simpler 

table control. 

golive Pro 1.1 
GOOD NEWS: Projects window makes it easier to work with an 
entire site. Creates client-side image maps. 

BAD NEWS: Slow. No table support. Poor image support. Poor raw 
HTML editing. More expensive than better applications. 

FIND A 
DEMO of 
golive on 
The Disc. 
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~ 
FIND A 
DEMO of 
Chromatica 
on The Disc. 

Chromatica 
DEVELOPER: Chroma Graphics Inc. 

CONTACT: 888-8CHROMA; http://www.chromagraphics.com 

PRICE: $120 (street) 

R.EQUIREMENTS: CD-ROM (floppy version available), System 7.0 or later, 

Photoshop 2.5 or later (or software using the Photoshop API for plug-ins), 

68030 or better, 1 MB of RAM on a Power Mac 8100/80 with 72MB of RAM 

Tired of your dull, lifeless, hazel eyes? Think your complexion is 
too light? Well, before grabbing a pair of colored contacts or 
trying out a no-sun tanning lotion only to find that it turns your 

skin a hideous bright orange, take a look at Chromatica. The biggest 
downside of Chromatica, when used for the purposes mentioned 
above, is that it can only change scanned photos and not your actual 
physical appearance. That's great for online GIF-based romances, 
but it does nothing for nonelectromc encounters. 

Chromatica is a plug-in for Photoshop (and other software that 
supports the Photoshop API) that consists of two filters: ChromaColor 
and ChromaPalette. Don't let the name of the second filter fool you; 
it's a color palette within a dialog box, not a floating palette within 
Photoshop. (In the imminent version 4.0, plug-ins will no longer be 
limited to modal dialog boxes.) While both filters affect the color of 
the selected image, they work in entirely different ways. 

ChromaColor contains a special color selection section (annoy
ingly and inaccurately referred to on the CD case as a separate filter) 
called ChromaMask, which provides a painless way to select the 
precise edit area. For those Photoshoppers who have spent way too 
much time selecting areas using Photoshop's various tools, this is a 
godsend. Then, within the selection, ChromaColor can replace one 
color with another, using several criteria to determine the amount 
and intensity of the replacement. In addition, an option called 
EdgeWizard lets you control the smoothness of the edges. 

While ChromaColor has some good, usable stuff in it, 
ChromaPalette is the crossbred cousin filter. Here's how it works: 
First, you either use an existing palette (1,000 are included on the 
CD-ROM, though only about 20 are given to you on a standard 
install) or you create a palette from one of your existing images, 
using as many colors as you like. Creating palettes is frustratingly 
time consuming, however, even with the "Automatic" option set 
(it calculates the number of colors to map on the palette) . Once a 
palette for the current image has been created, you load a 
"Destination" palette. The colors from this palette replace the colors 
from the original, and boom! your image looks like: (1) Hell, 
(2) Predator-Vision, or (3) a dramatic difference, which may look 
good. The problem is, ChromaPalette replaces colors in the order of 
the original image's palette; it doesn't attempt to match colors or 
maintain relative hues, brightness, or any of that good stuff. After 
countless hours of creating palettes and then applying them to other 
images, ·only a few of the resulting images garnered a Save As. 

Chromatica's interface is just average, but a real standout is its 
ability to dramatically increase the Preview size, although even this 
is limited by the lack of an auto full-size button. (I guess the engi
neers blew off the Basic Mac Interface Elements seminar.) I would 
have found the ChromaPalette filter more useful if I could have 
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PURPLE CATS IN 
THREE EASY STEPS 

STEP 1: 
ChromaMask's 
controls make it 
a simple task to 
select an object 
(with line control 
over the edges) 
without a lot of 
lasso work. .. 

STEP 2: 
... and ChromaColor 
offers a clean 
interlace to replace 
or just fiddle with 
the object's color ... 

STEP 3: 
... leaving you with 
a totally altered 
image in just a few 
steps. 

used the ChromaMask feature within it, but alas, that feature only 
works within ChromaColor. Fortunately, Chroma has introduced a 
fix (available from their Web site) that provides a workaround to 
creating selections with ChromaMask. 

One drawback is the lack of a printed manual. The help within 
the filters is adequate; and there's a PDF manual on the CD-ROM
although it is not installed during the standard program installa
tion-which does little good when another CD-ROM is being used as 
a source for images, and even less good when you're in the dialog 
box, which doesn't let you out to check the online manual. 

Chromatica is a worthy addition to your Photoshop filter library 
if you're dissatisfied with your current color modification capabili
ties, or if in the near future you'll be working on special effects for 
the long-delayed "Aliens vs. Predator" film. -Ted Alspach 

GOOD NEWS: Excellent selection capabilities in ChromaMask 

prevent mucking with Photoshop's Selection tools. Color palette 

replacement almost more fun than Gooing someone. 

BAD NEWS: No printed manual. ChromaPalette is unpredictable 

and painfully slow on 680XO systems, and slightly frustrating even 

on a Power Mac 8100/80 with 72MB of RAM. 





reviews 
QI-Tools 2.0/Pagetools 2.0 

DEVELOPER: Extensis 

CONTACT: 800-796-9798; http://www.extensis.com 

PRICE: $99 each (street) 

REQUIREMENTS: QuarkXPress 3.1 or PageMaker 5.0, System 7.1 or later. 

Extensis is a company after the hearts of desktop publishers and 
layout artists everywhere. It used to be that a one-function plug-in 
for QuarkXPress could mn up to $1,000, and PageMaker people 

didn't even have this value-added privilege. Now, Extensis has released 
the 2.0 versions of their enhancement collections, QX-Tools for 
QuarkXPress, and PageTools for PageMaker-both are reasons for joy. 

QX-Tools 2.0 provides 15 Xtensions (plug-in tools) for 
QuarkXPress, from productivity-enhancing toolbars and an applica
tion manager, to special effects via QX-Effects, to a tip-of-the-day from 
QuarkXPress guru David Blatner (his "The QuarkXPress Book" is the 
best-selling, comprehensive guide to QuarkXPress). PageTools 2.0 
includes 18 plug-ins for PageMaker 5.0 and 6.0 similar to QX-Tools, 
but the tips are provided by expert DTP'er Olav Martin Kvern, author 
of "Real World PageMaker." 

Heavy-duty users of desktop publishing software will find both prod
ucts nothing sho1t of spectacular. The most obvious enhancement is that 
of toolbars, which aside from giving the programs a familiai; word
processor feel, provide one-click access to numerous functions within 
each program. The toolbars are completely customizable, allowing you 
to set up as many or as few as you wish. What's more, you can give each 
bar the buttons (and respective functions) you feel are most beneficial. 

Keyboard freaks will love this 
wonderful way to quickly 
access all those menu com
mands that don't have con-e
sponding key commands. 

ALIGN THIS: Though QuarkXPress has had this fea
ture for a while, it's been impossible to group objects 

Both packages include 
Scalet; which lets you scale 
multiple objects in one step; 
this is so useful, it's amazing 
that neither program has 
offered this before. Most of 
the other plug-ins/Xtensions 
ai·e application-specific, filling 
in obvious and not-so-obvious 
holes in XPress and 
PageMaker. 

in PageMaker ... 

I ' 

... AND THEN GET THEM ALIGNED, evenly spaced verti
cally, and flush lelt, without a lot of work. Until PageAlign, 
one of PageTools's extensions. 
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Above and beyond these 
benefits, QX-Tools has several 
standout Xtensions. QX-Effects 
provides the sorts of special 
effects (drop shadows, bevels, 
glows, embossing, and more) 
that QuarkXPress users have 
dreamed about for decades. 
QX-CopyStyle copies attributes 
from Text and Picture boxes 
from one box to another-it's 

SCALES AREN'T JUST FOR FISH: Here's something we've been wailing 
for. The Scaler extension of OX-Tools allow you to group objects. 

...AND THEN, WITH ONE SIMPLE DIALOG BOX, scale all the 
elements while retaining the group's layout. Before, you 'd have to 
scale each object, then remake the composition. What a pain. 

one of those functions you won't be able to live without. Though it's 
a holdover from 1.0, QX-Filters is a godsend: it allows you to use 
Photoshop filters within QuarkXPress. If you've spent any time with 
Photoshop, you know how valuable this feature is. 

PageTools contains more plug-ins than QX-Tools, though most 
are weaker than their QuarkXPress counterparts. PageCaps is a 
one-shot filter that automatically applies Cap styles to text, 
including Title Caps. What makes this filter stand out isn't the goofy 
RaNdoMiZe function, but instead the exceptions you can provide 
for special Capitalization (to ensure that MacAddict is always 
capitalized correctly, for example). PageTabs is an another useful 
filter tliat applies tabs to text right on tl1e page, more intuitively and 
more easily than PageMaker's built-in tabs. 

Both packages are a steal at $99. They make both their 
host applications more usable, address several deficiencies 
within each, and add tons of extras as well. If you (or someone 
you know) has paid $300 for an XTension that adds a single 
function to XPress, QX-Tools is a godsend. -Ted Alspach 

GODO NEWS: Incredible value added to the premiere DTP 

programs. Can make your life easier and more productive. 

BAD NEWS: Not recommended for novice QuarkXPress and 

PageMaker users, as the feature set can be overwhelming 

when first installed. 





reviews 
Killer Transitions 1.0 

DEVELOPER: SharkByte Tools (published by g,/matter) 

CONTACT: 800-933.6223; http://www.gmatter.com 

PRICE: $199 (srp) 

REQUIREMENTS: PowerPC or &BK, System 7.x, BMB of RAM, 1DMB of hard 

drive space, MacroMedia Director 5.x or Authorware 3.5, CD-ROM drive 

When was the last time you saw a transition in Director 
that elicited a "Wow!" response? The standard fades and 
dissolves are functional and can be used to cover a 

change in color palette from screen to screen, but don 't really 
provide a dramatic segue between scenes or events. Killer 
Transitions brings to Director and Authorware many of the same 
transitions we see in professionally produced video and cinema 
(dissolves, geometrical wipes, and mattes going in all direc
tions), without requiring custom code. 

The Killer Transitions are Xtras (plug-ins) designed 
for Director 5 and Authorware, grouped into four families: 
Wipe, Slide, Particle and Hybrid (combination) Transitions. 
Almost all transitions work as wipes or mattes and some even 
have synchronized sound effects . Experienced Director types 
will love that transitions can be created and customized on the 
fly, under Lingo control. While each transition is ready to go 
simply by selecting it from the Transitions menu, the real power 
is in customization-resulting in as many basic effect variations 
as there are stars in Carl Sagan's universe. The technical 
quality of these transitions is exceptional but, of course, even 
these Killers won't save lame content. Overall, the sheer variety 
and mutability of these effects make this package a must-have 
for all serious producers of multimedia. 

All is not perfect, though. There's no hard-copy manual, so 
you have to print the documentation from the CD. There you'll 
find detailed descriptions of all of the effects and their 

SHAKE IT UP, BREAK IT UP: The control interface is way-cool and way-useful, too. 
This wipe never would have been possible in plain ol' Director. 
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THE BIG CRUNCH. 
WHh the how-can
you-not-under
stand slider 
controls, you 
can customize ... 

... the transition, 
complete with 
teeth and sound ... 

... in ways you 
never could 
with Director's 
standard 
transitions. 

adjustable parameters, though basic information about running 
these Xtras in Director was meager. After a couple of crashes 
I found, by experimentation, that I needed to increase 
Director's memory partition to lSMB. Also , and most difficult, 
is that when you send out your finished movie any Xtras used in 
the production must be distributed along with it (otherwise the 
viewer might get no transition at best, an error message at 
worst-not very professional) . 

Finally, these transitions could NOT be used with palette 
changes in subsequent screens. If you try both, the palette 
change overrides, and the transition just doesn't show up. For 
this, you must still use Director's built-in transitions. For all 
other uses of segues, however, these Killer Transitions may well 
be all you'll ever use. -Richard D'Andrea 

GOOD NEWS: Killer is the word, and does what you've never been 

able to in Director. Nearly infinitely extensible. And all this can go 

into your Shockwave. 

BAD NEWS: No printed manual. Needs lots of extra RAM. Doesn't 

get along with palette changes. 





--

reviews 
Street Atlas 3.0; Phone Search 2.0 

DEVELOPER: Delorme 

CONTACT: 207-865-1234; http://www.delorme.com 

PRICE: $79 (srp) for Street Atlas; $49 (srp) for Phone Search 

REQUIREMENTS: CD-ROM drive, System 7.0 or later, 68030 or better, 8MB of 

RAM, color monitor recommended 

Say you want to track down an old friend. Delonne's recent 
upgrades to its two flagship CD-ROMs, Phone Search USA and 
Street Atlas USA; could make your search a little easier. Easier, 

that is, if you're not relying upon accuracy or up-to-date infonnation. 
Botl1 of these people-finding products come packed with data 

designed to locate Torn, Dick, Harry, or Harry's favorite restaurant, 
with ease. Phone Search contains more tl1an 80 million business and 
residential listings-up 2.5 million from its original release in 1995. 
Phone Search's sister product, Street Atlas, features 25 million street 
segments-more than double the number in its previous version. 

Even better, both Phone Search and Street Atlas are brain-dead
simple to use. Phone Search consists of tluee discs, one each for the 
eastem, central, and western United States. Type in a last name (Smith, 
say) and you'll get the address and phone number of every Smitl1 
in the central states. Nar1·ow your sear·ch (a likely task), by adding 
more criteria, such as a first name, address, or ZIP code. Seek out 
businesses in much the same way, by subject, such as "pizza." 

Delorme gets its phone information from Database America 
Companies ("the company tliat can make your marketing dreams 

come true"), which is less reliable tl1an tl1e 
phone company, but probably better tl1an 
your address book. Finding people proved 
to be pretty hit-Or'miss; some showed up, 
others didn't. It was much the same for 
businesses. Most listings that had changed 
within t11e last year· weren't updated. 

Street Atlas works just as simply, letting 
you call up maps using a mere place name, 

m=========~--i=·== ZIP code, or telephone ar·ea code and 
JUST MAKING DO-THE "POWERFUL 
NEW MAP customization tools" do little 

exchange. 1f you know the street address 
and ZIP code of your search target, you get 

more than let you pick among size, color, a street map of t11e exact location, complete 
and alignment for text and map symbols. with symbols showing local landmarks. 

•M·-·~·""~ One would expect greater accuracy 
ir:'::···:;:-·N~·~·";"';"';";'";"';'";~;'";"-;;;;r;;;;~ from a company tliat makes maps for a 
11 : :===;-:--;;;;==~ ~ = living (Delorme also publishes ptinted 
"" i:::==:i ...... ,_ ,., ED c:s::J state atlases witl1 its Atlas & Gazetteer 
rnn•: ~2~~1ln~SICl~ ~ !ChHp•UI 

Series) . Although Street Atlas originally 
·""'""'·"''""'M·,.~·~""'"y"-' .... .., .. ~l~ shipped "or the Mac m· 1993, Delorme still - ••11un...e.ffSllUT-, T•-•4l...,Sll2000I 419•6U•n11 11 
·rtznP11te•••-tffllfnt ... 11S._le,....tnH0164 $t l20000 it+-S-U· St 

:a;::a=:rn:::r:=r.:::~~::::.~r~= .. a ::EEHE: ~ hasn't updated info1mation regarding the 
ir'"_ ... _ ..... _. _-_·-_ .. _ ••• _ ... _ . .. _. --'='"=""~' ~' =·M~' ~' w="=w' 1 1989 San Francisco earthquake. Although 

~ the maps show tiny alleys that local cab 
!'--------- -----'"' 
-=' ='-='-===' '='=- =' =' ====='=-==' ==' =''-==·~='d drivers don't even know about, they also 
TRACK DOWN THE NAME, address, and 
phone number of every pizza place in Ohio 
and then export the data into Street Atlas 
USA for detailed maps of their locations. 
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show entire freeway sections that no longer 
exist. And, you can't fix Delorrne's 
mistakes (by erasing that line of freeway). 

Delorme boasts that the Street Atlas 

Dn1gobJ1ttsontom1por 
clld:: buttontoedltdefoullobjett. 

DON'T BELIEVE EVERYTHING THAT YOU READ-these highly detailed maps 
aren't always highly accurate. The section of Highway 101. that continues 
along after the Fell Street exit crashed to the ground during the quake of '89 
and has never been rebuilt. 

upgrade contains "powerful new map customization tools." These let 
you personalize your maps with text, "MapNotes" and a selection of 53 
prefab symbols ranging from ag1iculture (a tractor) to the zoo (an 
elephant). It can be handy to create invitations, but anyone who's ever 
used a drawing program will find these tools clumsy and awkward. 
Although you can choose the color and size of your text or symbol from 
a list of pre-selected choices, that's about all you can do. 

Other tilings you can't do, but should be able to do: You can't pre
view your customized symbols before placing them on the map. (To 
edit them you have to control-click on the object, and you'd only know 
that by clicking on the Help button.) You can't edit text directly on the 
map; you have to go back into the drawing tools. You can't adjust t11e 
size of the box surrounding your "MapNote" to make it sit just how you 
like. You can't import your own fonts or pictures for the map symbols. 

Street Atlas USA and Phone Search work together as helpful 
resear·ch tools, but despite their hefty databases, you're only getting B
level work. Phone Search doesn't offer anything that isn't already 
available with programs such as PhoneDisc's PowerFinder or Pro CD's 
Select Phone and, while Street Atlas provides detailed maps, what's the 
use, if you can't rely on their accuracy? - Nikki Behl.er 

Street Atlas 
GOOD NEWS: Intensive search capabilities give you exact street 

maps of that needle in the haystack. 

BAD NEWS: Lacks accuracy: If you're planning on taking the 

Franklin Street exit off California's Highway 101 you may be in 

for a surprise. 

Phone Seanh 
GOOD NEWS: Easy to use. Search by the odd combinations of info 

you might have hanging around. 

BAD NEWS: A lot still missing, though that's the nature of the data. 





~ 
FIND A 
DEMO of 
MovieStar 
and Movie 
Cleaner on 
The Disc. 

reviews 
Three Tools I or Making Movies 

MovieStar 1.5 
PUBLISHER: Intelligence at Large 

CONTACT: 215-387-6002; http://www.ialsoft.com 

PRICE: $149.95 (srp) 

REQUIREMENTS: Mac with A/V or Quadra, System 7 .5.1 or later, 12MB of 

RAM, 256 colors (thousands of colors recommended) 

Movie Cleaner and Web-Motion 
PUBLISHER: Terran Interactive 

CONTACT: 800-577-3443; http://www.terran-int.com 

PRICE: $189.95 (srp) for Movie Cleaner; $129.95 (srp) for Web-Motion 

REQUIREMENTS: System 7 .O or later, QuickTime 2.0 or later, 8MB of free RAM 

(for both products), Movie Cleaner Pro 1.2.1 or later, CD-ROM drive. 

These new offetings from Ten-an Interactive and Intelligence At 
Large are solidly useful additions to the quiver of QuickTime movie 
producers. Though none is a substitute for professional non-linear 

editing applications such as Premiere, together they can take a begin
ner from tape to Web presentation. The developers realized the inher
ent compatibility of their products, and until November 15, all three are 
available as a bundle from either company for $299. 

MovieStar 1.5 is a small, specialized application; if you want to put 
your own movies onto a Web page, it'll do. Though the inte1face can be 
frustrating at times, MovieStar helps in the often-tricky process of 
moving a video from your camcorder to your hard drive, but if you're 
looking for a serious multimedia development tool, this isn't it. You 
begin by creating a Project into which you can either import existing 
elements (PICTs, sounds, movies) , or record from vaiious inputs, such 
as the Video In port (if you have one) and a QuickCam. You can edit 
the height, width, and the length of your clip, but you can't assemble 
separate clips as you can in Avid or Premiere. 

To its credit, MovieStat·'s export features are handy for Web devel
opers. The program allows you to save QuickT!ffie as GIF89 animations, 
Multipart MIME (Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions) , and 
compressed JPEG animations. You can even directly export movies to 
HTML: a super-fast, no-frills way to get QuickT!ffie into a Web page. 

By the same token, MovieStar's core functionality-its drag and 
drop environment for QuickTime creation-lets you quickly combine 
text, still, sound, and existing QuickT!ffie into new movies: wham, barn 
you're out of there. But then again, this isn't a high-end tool. Just 
scrolling a line of text over a piece of QuickTime results in a big hit to 
the frame rate: a 15-frame-per-second (fps) movie, played from a hard 
drive, drops to ai·ound one fps when text is superimposed. If you plan 
to make simple, small QuickTime movies and you want to make them 
quickly, then MovieStar is a fine tool. 

Movie Cleaner Pro 1.2 compresses QuickTime movies and tweaks 
parameters to ensure optimal movie playback optimally on various 
platforms. The program makes this as painless as possible with a 
streamlined inte1face; a novice mode that automates the process 
through a wizard-like interview screen; and an onscreen sidebar where 
Movie deaner Pro's "expert system" guides you through the program, 
providing you with current setting results. The Advanced Settings mode 
gives you direct control over practically all facets of compression, 

..... r ~ 

fil .......... ....... .... ~ 

l<f>olotl">tpok , ~olC.loro 
.,..1tt, . . .. u,.,1', •..._ ,~ ,,ft-_1por•-

SMILE, YOU'RE 
WORLDWIDE: A nice 
MovieStar feature is the 
one-menu export to 
HTML-no need to deal 
with that messy coding. 

WHAT DO YOU WANT 
TO SHOW TODAY?: Even 
in Advanced Settings, 
Movie Cleaner Pro pro
vides an easy-to-use inter
face that belies the 
options' real power. 

including video and audio compression schema, image cropping, 
visual noise and stray pixel elimination, and frame-rate and number 
of color adjustment. You can even apply fade-ins and fade-outs to the 
picture and soundtrack. 

A real godsend is Batch Compression, which allows you to 
crunch up to 2,000 individual movies in a single pass. Be warned: 
compressing QuickTime movies involves really long calculation 
times. Movie Cleaner Pro makes this aspect considerably more 
bearable by giving you the option suspending compression and then 
resuming where you left off, even after rebooting. 

If you 're using Movie Cleaner Pro to prepare QuickTime for Web 
distribution, you 'll want to add Terran lnteractive's new Web-Motion 
plug-in, which lets you save your QuickT!ffie files as Fast Start video, 
so users can begin seeing and hearing movies while they're still 
downloading. Like its parent application, Web-Motion is a one trick 
pony that simply does what you expect it to and does it very well. 

Though none of tl1ese, nor all of t11em together, will supplant 
professional video-editing applications, these three programs are 
worthwhile for all t11e non-pros out there. Movie deaner Pro, in 
particulai; is virtually indispensable. -Todd Souvigner 

MovieStar 1.5 
GOOD NEWS: Gets the goods from the camcorder onto disk. Exports 

to many formats. 

BAD NEWS: Fairly amateurish. Slow frame rates. Unsatisfying for 

any use other than Web pages. 

Movie Cleaner 

8 GOOD NEWS:Can handle anything you throw at it. Allows you to con· 

trol every bit of the process or walks you through it. Batch processing, 

batch processing, batch processing. 

BAD NEWS: All it does is compress. And this still takes a long time. 

Web-Motion 
GOOD NEWS: Beautiful art. Great kooky pseudo-real gameplay. 

BAD NEWS: Impatience and virtual leg-ache during slow· 

navigation sequences. 
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Myrmidon 

DEVELOPER: Terry Morse Software 

CONTACT: 415-858-1017; http://www.terrymorse.com 

PRICE: $49.95 (srp) 

REQUIREMENTS: 68030 processor or better, System 7 

Terry Morse's previous Mac company, Salient Software, worked 
storage magic on Mac hard disks with products such as 
DiskDoubler and AutoDoubler. This time around, Morse's self

named Mac software company is extending the functionality of 
printer drivers with Myrmidon. (In case you're wondering, it's the 
name ofalegion of ant-like, unstoppable soldiers in Homer's "Iliad.") 

Myrmidon consists of a print driver and two applications
PrintApp and Printer Setup-which act as a print spooler and page 
setup modification program. But the real action in Myrmidon takes 
place in the Page Setup dialog box. After choosing Myrmidon as the 
print driver, you can perform a series of interesting print tricks. 
These include: printing a complex document without graphics or 
formatting; automatically creating envelopes based on names and 
addresses in the text of a letter; or generating e-mail messages for 
use with Claris' Emailer, Qualcomm's Eudora, or America Online. 

First Pnge Only 
Rll Pages EH cep t First 
Addresses-One Per Page 
Enuelope-From & To Addresses 
Enuelope- To Address Only 
TeHt Onl 

Emcll -C lnrls Emaller 
Emall-Rmerlcn Online 
No Output-Page Se tup Only 

Printer. ..IHTML Do cument 
Analyzer 
Graphics Fiiter 

Paper Sloe : 

Size: I US letter ... ) 

Orientation: • EJ ( Configure Formot.. . ) 

CEJ 
POP-UP 
FRESH: Just a 

[ Cancel ] pop-up menu 
Meta Printer: away from an 
~ envelope or an 
[Rename ... ) 

~ HTML page -
that's the beau-

Print Task: 
ty of Myrmidon. ~ 

~ 

Furthermore, by setting up "meta-printers," you can combine 
a series of these tasks into a single new printer type. For example, 
you can have a printer named "Outgoing" that will automatically 
print envelopes for e-mail and will also send them to your 
electronic outbox. 

Myrmidon's showstopper feature, though, is its ability to turn 
virtually any document into HTML. Most documents came out well, 
though Myrmidon has trouble with pages containing a lot of 
complex formats (for instance, tight, multicolumn documents may 
come out as a table; or if the document has a lot of white space 
between rows, the white space may be reduced). In any case, 
Myrmidon is useful as a first pass in getting documents into HTML, 
where it can be polished up in a dedicated authoring program such 
as BBEdit or Adobe PageMill. 

The bottom line is: if you want to play some neat automation 
games outside your word processor, Myrmidon might save you some 
toil , but for HTML conversion, it may be best to dismiss the appren
tices and call in the wizards. -Ross Scott Rubin 

GOOD NEWS: Works with virtually any application. Lets you specify 

mullistep printing. 

BAO NEWS: HTML output isn't always accurate. Interlace could be 

streamlined. 

• T he internet can be so cruel. One day 
you' re go lden - the bounty of the global 
vi ll age at your feet. The next day you 
have to slog painfully through page after 
page of dross hunting for information 
that's somehow disappeared. This will 
not do. Put an end to that static with 
Web QuickTM, the e legant little 'smart 
bookmark' uti lity with automatic track
ing. Web Quick makes sure if you fo und 
a page once, you can easi ly find it again. 

\\ WeeQu1cK· 
ww w. e u r opa software. com/spider 

One spider was harmed in the making of th is ad. 



FINDA 
DEMO of 
Spell Catcher 
on The Disc. 

reviews 
Spell Catcher 1 .5.6 

DEVELOPER: Casady & Greene 

CONTACT: 800-359-4920; http://www.casadyg.com 

PRICE: $50 (street) 

REQUIREMENTS: Mac Plus or greater, System 7 .0 or later, 1 MB of free RAM, 

1.5MB of hard disk space 

hunder 7 was a reat utili -a universal s ell checker T g ty p ' 
thesaurus , and glossary. Spell Catcher, its rebadged rewrite, 
doesn 't offer many significant new features , but the interface 

has been tweaked; it comes with legal, medical, engineering/ 
scientific, and HTML dictionaries that used to cost extra, and new 
tools e-mailers will appreciate. Most significantly, Spell Catcher is 
noticeably faster on Power Macs, though it still isn't native. 

Spell Catcher works much as any spell-check program does, 
except interactively. It watches as you type and beeps when it detects 
a misspelling, incorrect capitalization, double word, or punctuation 
error. Spell Catcher quickly searches its dictionaries (the main one 
contains 90,000 words) and displays possible corrections. Type the 
number that corresponds to the correction you want, and bingo, 
it's changed in your document. Add it to the glossary, and it's there 
for future corrections. Suspect words are shown in context, 

Clipboard format : Styled TeoxtEdit 
Sty leo formatting should be maintained . 
Suspt ctederror in context : 

,t;itt, H. ""'""'' "''""' ''"'"· ""'tinii ''""'' lh•t w"'" 'I witll1nally our programs.Spe11Catoher , tts rewrit t, doun'tofft r 
many s ignificant ntw futures , but the interf<ic eo has been twuked, it oomu 

lwithl11oal m• ni al 11 noin•,.r lno/soienti ! .andH""" I tin riuthatuu dln 

Ques tionable- Spelling : 09i5i;·..-•~ 10090 
ubadged 

W'ordto un : 

~ •• 1111!11111111 I 
Su99est I Prefertncrs 

I <no suggestions> 
~ ~~~ ~ 

I 
2 
3 Ignore Ignore All 
4 

~ ~ ~ , 
' Replace Replace All Shttsttcs 
7 

ml ~ n1 • ~ 9 
Add toOict . Add to Gloss. Done 

DON'T NEED NO 
STINKING REBADGES! 
Spell Catcher gives 
the word in context. 

making it easy to tell 
if they' re actually in 
error. Most useful for 
heavy e-mail users 
are the Quote and 
Form Paragraphs 

features . When replying to e-mail, the Quote module adds carets 
(or other characters-your choice) to the beginning of each line, 
so that the recipient knows to what you are referring. For cleaning 
up incoming messages, the Form Paragraphs function is invaluable 
because it easily re.moves hard carriage returns at the end of each 
line of text, allowing for proper formatting in word processors. 

It's disappointing that this version doesn't contain more new 
features , but the improved Power Mac performance alone makes 
upgrading worthwhile. -Owen W. Linzmayer 

GOOD NEWS: Completely rewritten. Lower price. Free supplemental 

dictionaries. Cool e-mail features. Improved Power Mac performance. 

BAD NEWS: Few new features. Slill nol Power Mac native. 



RAM Doubler 2.0 
DEVELOPER: Connectix 

CONTACT: 800-950-5880; http://www.connectix.com 

PRICE: $99 (srp) 

REQUIREMENTS: 68030, 68040, or PowerPC; 8MB actual RAM; System 7 or higher 

Every software revision should be this good. RAM Doubler 2.0 uses 
the same basic premise as the original-increasing memo1ywith
out adding actual RAM-while introducing new features. 

Version 2.0 gives you a control panel to change how RAM Doubler 
manipulates memory. By moving the slider control all the way to the 
left, RAM Doubler performs "File Mapping" without any other effect. 
File Mapping reduces the amount of memory a Power Mac-native appli
cation requires by leaving the data fork on the hard drive, which can 
result in huge RAM savings. For example, Excel S.Oa only needs 4096K 
to run \vith RAM Doubler's File Mapping, but it requires 10643K with
out. File Mapping is available only for Power Mac users running native 
applications; the same setting will turn off RAM Doubler for 68K users. 

At the other end of the memo1y spectrum (move that control slider 
all the way to the light), RAM Doubler 2.0 can perform three tlicks (in 
the following order) to effectively ttiple the amount of available RAM: 
It relocates unused application memory; it compresses the least-

s 
g~111u.- (30.209K) 
(]...._., R~lai..tl .. RN1~Rr (2 1 ,S79IO 

A SLIDER CONTROLS 
RAM Doubler 2.0's 
settings. One of the 
program's best features 
is the display that 
shows how much 
application memory 
has been reclaimed. 

recently used memory; and it swaps compressed memory to the hard 
dlive. Pe1formance can degrade at higher settings (one percent to five 
percent according to Connectix), but in practice, performance felt 
about tl1e same as it did before RAM Doubler 2.0. 

RAM Doubler 2.0 does one thing, and it does it well. It's trans
parent, nearly problem free, and needs almost no attention after it's 
installed and set. lfyou heed the primary RAM Doubler Rule (don't 
make the application memory partition larger than the amount of 
physical memory) , then you' ll hardly know RAM Doubler 2.0 is 
there-high praise for a background utility. -David Reynolds 

GODO NEWS: Works as advertised. Control panel lets you customize 
how memory is manipulated. 

BAD NEWS: Not a substitute for actual RAM. Conflicts with Director. 
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QuicKeys 3.5 

DEVELOPER: CE Software, Inc. 

CONTACT: 800-5CE-SOFT 

PRICE: $119 (srp) 

REQUIREMENTS: Mac Plus or later, System 7.0, 4MB of RAM 

Q uicKeys 3.0 was the long-time favorite Mac macro program, 
enabling you to assign complex tasks (a sequence of menu 
commands, type in dialog, etc.) to simple key commands. 

Three years later, QuicKeys 3.5 gives a welcome revamp to the 
classic's user inte1face but doesn't add much new functionality. 

Beauty may be only skin deep, but QuicKeys 3.5 strives for visual 
appeal both ms1de and out. The new QuickPanel interface gives easy 
access to the QuicKeys in the universal macro set, the current macro 
set for the application, a toolbar editor, and a pop-up menu from 
which you can select other macro sets for applications. 
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Select en Icon for. news digest fwd 

"' ~ ........... ~ .. 111 llt" 
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WHAT DO YOU WANT ME TO BE TODAY? Not only 
can you put together individualized toolbars, you 
can paste supplied icons onto your QuicKeys. 

Toolbars are the headline 
feature of QuicKeys 3.5. Taking 
a cue from WestCode Software's 
OneClick, which pioneered but
ton palettes on the Mac, 
QuicKeys now sports three tool
bar styles. Embedded toolbars 
dock to any side of the screen. 
Floating toolbars can be 
dragged around the screen, to 
hover over any windows you 
may have open. Finally, Click
and-Go toolbars appear when 
you hit a keyboard shortcut, 
and then disappear after you 

make your selection. Unfortunately, they don't pop up under your 
cursor. Buttons are customizable with a variety of prefab icons, or 
you can import your own PICT files . As with OneClick, you can turn 

QuicKeys Tips 

•As one of the Mac's most venerable 
automation utilities, QuicKeys has made 
lots of good connections.You can build an 
icon in QuicKeys and assign it to macros 
built in other programs like KeyQuencer, 
AppleScript, and Frontier. 
•If you're stuck on using QuicKeys to 
send Apple Events, check out the well
done Apple Guide help in the right of 
the menu bar. 
•If you want to launch an item out of the 
Apple menu, use the File shortcut instead 
of the Menu shortcut. It's more reliable. 
•To assign icons to toolbar buttons, just 
double-click the button while you 're editing 
toolbars. You can also import lots of small 
icons into QuicKeys. 
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on "tool tips" which briefly 
show the name of each button; 
however, QuicKeys lacks 
OneClick's icon editor, and its 
toolbar palette shapes aren't as 
flexible as OneClick's. 

The other main functional 
change in QuicKeys is the 
Batch Processor. This QuicKeys 
extension allows you to 
process items in a preset fold
er with any sequence of 
QuicKeys. The extension 
thoughtfully creates a log of 
operations and saves all the 
original files in the source fold
er. Unfortunately, QuicKeys' file 
manipulation options are limit
ed in regard to fine control and 
might persuade you to pass off 

i...~1 II F- 11 Amoric<1o QnliM .. 11 T .. lkrs )__ 
Toolbirs .-Shortcutt 

Typo S/H Nam. I U.iftir'"'Ul II Cloris'll'orks •I 
lliill v Clorisworks 0 T~po~ 

& r;a Mdross -0-
_T Mdross .Q: 
IJJ ~st.llDown ~ 
g ChoonPr'«I"'" : ~ 
~ a.oo- :::~ 

Cl C-~All ~ 

~ g Comm f'r<><Toms <i-
"'*.! Common Gl'oond '°' ( New ) ( Rename ) [ Remoue ) 

Toolbar Oplions 
181 Show Toolbar Hot Help 

I Cliok-and-Go • ~lo<:I • Toobar \o Edi\ Toolbar Typo : ·1 
Toolbir Seope- : I Claris'florks ·1 (~lf<:l«I Toolbor ... m ~ displOOJod oo .......V 

• Dr•g and Drop Sllort<:uls \o Md Bul\ons 
Sho'or/Hid• K~sln>l<e: j <trl- as<j • Drog Bul\ons off Toolbors \o Romo~ 

THIS WAY TO SHORTCUTS: Though the options in the dialog box mey 
be daunting, once you 're set, you're on the way to saving time. 

Name: llettertteed I Keystroke: 11 1, 2, 3: With 
the Sequence 
Editor, you can 
easily combine 
processes, 
commands, 
and even previ
ous shortcuts 
into one useful 
macro. 

most of the work to another application or an AppleScript, which 
QuicKeys can call directly. 

A friendly sequence editor and extension manager round out the 
package, along with an Apple Guide-based help file that seems to 
have problems searching for words in the help file. QuicKeys 3.5 
proved stable enough, although it did have some cosmetic conflicts 
with the popular Aaron extension. 

QuicKeys 3.5 has other problems. CE Software should have 
beefed up QuicKeys' sparse text and file manipulation features. 
Other obvious holes include the Screen Ease extension, which has 
not been updated to handle multiple monitor resolutions, and the 
lack of a mechanism for switching among Open Transport settings. 
In fact, it's surprising to see a product released without even a nod 
to the Internet's existence. 

QuicKeys remains one of the easiest-to-use automation 
programs for the Mac. It can make fast work of mundane tasks 
and retains one of the best interfaces for stringing together a few 
shortcuts, provided that the sequence does not get too complex. 
It also nicely complements scripting languages like AppleScript, 
which require that programs be savvy about Apple events. 
Now that QuicKeys has an interface worthy of 1996, we'd like to 
see its feature set reflect more of the tasks a modern Mac user 
encounters every day.-Ross Scott Rubin 

GOOD NEWS: Docked toolbars can be dragged around screen 

borders. Sequence editor is easy to use. Can record macros. 

BAD NEWS: Minimal text and file manipulation tools. No icon 

editor. Doesn't take advantage of cutting-edge automation needs. 
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KeyQuencer ~~\~ 
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~" r------------------ltl\U 
DEVELOPER: MVP Solutions 

CONTACT: (800) 824-6279 

PRICE: $39 (street) 

REQUIREMENTS: System7, Mac Plus or better, 

4MBof RAM 

tltl1f#l\.t, 

'
''""'"' 

MACRO THE KNIFE: It's nice to have help right 
there, because although this isn't rocket sci
ence, it's not always a cakewalk. 

difficult with QuicKeys. Macros can be saved 
as text, making them easy to send over the 
Internet, or kept together in a·suitcase as a set. 

KeyQuencer ships with a Control Strip 
module for accessing its macros as well as 1inkS 

:!:.:..--=-=-~~--:u~.=..-:.... to powerful scripting languages and even 
. ' :=-..!"!:!\-;o:.::ii:.~=:~~,"-you take the high road, Ill take the low road =.,:!-::.:--""::'.~.::~~~:-:..::::;'.::';:.- CodeWarrior, the professional Mac develop-

and the macro utility KeyQuencer may be ment tool. Binary Software includes a hefty 
done before us both. While QuicKeys and OneClick focus on manual with almost no screen shots and also includes the documenta-

building shortcuts, and AppleScript and Frontier focus on systemwide 
scripting, KeyQuencer fits right in the middle. 

While QuicKeys and OneClick confine you to a small modal 
window for building sequences or scripts, KeyQuencer includes a 
separate application for making its simple-syntax macros. For example, 
to quit a program, your macro would contain the line "Menu" "File" 
"Quit." KeyQuencer contains thorough online help for every command. 

Unlike QuicKeys or AppleScript, KeyQuencer cannot record your 
actions; it nonetheless allows macros to wait for certain windows to 
come to the foreground and for addressing the screen at the pixel level. 
For instance, you can write a macro that makes KeyQuencer automati
cally answer instant messages on America Online; this \Vould be 

lion in Acrobat and HTML format. Since KeyQuencer isn't too intuitive, 
whichever format you choose, you'll use. 

While KeyQuencer's macros are easy to understand, they're still not 
as simple as dragging around commands in QuicKeys' sequence 
editor. Nevertheless, KeyQuencer may be just the product for those who 
need a fine degree of control over Mac automation but who don't need 
the complexities of AppleScript or Frontier. -Ross Scott Rubin 

GODO NEWS: Easy access to macros through the Control Strip. More 

freedom with separate macro-maker application. Fine control. 

BAO NEWS: Cannot record macros. Poor documentation. Not as 

intuitively obvious as QuicKeys. 

A Powerful Choice! 

power key 

Turns Macintosh and monitor off or on 
"" manually. 

,,SOPHISTICATED 
CIRCUITS INC 

©1900 Sophisticated Circuits, Inc. Power Key is a registered trademark 
ofSophisticatedCircuits,Jnc. Macintosh and the Apple logo are 
registeredtradema1ksofAppteComputer.tnc. 

800-769-3773 
www.sophisticated.com 

info@sophisticated.com 
Fax 206-485-7172 

or 

P~Rf<EY 
PRo 

Turns Macintosh, monitor, and peripherals off or on 
"" manually, or 
"" at a chosen time, or 
"" remotely by telephone, or 
"" when your system is idle, or 
"" when your Mac has crashed, or 
"" when you want to receive a fax, or 
"" to run a backup program at night, or 
much, much, more. Call now and ask us how! 
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Zork Nemesis 

PUBLISHER: Activision 

CONTACT: 800-477-3650; http://www.activision.com 

PRICE: $59.95 (srp) 

REQUIREMENTS: PowerPC Mac, System 7.5.1 or later, 35MB of free disk space, 

2X CO-ROM drive, 16MB of RAM (BMB free), 16-bit graphics 

Ah yes, the next Zork game. Every Zork aficionado on the planet 
has been salivating over the possibilities of 'the next one' since 
its development was announced __ .,....,.. 

more than a year ago. What would the next 
Zork bring us? More quirky humor? Lots of 
familiar characters and locations? It turns 
out, neither. The puzzles are fundamentally 
different, the satirical tone is all but gone, 
and the visuals are markedly changed. 
These points, however, should not be taken 
in the negative. The fact is, this game 
should be reviewed as another new game, 
not as a 'Zork' game. 800 ROOMS, RIVER VIEW, NICE CEILINGS: 

zork Nemesis takes place in the No doubt about it-the scenery in Zork Nemesis 
Forbidden Lands of the Planet zork. A is spectacular, and 360-degree navigable. 

woman's voice begs you to set her free and 
find justice for her memory. Before you 
know it you wind up in a temple, which you 
quickly realize is the workroom of four 
mighty alchemists who have been mur
dered by an entity known only as Nemesis. 
It turns out that the only way to defeat 
·Nemesis is to find a way to set the spirits of 
these four chemists free from their unnat
ural bonds. You must voyage to (you ALL THAT RUSHING WATER: The trick is, you 
guessed it) four different worlds to collect have to get past the streams. Hey, how do you 
the items associated with each alchemist turn this off again? 
(Earth, Air, Fire, and Water). 

The interface in Nemesis is pretty much 
a point-and-click affair. Although this often 
leads to a game of find-the-hot-spot, there 
are only a few instances where this is real
ly annoying. Overall the interface is easy to 
use and interpret, and for the most part it 
bridges the gap between newbies and 
grand master gamers. 

The visual experience of Zork Nemesis UNLIMITED SLOTS THIS AIN'T: Here you play 
is what really earns it its keep. The scenes "Integrate the icon." Is this integral to the 
in this game are perhaps the most detailed plot? Not really. 

TIME AND TIME AGAIN: From here, you have to 
grab a thing, and use it on a thing later... 

Not to be outdone is the exquisite flowing 
soundtrack and encompassing sound effects in 
pure, clean, 3D 16-bit sound. This is one of the first 
games to incorporate Qsound technology (which 
creates the illusion of ambient sound) , and the 
results are impressive. If you can play this game 
with a pair of quality speakers and a subwoofer 
you'll be treated to opium for your ears. 

Although the 60-odd puzzles in Zork Nemesis 
are not particularly difficult, they are acceptably 
challenging, and a few are fiendishly exquisite. 
A couple of the puzzles are a bit gruesome (involv
ing body parts), and are not for young children or 
the extremely queasy. However, the puzzles don't 
tie in closely enough with solving the mystery of 
Zork Nemesis. Essentially, all you have to do is 
solve a few puzzles here and there and everything 
else is done for you, which will probably leave 
many of the hard-core Zork fans feeling a little 
empty when the fat lady sings. 

Zork Nemesis requires a minimum PowerPC 
601, but if you have anything less than a 604 you 
can expect delays between scenes. This can 
become a minor, but not fatal , annoyance when 
having to move in and out of an area several times 
to solve a puzzle. Many might be miffed that this 
game is unplayable on 680x0 based-Macs, and 
requires 16-bit color and SMB of free RAM. Just 
keep in mind that the requirements are similar on 
the PC side of the fence. 

For gamers new to the genre, Zork Nemesis' 
whopping graphics, 360-degree views, and stun
ning sound will more than make up for any short
comings presented by the storyline or gameplay. 

and atmospheric of any game I've seen, 
and the inclusion of "Z-Vision" adds another layer to the visual 
seasoning. Z-Vision enables the user to look around in 360 degrees 
(and occasionally up and down) at any location in the game, with 
virtually no performance hindrance. The scenes are very crisp 
indeed, but when the game shifts into 'video' mode the screen betrays 
the usual 'interlaced' (every second line is drawn) video, which 
doesn't live up to the rest of the experience. 

For hard-core gamers however, Nemesis might be 
interpreted as a visually stunning but generally blah journey down the 
Myst-clone alley. -Bart Farkas 

GOOD NEWS: Visually stunning 16·bit art. 360-degree views add 

greatly to the experience. Excellent sound. Acceptable puzzles. 

BAO NEWS: Formulaic story, and ending could be stronger. Puzzle 

solving is your only story involvement. 
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FIND A 
DEMO of 
AMBER on 
The Disc. 

reviews 
AMBER: Journeys Beyond 

PUBLISHER: Changeling 

CONTACT: 512-419-7085; http://www.changeling.com 

PRICE: $69.95 (srp) 

REQUIREMENTS: System 7.0 or later, 16-bit color monitor, 5MB of RAM (BMB 

preferred), 25MB of hard drive space 

Ever since the critical and commercial success of 7th Guest, 
there's been a slew of scary-monster CD-ROM games, some 
genuinely creepy, others just cruddy. So what else is new? 

With AMBER, quite a bit. It's well-designed, it's full of genuine 
thrills, and it 's got lots of style. 

The opening is delightfully noir. A haunted house-nothing 
new-but a haunted house with an edgy twist: cool gear. Roxy, 
your first-person persona, is an intrepid poltergeist researcher, 
and she's loaded the joint with paranormal measuring devices 
worthy of the designers at Porsche. 

The AMBER (Astral Mobility Bio Electromagnetic Resonance) 
unit is a device designed by Roxy to let people project their 
spirits out of their bodies, onto a different plane. Problem is, 
Roxy got fragmented like a sorry hard drive by a glitch in the 
imaginary Bio-Psi Technologies software. As a result, gameplay 
follows the traditional adventure pattern of exploring and 
collecting inventory (here, it's through each ghost's world of 
private obsession) but what you're collecting is fragment after 
fragment of Roxy. It's not every game that lets you rack up pieces 
of a lead character. 

The house that's the real world base of the game is so taste
fully decorated and well-rendered that your own real world gets 
depressing after awhile. In fact Hue Forest Entertainment- the 
North Carolina startup that developed AMBER-has such a 
command of what it takes to make good monitor art that the CD 
is practically a clinic on the subject. 

Every effort has been made to keep things plausible, with an 
involving backstory, rich art, and a good degree of interactivity. 
While the makers restricted themselves to what made sense for 
the story, they also used the freedom of a supernatural premise 

THE BUG ZAPPER: The AMBER unit itself, just moments before 
blowing Roxy's spirit to pieces. 

STRAP ME UP, STRAP ME DOWN: If Roxy had ever read guidelines 
on self-experimentation, she might have been better off- but then 
we wouldn't have this game. 

LIGHT'S ON, NOBODY'S HOME: The house is beautiful, but who 
knows what's under the covers? 

to its fullest advantage. Each ghost's domain (these have to be 
found and can be played in any order) has its own unique style, 
crafted to suit what got the spirit stuck haunting this world in 
the first place. After you rack 'em and sink 'em, you will be 
thinking sequel and left wanting more. 

The puzzles along the way aren't as memorable as the 
overall game experience itself, but AMBER is best regarded as 
one big puzzle filled with diverse elements and styles. It's got 
comedy, creepiness, numbers, pseudo-science, geometry, 
mazes, and a roller coaster; it's even got Christmas. You may 
grow a bit tired of walking the house and grounds, but the 
speed of navigation is part of the plausibility. The whole story 
is the puzzle and the experience of solving it is rewarding and 
dramatic. -Philip Merrill 

GODO NEWS: Beautiful art. Great kooky pseudo-real gameplay. 

BAD NEWS: Impatience and virtual leg-ache during slow-navigation 

sequences. 
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Watch your child's 
imagination come ta life. 

Jf~-

1••• 
All kids love to draw ... some just get ~ 

more encouragement than others. Now there Bii.. ____________ J ___ """' __ .....i.:ii 

is a step-by-step drawing program just for kids that takes the struggle 
out of being an artist and brings their imagination to life. 

Introducing Drawing Discoveries, the only completely interactive program 
that teaches how to draw using a self-paced approach. With Akua the Gazelle 
as their guide, your kids will be creating masterpieces in minutes, using your 
computer mouse or pen and paper. 

They can add a rainbow of brilliant color. Import their drawings into other 
programs. Or customize their own lessons, all while listening to lively music. 
Full-motion videos teach fascinating facts about the 

animals and people they're drawing. 
Your kids will make amazing discoveries about art and the world they live in. 

But what they discover about their own abilities will be the most valuable lesson of all. 

~;""""~~/ 

AVAILABLE ON WIN. 3.1 /95/MAC CD-ROM 

Brainstorm • 16815 Von Karman Ave. • Irvine, CA 92606 • www.brainstormfun.com 
©1996 Presage Software Development Company. All rights reserved. Drawing Discoveries and Brainstorm are trademarks of Interplay Productions. 
All rights reserved. Exclusively licensed and distributed by Interplay Productions. All other trademarks aro the property of their respective owners. 

Ages 8-101 
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Gabriel Knight II 

DEVELOPER: Sierra On-Line 

CONTACT: 800-757-7707; http://www.sierra.com 

PRICE: $59.95 (srp) 

REQUIREMENTS: 4X CD-ROM, 16MB of RAM, 1 OOMHz PowerPC processor 

There are plenty of computer games with lofty and dark literary 
pretensions, though many an1ount to nothing more than a bit of 
psycho-babble wrapped around a handful of lame puzzles. Once 

in a blue moon, however, a title emerges with ilie storytelling and 
puzzle quality to stand above ilie rest. A few years ago, Gabriel Knight: 
The Sins of the Fathers was tl1e one to watch (and play). Now, its six

disc sequel, Gab1iel Knight II: The Beast 
Within, raises ilie bar anoilier level wiili a 
suspenseful, iichly crafted, and challeng
ing advennll'e. 

Sins of ilie Fatl1ers was equal pai1s 
puzzle/adventure game and interactive 
fiction: you played as Gabriel Knight, a New 
Orleans writer, book dealer, and part-time 
sleuth who became involved in a mystery of 

SEEN ANY BIG DROOLING DOGS AROUND voodoo and murder. The new version 
HERE LATELY? Direct interrogations are a 
large part of this game, and Gabriel can be 
pretty direct. 

(wlitten by Phantasmagoria creator Jane 
Jensen) continues tlle tradition of clever 
writing and genuinely janing suspense. In 
tltis installment, Gab1iel has moved to 
Germany after discove1ing tllat he is ilie last 
in a long line of fighters of the 
supernatural, known as "Shattenjagers" 
(Shadowhunters) . H~ has inherited the 
fa.nilly castle outside Munich, and it isn't 
long before tlle leaders of ilie local village 
demand tlrnt he investigate a se1ies of 
gruesome killings apparently comntitted 
by werewolves. Gabriel and his research 

"I SAID H-0-S-T-E-L, NOT H-0-S-T-l-L-E": assistant, Grace, must delve into a 
bluescreening is bluescreening, but the 
photographic references add a nice touch 
that rendered backgrounds can't. 

cenniry of lycanthropy legends, Bavaria's 
"Mad King" Ludwig II, and composer 
Richard Wagner to solve the mystery. 

DAS IST NICHT MEIN BIER: Gabriel will follow this case 

The acting won't 
win any awards 
(Gabriel 's 
"Southern" accent 
could cause any 
Cajun to blacken the 
discs), but the back
grounds are great. 
The designers have 
gone to ilie trouble of 
using actual phot 
graphic backgrounds 
of castles, the 
Bavarian country
side, and the city of wherever it leads him-even if it's the local pub. 
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THINGS THE CHURCH DOESN'T ADVERTISE (and when you're detective 
Gabriel Knight, you never know what you might dig up). 

Munich-ratl1er ilian computer-generated scenery-which adds to 
the we're-not-in-Kansas feel. Gabriel and Grace dominate alternating 
chapters and, finally, shai·e control of tl1e concluding one. (There's 
one chapter per disc.) The balance between Gabriel's more physical 
investigation in Munich and Grace's ltistorical research in the coun
tiyside gives tl1e game an elegant ebb and flow, especially in ilie 
information-heavy ntiddle chapters. Jensen has proven (again) that 
she can do the amazing: create strong, realistic female chai·acters in 
the male-dominated computer ganting world. Brava! 

The Beast Wiiliin 's inte1face has a fairly standard adventure
game structure, though it is easier to use than most games in tltis 
genre. The bottom of tl1e screen offers easy access to your invento-
1y (items wltich can be exantined or combined with one anotl1er) ; 
you can replay the major ti·ansitional movies; and you can review 
Gabriel's or Grace's records of their respective investigations 
(Gabriel's tape recordings of conversations; Grace's notebook). 
When you play as Grace, you conduct the investigation through 
interviews, by reading texts and visiting museums. Interviews with 
characters are fairly straightforward (especially for veteran Gabriel 
Kltight players) and consist of clicking on a character and asking 
questions from the list of questions that appears at the 
bottom of the screen. Ask each question that appears, and follow
up questions are added to the list as the conversation progresses. 
Tltis doesn't provide the greatest sense of freedom and interaction, 
ai1d can grow tedious, but occasionally you may glean something 
hidden; for example, when a character drops his wine glass in 
response to a question, you know you have hit a nerve, even if 
Gabriel seems unaware of it. 

"We all have a beast within us" is the message of this involving 
game. That may sound heavy, but Gabriel Kllight II is also an 
adventure game of the highest rank. Despite a moderately 
predictable plot and don't-give-up-your-day-job acting, The Beast 
Within is that rare bird: a genre piece good enough to make you 
forget the rest. -Bart Farkas 

GOOD NEWS: Gripping game with easy interface, strong acting, 

and a superb endgame. Very good puzzles. 

BAO NEWS: Plot is a bit predictable. RAM hog (13MB of free RAM 

isn't enough to run at full resolution). Crashes a lot. 



reviews 
Voyeur II 

DEVELOPER: Philips Media 
CONTACT: 800-340-7888, http://WWW.philipsmedia.com/media/games 

PRICE: $54.99 (srp) 
REQUIREMENTS: CD-ROM, System 7 .1 or later, 68040/33MHz or better, 8MB of 

RAM, thousands of colors 

I 
magine a game in which you're handed a Playboy-like magazine, 
but if you want to look inside, you have to stand on a 12-foot ladder 
and drop the magazine to the ground. If it opens to a picture, you 

can squint and try to make it out. If not, try again, ad nauseam. 
Voyeur II is a CD version of this. Here's the premise: you're a Peeping 

Tom with a video camera that is pointed at the large house across the 
way. Somehow you realize that it's vital to record the goings-on within 
the house because someone is about to be murdered, and your peep
ing skills may just save a life. But your video camera can only look in 
one room at a time, and it only has so much power; you 1isk missing 
the murder and fear the next morning's radio repo11. Okay, the truth is 
tl1at preventing the murder isn't really your goal at all. Your goal is to train 
your camera on the right window of the house at the right time, in order to 
catch vaiious people in jlagrante delicto. 

Here's the pickle: this is only accomplished by clicking on various 

YOU WANT ME TO 
WHAT?: Propositions are 
us (without any fun payoff, 
even) in this wearisome 
game. And the quality of 
video is low, even on a 
heavy-duty machine. 

windows across the way until something happens. If no thing's going 
on , you'll just see an empty room. Even when trying to achieve the 
game's stated goal (yeah, 1ight) , the clicking is repetitive and annoy
ing. And there are times when nothing is going on in any of the rooms. 
This makes for a grand ol' time, as you click and click and click and ... 

To make it all more exciting, there's no "Save" feature. The game 
plods along in real time, at the end of which you've either prevented 
the murder or not. So you've got to play the entire thing again once 
you figure out what you were doing wrong the first time. 

So the mechanics aren't great. How about the acting? Yoyeur II is 
2 CDs of full-motion really bad soap opera video. -Ted Alspach 

0 
GOOO NEWS: It's pul oul by lhe company thal invenled lhe CO. 

Nice to see Dennis Weaver getting work. 

BAD NEWS: Just about everything. And why does the cursor draw big 

black lines over lhe screen? 



Close Combat 
PUBLISHER: Microsoft 

CONTACT: 800-426-9400; bttp://WWW.mlcrosoft.cDt!Vgames 

PRICE: $39 (streetl 
REQUIREMENTS: PowerPC Mac, 12MB of RAM, System 7.5 (16MB of RAM and 

15-lnch or larger monitor recommended) 

~ B ash Microsoft? Who, us? Well, not this time; not with a game V that was made on a Mac and then ported to the PC. Close 
AND A DEMO Combat is a complex combat simulation set during the days 
al Close of World War II following the Allied landing in Normandy. 

You can play as the Americans or the Germans (but not the 
British, French, Belgians, etc.). As the Americans, you must gain 
ground in the French hedgerows, ultimately ending up 20 miles 

Combllon 
Thi Diie 

DIDN'T WE TELL YOU lo use 

inland at Saint-Lo. As the Germans, you 
must hold the line. 

We reconunend playiJ1g through the 
tutorial, which is very thorough and fun to 
boot. You'll learn how to command your 
troops, and who can move, fire, and hide 
(among other things). WWU buffs will 
appreciate Close Combat's realism. The sim 
follows the battle closely, using tl1e exact 
weapons and correct firepower (which are 
also detailed in an AppleGuide help system 
that even includes QuickTime movies 
showing the actual weapons and tanks). 

Close Combat adds several new 
smoke before moving troops? features to standard wa.r-sim fare. First of 

YOU DON'T GET TO USE THIS miniature 
map unless you have a 15-lnch monitor. 

Tips Subhead 

all, everything is in real-time, 
rather than tum-based, so it's 
more like WarCraft in that 
respect than TacOps. And the 
:uilmation is in real-time, too, 
so if you lob a smoke grenade, 
you'll see the explosion, then 
watch the smoke dissipate. 
Unique to Close Combat is the 
ability to track the mental 
states of individual soldiers. 
These can range from pan
icked to berserk (and you'U 
need to take care to rally your 
panicked troops). 

• Be sure to do the Moria!, otherwise 
you're dead meat. 
• You can't just throw all your guys against 
someone, you have to think tactically. We 
found that flanking worked best (both for 
and against you). The manual has a whole 
chapte< devoted to strategy. Read rt. 
• Concentrate your firepower. 
• Don't try to move your troops without 
providing cover fire. 
• Use smoke before moving troops. 
• Play the game on slow; otherMSe, you'll 
be overwhelmed. 
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The downside to playing 
this game in real-time is sheer 
information overload-it is 
very confusing to receive status 
information from ALL of your 
units every time they are hit. 
There is absolutely way too 
much going on at one time and 
no way to oflload tasks. You 
should be able to give a squad 

s 

PACK A WALLOP
look al the holes they 
left in the shrubs. 

WOULD YOU TRUST 
GILLIGAN WITH A 
BAZOOKA? Close 
Combat also featuns 
other celebrity gnm 

or team a battle plan and have them attempt to achieve it as 1h~ 
banle conditions warrant, but you can't. Despite the developer's 
claims that Close Combat reproduces the realism of combat an! 
the subtle psychological factors affecting the solcUers, the soldim 
can't process more Lhan one instruction at a time; so you can't Id 
them to run up a road, hide bellind a bush, and then shoot a tank. 
You have to wait for the soldier to complete each task before gMng 
him a new order. 

Close Combat can be played on a network, and it's fairly~ 
10 connect two machines. However, a !\Vo-player game ~ 
C\vo CDs. (It would be better if the game used tl1e WarCrafi er 
Maratl1on model that allows you to play against a friend 1~ilh ;us 
one CD.) You can't customize the network battles at all and an 
forced to fight as Germans vs. Americans. (It would be interesliD! 
to see Germans working together or Americans vs. Americans. 
You also can't select the number of unitS on each side. But~ 
networked games are cool nonetheless. 

With a few tweaks, Close Combat could have been a freakin 
awesome game. It really only lacks a way to macromanage l 
troops. If you're a WWII buff, or a war-sim fanatic, we wholehw:· 
edly recommend Close Combat. - Kathy Tafel and a 
networked friends 

GOOO NEWS: Extremely reallstlc. Wonderful graphics and soani. 

The animation adds depth to a normally 20 genre. 

BAD NEWS: Information overload. Hard to identify soldieri (§II. 

those camo outfits really work). Network play requires two CD!. 

Autoscrolling is very slow. 



The best chess players 
think a number of moves ahead. 
Like to their kids' college years. 

Fantastic animation, a magical wizard, and over 60 fun puzzles! Can you think of a more 
entertaining way for young minds to develop valuable learning skills? 

Introducing Chess Mates, the most exciting chess game ever developed just for kids! 
And it's the only one endorsed by the U.S. Chess Federation. With Wigby the Wizard as 

your guide, kids will learn to play chess step-by-step. 
Fully animated lessons with zany sound effects transform challenging strategies like the Fork and the Pin into 

child's play. Including an easy point-and-click interface and progressive difficufty levels, 
Chess Mates is the fun innovative way to master chess. 

As your kids build essential skills, you'll know you made the right move. 

Brainstorm • 16815 Von Karman Ave. • Irvine, CA 92606 • www.brainstormfun.com 

°=~AM~~~~~=·~==~Ste:~og:'O:l~~~ 
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re vi 
lndyCar Racing II 

DEVELOPER: Sierra On-Line 

CONTACT: 800-326-6654; http://www.sierra.com 
PRICE: $499 (street) 

REQUIREMENTS: 2x CD-ROM, Power Mac, System 7.5, 16MB of RAM, 15MB of 
hard disk space, joystick recommended 

R acing games have come a long way since the days of the 
old arcade game Pole Position, and maybe none have come 
further than IndyCar Racing II. You're probably thinking, 

"So how much different can racing games be? You just push 
the accelerator, steer, and try not to crash, right?" Wrong. First 
off, this game comes with a manual that is longer than a driver 's 
education book for a real car. Secondly, this isn't so much a game 
as it is a simulator; this is to Pole Position what F/A-18 Hornet 
is to Glider. (There are 56 key commands listed on the quick 
reference card.) 

IndyCar is a complete simulation of one of the most complex 
pieces of machinery on the planet-the modern race car. As 
such, this isn't the kind of game that you can simply throw in 

0:00:00.00 
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BETTER THAN HOT WHEELS: 
Here's our MacAddict special. 
You'll have to make your own. 
Fortunately, that's easy enough 
with lndyCar's Paint Shop. 

BOGEY AT SIX: Passing means more 
than just pulling the pedal down. As 

in real life, strategy, liming, and 
drafting all play a big part. 

Repla of Practice session at nustralia 

0:03:56.10 

ws 

to your head--this is 
what you'll see for the 

next 500 miles. 

THIS AIN'T NO SUNDAY 
DRIVE: Difficulty is the be
an and end-all of realistic 
simulation. One tiny error 
can send you into the wall. 

your Mac and play, any more than you can step off the street and 
into a real Indy car-you really do need to read the manual 
before you start. However, once you uncover the hows and whys 
of choosing tire compounds, gear ratios, selecting and setting the 
angle of your wings , adjusting the stagger, and setting the front 
and rear anti-roll stiffness, you 'll discover a game with more 
depth than your average arcade racer. Beyond simply not crash

ing, much of the game's challenge is figuring out 
the correct car settings for each course. Novice 
players may find all the complexity overwhelm
ing. Luckily, the program enables you to turn off 
items of realism-like damage from crashes
until you ramp up in skill. You can also choose 
automatic transmission, auto-braking, and 
more. To get the full experience, of course, 
you 'II have to risk all. 

Speaking of not crashing-it can be pretty 
tough to stay on the track. Control is extreme
ly precise (it changes as you wear out your 
tires and as you use fuel) , which takes some 
getting used to. Control is even more tricky if 
you're using a keyboard (or worse, your 
mouse) to control the car. No, you really need 
the incremental control that an analog joy
stick, like CH Products ' FlightStick Pro or the 
Gravis MouseStick II, to get full enjoyment 
from the title . 

Once you master the controls you 're really 
ready to enjoy the game, and enjoy it you will: 
There are fifteen tracks from which to choose 



PICK YOUR PLACE: Looks 
peaceful, doesn't ii? But 

once you chose a course, 
you 're in for some hairy 

race experience. 

OOH, THAT'S GOTTA 
HURT!: Crashes look really 
excellent. That is, ii you're 
not the one crashing. 

A-10 Attack! .•• 

just got 

even 

better ... 

the 
Best Flight 

Simulator 
of 1995 ... 

MacWorld Magazine 
January '96 

(although, disappointingly, not Indianapolis, thanks to 
licensing issues) ; a racing season mode (you can save 
mid-season, of course, but not during a race) ; the 
opponent AI is dead-on; and winning a race (oh hell, 
just finishing a race) gives you a sense of accomplish
ment. One of IndyCar's coolest features (that isn't avail
able on the PC) is the ability to actually talk to your pit 
crew and order adjustments to the car. You'll need a 
PlainTalk mike and the corresponding software. 

The game's 3D graphics are completely polygonal 
and really detailed. A 7200/120 produces an acceptable 
frame-rate with all the texture-mapped detail turned on, 

but on a 6100/60, you 'll want to run at the lowest level of detail, 
which does detract from the experience. As you 'd expect, the 
action can be viewed from multiple angles during the race, with 
even more camera angles available for instant replays. The best 
graphic touch, however, was the built-in editor for creating your 
own custom-color schemes and advertising decals. That's cool. 

Overall, this game is a lot more complicated than expected, 
but once I settled down and read the manual, I found a deep , 
satisfying strategy-driving experience. If you 're into racing, buy 
IndyCar and, well .. . start your engine. (Sorry, I couldn't resist.) 
-Chris Charla 

GOOD NEWS: Total racing experience simulation. Gr~at graphics 

and play. Your best chance at being there (for under a few million). 

BAD NEWS: Heavy hardware requirements. Full-sim mode may be 

too for most. 

A-10 Cuba! is locked, 
cocked & ready to rock ... 

Guerilla forces have taken control of the 

beautiful island of Cuba, and once again the 

A-10 Warthogs must suppress the enemies of freedom. 

Defend the run-down Naval Air Station, pepper tanks with 

a big gun, and transform MiGs into smokin' garbage! 

A-10 Cuba! includes exciting action-packed missions, 

multiple network arenas, and many other new features. 

Enjoy hours of explosive fun with the included mission player. 

For enhanced mission planning capabilities, A-10 Cuba! 

can be used with the original A-10 Attack! mission editor. 

Defend the world's innocent - while there's still time! 

Features Include ... 
• 100% Power Mac native • realistic rolling terrain 

• 12 action-packed missions • detailed geographic features 

• 4 network arenas 

• 8-player network mayhem 

• new high detail models 

• smooth real-time graphics 

• accurate flight dynamics 

• interactive instrumentation 

• visible control surfaces 

• over 20 weapon systems 

• external ordnance 

• A-1 O Attack! compatibility 

101 West Renner Road, Suite 430 
Richardson, TX 75082, USA 
Tel: 214 479 1340 Fax: 214 479 0853 
website: www.parsoft.com 
e-mail: info@parsoft.com 

actual screenshots from A-10 Cuba! 



reviews 
Don't Quit Your Day Job 

DEVELOPER: Philips Media 

CONTACT: 800-883-3767; http://www.philipsmedia.com/media/home 

PRICE: $49.99 (srp) 

REQUIREMENTS: 68040 or better processor, 6MB RAM, System 7.0 or later 

Now that the Mac is considered a viable game medium, ready 
yourselves for a st.eady stream of bad g~e.s . One ~f the 6:1'st to 
arrive is Don't Qwt Your Day Job from Philips Media. Set m the 

world of stand-up comedy, DQYDJ treads extremely shallow water. 
You are a talent scout for the late-night program "The Johnny K. 

Show." Your assignment: to hang out at The Improv (an actual Los 
Angeles comedy club) and help a fictional comedian land a spot in 
the main room. By talking to characters in the club, you collect items 
(a slice of cheesecake, a bottle of champagne) which earn you pieces 
of a ticket to The Improv. Obtain all six pieces and your comedian gets 
his or her big break. 

Sound exciting? Mildly entertaining? Unfortunately, it's not even 
that. Click-and-play games can grow tiresome with little else to hold 
your interest. The entire game takes place inside the club-fine if 
you're going to see comedians, but limiting in a game of exploration. 
You can open drawers or look at things up close, but there's no point 

really, because you 
only advance in the 
game by speaking with 1 

specific characters. 
Whether you actually PULL UP TO THE BUMPER, BABY: 'Cause this is 
obtain an item or are where you're going to spend a lot of time schmooz
flushed into "Hell's ing and boozing, and not much else. 
Basement," is appar-
ently decided randomly. By returning to the same characters-there 
are only six-you can easily obtain all the items needed to win the 
gan1e and finish in less than two hours. 

The video scenes are the only saving grace and the acting is sur
prisingly good, although the actual comedic content is sophomoric: 
fart jokes and genital references abound, complete with bathroom 
sound effects. There are a few actual comedians, but for stand-up 
comedy in action, watch Comedy Central. -Adam Douglas 

GOOD NEWS: More than 30 hours of original stand-up comedy. 

BAO NEWS: Limited environment. Weak graphics. Bathroom humor. 

Triple Your Memory 

And Forget Those 
Splitting Headaches. 

Now it's easy to triple your memory with software 

and without the headache of tearing your Mac 

apart. New RAM Doubler" 2 is the improved 

version of RAM Doubler, one of the highest

rated and best-selling Mac utilities ever with 

more than one million sold. RAM Doubler 2 

is faster, offers flexible memory settings and 

keeps those memory hungry apps at bay. 

RAM Doubler 2 lets you run more programs 

~ at once, work faster and work smarter. 

~ Get the most out of your Mac with 

Connectix new RAM Doubler 2. 

1-800-57 1-7558 or www.connectix.com 



reviews 
Catz 

DEVEWPER: PF. Magic 

CONTACT: 800-48-ADOPT; http://www.pfmagic.com 

PRICE: $19.95 (srp) 
REQUIREMENTS: 68040 33MHz or higher (PowerPC recommended), System 7 

or later, 5MB of RAM, 13MB of hard drive space 

As landlords become pickier, this may be where all of us 
pet-loving people end up. Catz (the program) lets you make a 
playpen for your Catz (the "pet") on your desktop, and as long 

as you keep the program running, your electronic friend can frolic to 
its heart's content. It's up to you to play with your Catz, pet it, feed it, 
groom it, lure out a mouse for it to chase, or do basically anything else 
you could do with a real cat except feel the fur between your fingers. 
Of course, considering you don't have to deal with hairballs, litter 
boxes, or broken crockery, it might not be such a bad exchange. 

After the simple installation, you choose your adoptee from 
five types (my fave is Pouncer). You can rename your pet, paint it a 
new color, and then plop it into its new playpen, which you can 
customize with parquet floors, carpet, etc. There's a shelf full of useful 
items (such as a brush, food, water), toys (the "cat dancer" bobs 
around amazingly accurately), and a mouse hole, from which a mouse 

A MOUSE IS A MOUSE, OF 
COURSE, OF COURSE: With your 
Catz on the prowl, your desktop is 
safe from stray rodents. 

occasionally pops for your Catz 
to chase-Catz never kill the 
mice though, no matter how 

much I cheer on my little Pouncer (renamed Kitsune). 
Catz also has a practical side. You can set your own Catz to be a 

screen saver (CatNapz), and even enable password protection. You can 
also put an Adoption Kit onto two floppies and give them to a friend, 
who'll then have a limited-time version of Catz, which can be upgrad
ed into a full version through the Web site or by calling the company. 

At first, I was put off by the cartoon-style depictions, but PF.Magic 
did such a good job of programming realistic cat behavior that I soon 
overlooked it. I found myself spending inordinate amounts of time 
petting Kitsune, brushing him, and whirling around the cat dance1: 

So, yes, it's just a computer thing, but it's a lot more fun on your 
screen than fish. -D. D. Turner 

GOOD NEWS: Inexpensive and causes no problems-{lxceplthal you may 

waste a lot of lime with your virtual pet. Very Cute. 

BAD NEWS: Forces the screen to 256 colors. May slow 68K Macs. Very Cute. 

You Can Answer Your Mother's Prayer. 

Nightly In Her Living Room 

In Living Color. 

Introducing Connectix Color QuickCam'; 
the camera and software that lets you 
use your computer in fun ways at home, 
business and on the net. Send personalized 
cards. Add images to business reports. 
Videoconference with additional software. 
Spiff up your web site. Get Color 
QuickCam for under $200'. 
Just plug it in, install the software 
and start taking brilliant ~ 
color pictures and video ~ 
on your computer. Connectix 

1-800-571 -7558 or www.conncctix.com 

FINOA 
DEMO of 
Catz on 
The Disc. 





This is a study about you-a very special person-a new subscriber to MacAddict. Please complete this questionnaire by placing an 
"X" in the appropriate box 0 or by writing your answer in the space where applicable. All respondents to this survey will be 
entered into a random drawing in which 25 winners will receive a free copy of Web Quick from Europa Software. 

About You and Your Household 
1. Are you: 

o male? 0 female? 

2. What is your age? 
0 Under 18 0 36-45 
0 18-24 0 46-54 
0 25-35 0 55-64 
0 65 or over 

3. What is your current mari
tal status? 

0 Married 
0 Widowed 
0 Single -- Never married 
O Separated or divorced 

4. What is the highest level of 
school you have completed or 
the highest degree you have 
received? 

0 Less than high school 
graduate 

0 Graduate high school or 
equivalent 

0 Graduated from 4-year coll. 
0 Post Graduate study w/o 

degree 
0 Post grad with degree 

5. Which one of the following 
best describes your present 
employment status? Please 
check one answer only 

0 Employed full-time (30 or 
more hours per week) 

0 Employed Part-lime (less 
than 30 hours per week) 

0 Not Employed 

6. Do you work at home? 
0 Full-time 
o Part-time 

7. What is your job title or posi
tion? (Please be specific. For 
example: Office Manager, 
Partner, Nurse, Salesperson , 
Teacher, Doctor, Lawyer, Vice
President, Machine Operator, 
Software Engineer, etc) 
Write-In --------

8. What are your most impor
tant responsibilities or duties 
at work? (For example: pur
chasing equipment, patient 
care, assembling engines, etc) 
Write-In _______ _ 

9. Do you have children? 
O yes O no 

10. If so, how many are there 
in each of the following age 
groups? 

0 18 years or older 
o 12 -17 years old 
0 6 - 11 years old 
0 5 years or younger 

11. Please place an x in the 
box that best describes the 
total combined household 
income before taxes in 1995. 
(Please include all income for 
yourself and all other persons 
living in your household from 
all sources. 

0 Under 20,000 
0 20,000 - 29,999 
0 30,000 - 39,999 
0 40,000 - 49,999 
0 50,000 - 59,999 
0 60,000 -69,999 
0 70,000-99,999 
0 100,000+ 

Computers 
1. Do you or anyone in your 
household own a Macintosh 
computer? 

0 yes 0 no 

2. Is this your first Mac? 
O yes O no 

2A. If not, how many previous 
Mac's have your purchased or 
owned? _______ _ 

28. Do you own a Mac com
patible? If so, wh ich type? 
Write-In _______ _ 

3A. Which type(s) of Mac(s) 

does your household own? 
Write-In. ________ _ 

38. For each type owned
how many of each type does 
your household own? 
Write-In. ________ _ 

3C. For each type owned
were you involved in the pur
chase decision? 

0 yes 0 no 

3D. Which type(s) of comput
er does your household plan 
to purchase in the next 12 
months? 

0 Performa Series 
0 Power Mac 
0 PowerBook 
0 Mac compatible 

4. Do you have a cd-rom drive? 
If yes , which speed? ___ _ 

5. Do you frequently upgrade 
your system and/or peri
pherals? 

0 yes 0 no 

6. Do you plan to install more 
ram? If so, how much? __ _ 

7 . Do you consider yourself 
a novice, intermediate or 
advanced user? ____ _ 

8. How long have you been 
using a computer? ___ _ 

9. How many hours per week 
do you spend on your home 
system? _______ _ 

10. Do you influence others 
purchasing decisions? 

0 yes 0 no 

11 . How many software titles 
do you currently own? __ _ 

12. How many software titles 
do you plan to purchase in the 
next 12 months? ____ _ 

13. Which are the top three 
types of software that you pur
chase? Please rank in order 
with 1 being the most fre
quently purchased and 3 being 
the least frequently purchased. 

0 Games/Entertainment 
0 Children's 

Education/Reference 
O Adult Education/Reference 
0 Graphics/DTP/Mulitmedia/ 

Video/Photo 
0 Personal Productivity 

14. Where do you typically buy 
software and/or hardware? 
(Please check all that apply) 

O Catalog 
0 Computer Store/Dealer 
0 Consumer Electronics Store 
0 Direct from Manufacturer 

by Phone 
0 Internet 
0 Mail or Telephone Order 
0 Other 

15. Do you use the internet at 
home? 

0 yes 0 no 

16. If you use the internet at 
home, how do you gain 
access? 
Write-In _______ _ 

Geographic Area 
Your Address? 

Your Phone Number? 

Thank You!! We appreciate 
your help. Please mail the 
completed questionnaire to: 

Imagine Publishing 
c/o Jana Massey 
150 North Hill Drive 
Brisbane, CA 94005 
Fax: (415) 468·4686 



3D SKELETON • BEER HUNTER • HOME REMODELING • ORIGINS OF MANKIND • PERFECT SPANISH • SACRED & SECULAR • THINK & TALK SPANISH 2.0 

Unless you 're Bill Gates, most CD-RO Ms are still a tad too pricey disc to meet your every interest, whether it's beer drinking, home remod
for spur-of-the-moment shopping. Shelling out the average $35 eling, or beer drinking while home remodeling, not every title is worth a 

to $40 it takes to break these babies out of their oversized packaging chunk of your paycheck. Before you lose your shirt at your local com
is a small investment for most people. Although there seems to be a puter store, read our reviews of this month's CD-ROMs. - Nikki Echter 

Sacred and Secular 

Voyager's Sacred and Secular meets 
the needs of any classy computer 
user searching for the perfect coffee 

table CD-ROM. Once you've quickly flipped 
through Marilyn Bridges' spectacular 
black-and-white aerial photos, set the 
tastefully designed box on your bookshelf
your friends and co-workers will notice how 
cultured you are. 

True fans of the arts will love the awesome 
collection of photos that capture visual land
marks spanning six nations: Egypt, Greece, 
Mexico, Peru, the United Kingdom, and the 

M ake it through all 50 lessons 
included on the Berlitz Think & 
Talk Spanish CD-ROM and you'll 

finally be able to sip sangria with your 
Spanish-speaking amigos. But for this $100 
title, you better hope they're footing the bill. 

The sticker shock wouldn't be so bad if 
the title didn't discriminate against Mac users 
by offering the coolest feature-speech.
recognition technology-just to PC punks. 
Mac students can only test themselves on 
their written achievements. 
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United States. You may even be tempted to sit 
through Bridges' annoying narration, a mean
dering, monotone, new-agey monologue 
which often trails off for no reason . . . 

If you can't get past the voice and don't 
mind missing out on her occasionally inter
esting insights to the art, you can always tum 
the guidance off and enjoy tl1e photos on your 

Each of the 50 Berlitz lessons introduces 
real-life situations that are illustrated with 
cartoon-style drawings and are peppered with 
Spanish words and phrases for you to listen to 
and repeat. The exercises test your 
knowledge and offer study suggestions, which 
you might like to print out, but can't. 

own. The works are organized geographically 
with pointers showing their mapped loca
tions, and chronologically via an illustrated 
timeline. From the guided tour you can 
choose from five topics that range from 
photos of the Nazca of Peru to farming, or you 
can just sit back for a slow-moving slide show 
in meander mode. 

The Last Words: 
Judy: The information on monuments and 
creations of nature is interesting; if only she 
could retain my attention as well. 
Mark: Marilyn Bridges is a talented 
photographer, but her voice-over work leaves 
something to be desired. Noneilieless, I was 
riveted. Bridges' aerial photographs are 
stunning and her ruminations are interesting. 
Adam: The photographs are very cool, 
but I don 't like her voice. 

The extensive 10,000-word Spanish/ 
English dictionary is useful, but disappoint
ing, since it offers word translations, but 
doesn't speak them aloud. You can get better 
multimedia than this from books on tape. 

The Last Words: 
Judy: Just trying to remember the last time 
I learned anything of value from a green 
parrot. Clunky interface, slow response, and 
unprofessional. 
Mark: The overall package is clunky and 
amateurish: Its sins include pe1functory exer
cises with no scoring, graphics that must have 
taken a whole 10 minutes to create, and a 
cheesy dictionary section which doesn't let 
you hear the words spoken aloud. 
Adam: I think I actually know less Spanish 
now than when I installed this freakin' thing. 



Michael Jackson's World Beer Hunter 
Discovery Channel 

800-678-3343; 
http://www.discovery.com 

$34.95 (street) 
2X CD-ROM, 

System 7.0 or later, 8MB of RAM 
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I f your idea of a trip around the world 
means drinking imported beer at domes
tic prices, sip a few with the World Beer 

Hunter before making any travel plans. 
Beer expert Michael Jackson pours 20 

years of intensive research into an all
inclusive beer bash of a CD-ROM. Visit more 
than 500 breweries, linger over more than 
300 beers, and keep track of it all in your 
"Personal Pub" notebook. 

You can start slowly by taking any of the 
11 guided tours that range from the 
Ingredient Tour, which fills you in on the 

whole malting process and more , to a world
wide Pub Crawl. Or search for that special 
mug of suds by name, style, brewer, region, 
or keyword. Jackson even offers up a list of 
the 24 beers you'll want to pack in your cool
er, should you just happen to get stuck on a 
deserted island ru1ytime soon. 

The Ultimate 30 Skeleton 
DK Multimedia 

800-356-6575; 
http://www.dk.com 

$29.95 (street) 
2X CD-ROM, 

System 7.0 or later, 25MHz 68LC040 
or better, 8MB of RAM 

• 
Bone-up on your body pru'ls as DK 

Multimedia takes a look beyond the 
blood illld guts of the human body 

illld picks apart each of your 206 bones in this 
educational 3D tour. 

In this highly focused bone dig, you can 
stare at, flip around, rotate, and print out every 
ossified ounce of matter that matters. Click 
anywhere on the skeleton at the side of your 

W hile it's not exactly the fantily 
reunion that you remember from 
childhood, Origins of Mankind 

sets out to examine from where we crune. 
Unfo1'tunately, it doesn't dig deep enough. 

To be fair, the disc presents a pretty 
stillldard opening screen in the form of a 
desk littered with notes, books, and other 
junk. Clicking on these objects takes you to a 
timeline that spans 70 million years, a 3D 
climb in humankind's fantily tree, a quiz, 
ru·eas that let you morph one ancestor into 

screen for a close-up view of a bone. Once the 
bone is in your sights you can opt for different 
views or twirl it around in movie mode. 

An "Amazing Facts" box offers up tidbits 
that are interesting, but hardly amazing. 
"Many of today's medical terms come from 
the language of the Roman Empire, Latin." 
Oooh, big sur
prise. The quiz 
game, however, 
proves to be a 
useful study tool 
by asking you to [ii 
locate and name 
a random selec
tion of bones. 

another, illld a game where you staff, equip, 
and conduct an archaeological expedition. 

Although Origins has promise, massive 
design flaws don't do much to help this poor
ly researched title. Cryptic controls, a short
age of cross-referenced material Md display 

If you're still thirsty for more news on 
beer, you can connect to the Beer Hunter's 
Web page, for all the latest news that's 
brewing in the industry. Drink up, Johnny. 

The Last Words: 
Judy: Filled-to-the-top with worldwide 
brewery and beer information, Michael 
Jackson's disc is full-bodied illld satisfying. 
Could take or leave some of the intro videos, 
but in all, these suds soak the standard guides. 
Mark: I have to give Michael-No, not 
that Michael-Jackson credit for a thorough 
survey of the world's beers. Extensive 
hyperlinks, thoroughly fleshed-out write-ups 
on each beer and Jackson's soothing Michael 
Caine-esque voice are pluses. 
Adam: A very nice piece of work: informa
tive, practical, and thorough. 

The Last Words: 
Judy: DK used multimedia technology to its 
best with this disc: a book on the subject would 
be a decent reference, but this disc makes 
standard text seem like a bunch of old bones. 
Mark: OK, I'm a happy camper. I fire up a 
CD-ROM that bills itself as "The Ultimate 3D 

Skeleton," and what do I get? Bones, 
and lots of 'em. Patella, elbow, ulna, 
millldible, illld phalange-from head 
to toe-all labeled and described in 
exhaustive detail. 
Adam: A rotating skull is good, it 
could only be better if the skull's eyes lit 
up, it spun around 360 degrees while 
laughing hideously, and then puked. 

bugs make your experience frustrating and 
dull. There is some good stuff buried in the 
disc's lower strata, but the amount of digging 
required to reach it would tax the patience of 
even the most dedicated archeologist. 

The Last Words: 
Judy: Totally disappointing. I'd rather sit 
through my college History of Mankind 
semester all over again than have to work 
through this disc. 
Mark: Plagued by display glitches, intermit
tent screen black-outs, glacial performance 
and a bewildering interface in which I could 
only guess what was clickable and what wasn't, 
I simply gave up. 
Adam: It has a lame soundtrack illld a 
cumbersome interface. 
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Better Homes and Gardens Remodeling Your Home 

You're sick of your space, but can't 
spare the cash for new digs. The 
solution? Give your mansion a 

makeover. Better Homes and Gardens' 
home remodeling title was designed to 
help you do just that. Unfortunately, in the 
attempt to include everything and the kitchen 
sink (in 3D, mind you) you spend more time 
wandering around other people's remodeled 
homes instead of working on your own. 

The disc contains an enormous amount of 

P ractice Makes Perfect Spanish aims 
to help you pep up your Spanish 
comprehension and pronunciation, 

while at the same time pumping up your 
vocabulary through a variety of lame 
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information, including which materials you 
would need for each type of home remodel 
project, why you should use them, why you 
shouldn't, and how much it would cost if you 
did. It also covers a hodgepodge of issues, 
guidelines, and suggestions you should 

consider when working on any section 
of your home, from the bedroom to the 
backyard deck. 

If you're lacking inspiration, you can 
also tour more than 100 sample renova
tions, 20 of which use virtual reality to 
give you a fuzzy look around the entire 
room. Almost all of the remodeled 
rooms come with rudimenta1y floor 
plans tlmt you can copy and use for 
yourself. Unfortunately, once again, Mac 
users are getting the short end of the 
stick as only Windows users can take 
advantage of the program's built-in CAD 

exercises. Unfortunately, you're likely to get 
just as much useful practice from ordering 
off of the menu at Taco Bell. 

Mindless drills include flashcard 
repetition and item recognition, translation, 
and association. The program can track the 
progress of several people identified by name; 
marking each user's place and vocabulary 
progress. Too bad, but that's about the most 
useful feature you'll find in this elaborate 
dictionary. Poised as a teaching tool, the disc 
misses the lesson plan. However, to be fair, it 
does allow you to choose either Latin 
American or Castilian Spanish spellings and 
accents, depending upon where you're plan
ning to take your next vacation. 

Practice your pronunciation with vowel, 
consonant, and diphthong sounds accompa
nied by close-up movies of a person speaking 
each sound and a cut-away diagram showing 
proper tongue and jaw positions. While the 
application will record your voice and play it 
back so that you can compare your voice to 
that of a native speaker, its most impressive 
feature-speech-recognition technology-

tool which Jets you create your own floor plans 
or customize the existing examples. 

But the biggest problem with this disc 
isn't what's been left out, but what's been 
thrown in. Although the material is interesting 
and useful, it's too easy to get lost in such a 
maze of unwieldy information. Endless and 
exhausting, touring this title is a lot like 
walking through a sprawling 10-story mall 
with no directo1y and bad shoes. 

The Last Words: 
Judy: OK, so I have house lust. There just 
aren 't a whole lot of options for the 
apartment dweller. A contractor's idiot, I 
learned a little bit about materials. The use 
of VR is clever, but still doesn't make up for 
the PC/Mac inequities. 
Mark: I can 't speak to how well the 
material addresses the needs of the home 
remodeler, since I don't know interior design 
from a hole in the ground. All is know is that 
I resent the inclusion of a 3D design applica
tion 'for MPC Platform only'-a fancy way of 
saying 'for a Windows machine that's been 
beefed up to the point where it can do most 
of the things a Mac can.' 
Adam: The Virtual Reality claim on the 
case is damn near Virtual False Advertising. 
The only thing missing from the tour here was 
the heart-shaped waterbed with tiger-striped 
sheets and the lava lamps. 

is unavailable to Macintosh users. Windows 
users can enjoy a computer evaluation of 
their accents, while Mac folks have to rely on 
their own ears-unfortunate, since speech
recognition technology has long been part of 
the Mac milieu . 

The Last Words: 
Judy: You're kidding, right? Though the 
vocabulary for beginning and intermediate is 
comprehensive, the word/picture associa
tions are not clear. And, it might occur to The 
Learning Company to diversify its picture 
book: not all parents are married and not all 
people are caucasian. 
Mark: I'm not sure which irlitates me most: 
the condescending "Good job!" and "Oh, that's 
not quite right" responses in the quizzes; the 
fact that all the photos were taken on location 
in Tennessee; or the inclusion of speech
recognition features-for Windows only. Hit 
tl1e road, you're no amigo of mine. 
Adam: The navigation is difficult, but it's 
better than el otro disco compacto. It is still 
kind of weak. 
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The Brisbane Elementary School MacAddlcts give the lowdown on the latest software. 

N ot so long ago, kids came home from school, fired 
up the tube and kicked back while Tom and Jerry 
chased each other through the house. Sure, we got a 

few lessons drilled into our tiny heads between "Sesame 
Street" and the dependably schmaltzy After-School Special, but 
these are nothing compared to today's post-recess pastime. 

are created to make learning appealing even after the last bell has 
rung. This month's team of young reviewers sifted through titles 
tl1at attempt to teach everything from grammar to Alexander 
Grailam Bell. And, instead of just sitting back and soaking it all in, 
the kids got involved creating their own digital storybooks, solving 
math puzzles, flushing out evil villains, and tracking expeliments. 

Nowadays kids come home and boot up a huge selection of 
educational software that's sweetened with cartoon characters that 

Read on to find out what our review board thought of this 
montl1's software selection. - Nikki Behler 
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e_e_Uhe_p_Lay_ers-"-•-
CARL LAM, Age 11, Grade 5 
EXPERTISE: Math 
PICK OF THE MONTH: 
Word Munchers Deluxe 

KATHLEEN MARIE MCKNIGHT, Age 10, Grade 6 
EXPERTISE: Nature and naming things 
PICK OF THE MONTH: Mortimer and the Riddles of 

KRYSTAL WHITE, Age 11, Grade 5 
EXPERTISE: Art 
PICK OF THE MONTH: Infinity City 

ROCKSON YAN, Age 11, Grade 5 
EXPERTISE: Computers 
PICK OF THE MONTH: Mortimer and 
the Riddles of the Medallion 

SEAN MCKNIGHT, Age 12, Grade 7 
EXPERTISE: Soccer 
PICK OF THE MONTH: Stanley's Sticker Stories 

ARIELLE REISMAN, Age 10, Grade 5 
EXPERTISE: Dancing, Science 
PICK OF THE MONTH: Mortimer and 
the Riddles of the Medallion 

ANA RUDOLPH, Age 12, Grade 7 
EXPERTISE: Reading, swimming, and conflict management 
PICK OF THE MONTH: Mortimer and the Riddles 
of the Medallion 

PUBLISHER: LucasArts 
CONTACT: 800-985-8227; http://WWW.lucasarts.com 
PRICE: $39.95 (street) 

REQUIREMENTS: 2X CD-ROM, System 7.1.2 or later, PowerPC, 
8MBof RAM 

The dastardly 
villain , Lodius 

has stolen Pro
fessor Lazlow's 
magical medallion 
and has turned all 
of the world's 
animals to stone. 
In a quest through 
five dizzying 30 
lands, you revital- KILLER SHOOT-'EM-UP riddled with animal trivia. 

ize petrified creatures, fend off Beastie Bags and Hopspitters, 
and learn (a very) little bit about animals on a riddle-by-riddle 
basis. By the end of your journey, you'll need to have collected all 
the pieces to the broken medallion and confront the no-do
gooder in his den to clean up this mess. Mortimer, the flying 
supersnail, will show you the way. 
GOOD FOR GRADES: 3 and up 
LIKES: "I liked the characters because they were funny and their 
expressions were funny too." •Lena 

"It was fun, challenging, interesting, fast, and it had good 
graphics." •Kathleen 

"I liked all the different levels in 
the castle." •Arielle 

"Great graphics. I like the part 
where it teaches you 

f science." •Rockson 
DISLIKES: "I do not 

like how you crash so 
much." •Arielle 
SOUND ADVICE: 

"I liked it." •Kathleen 
FINAL REPORT: Big 

~ budget productions 
still hold sway over 

young hearts. 



PUBUSHER: Haadbone Interactive 
CONTACT: 800-267-4709; http://beadbone.com 
PRICE: $811 (street) 
REQUIREMEITS: 2X CD-ROM, System 7 or later, 
25Mffz 68040 or better, 8MB of RAM 

PUBLISHER: MECC 

CONTACT: 800-227-5609; http://www.mecc.com 

PRICE: $25 (street) 

REQUIREMENTS: 2X CD-ROM, System 7 .1 or later, 68040 or better, 8MB of RAM 

CHOW DOWN on nouns in this tasty treat. 

Word-munching 
froggies hop 

across a psychedelic 
gameboard eating up 
adjectives, triangles, 
and silly synonyms in 
this basic, but benefi
cial title. Kids get an 
early grasp on gram
mar, vocabulary, and 
reading skills as they 

gobble up the appropriate words in each game and out-maneuver 
creepy Troggles. Quick learners can adjust the level of difficulty for 
each game by grade levels ranging from first through fifth. 
GOOD FOR GRADES: 1 to 5 
LIKES: "Good graphics and music." •Krystal 

"It was very fun. There's a safety zone where the 
Troggles can't get to you. Worms talk to tell you what to 
do." •Ana 

"I liked how there were stories between each couple of 
levels. I liked how the stories made fun of a real story."• Lena 

"I liked the different choices of subjects in the game 
which are about words. The graphics are better than the old 
versions of Word Muncher." •Carl 
DISLIKES: "The thing I didn't like about this program was it 
copied the regular Word Munchers." • Rockson 

"It was boring, slow, and very annoying. This program 
made learning boring."• Kathleen 
SOUND ADVICE: "I would change nothing." •Ana 
FINAL REPORT: Love it or leave it-most kids professed 
their affection. 
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got really boring." •Lena 

"It was very boring. It did not 
explain some of the big words to 
you." •Arielle 

SOUND ADVICE: "Make it more 
fun, with more sounds." •Ana 
FINAL REPORT: Sadly uninven-

tive considering the subject. 

CONTACT: 800-234-3088; http://www.mindscape.com 

PRICE: $20 (street) 

REQUIREMENTS: 2X CD-ROM, System 7.1 or later, 

25MHz 68040 or better, 8MB of RAM 

Beatrix Potter's mischievous bunnies leap into the digital world 
with this CD-ROM version of the classic tales, but the disc falls 

short on interaction in what's a lovely, but dull adaptation. Aside from 

a well-written story that's read aloud for beginning readers and a few 
lifeless animations, the disc has little to offer today's kids who use 
their computers for more than glorified storybooks. 
GOOD FOR GRADES: Kindergarten to 2 
LIKES: "I liked the bunnies and background." •Lena 

"Nothing." •Arielle, Cart 

"It had pretty good graphics." • Kathleen 

DISLIKES: "I didn't like how it was almost like reading a 
regular book. I would rather buy a book and make somebody 

read it to me." •Carl 

"It was boring, the reader had no expression. 

It was horrible." • Kathleen 

"The beginning shouldn't take 
so long. It is for babies. " • Lena 

SOUND ADVICE: "Get a new 
reader and different music." 
• Kathleen 

FINAL REPORT: Stick to tradi-
tion and buy the books. T

1

:~~1~:::di= ~~~ ~ =~~:.;o~a~·:.: 
and hi• cou~ins-Flop•y, Mops}·, Comm-1ail and Peter. 

CLASSIC BUNNY TALES fall short on fun. 

Either we adults are becoming more and more childish 
by the day or these kids are finally learning some 

taste. For once, we pretty much shared the same opinions 

on the rock or reek value of this month's reviews. We 
thought Mortimer and the Riddles of the Medallion was 
perfect for kids since its riotous shoot-'em-up action 
adventure gets your blood pumping without leaving a gory 
onscreen aftermath. In fact, in this game, you shoot at 
animals in order to bring them BACK to life. 

We also agreed that Peter Rabbit and Benjamin Bunny 
are more appealing on paper than CD-ROM. A few screens 
into the title and we were already into full nap stage-
heads on desk, eyes closed ... snoring. At least, if you buy 
the book, you can read it to your children in the timeless 
environment: under the covers, right before lights out. 

Seeing as how all this happy melding of the minds has 
left little for us older kids to complain about, we've decid
ed to use this space to show off TECHcessories' Dinokidz 
keyboard. (It's so cool, we're not sharing it with the kids.) 
Not only does it look fun, but the keyboard clicks and 
clacks like a regular old typewriter and the mouse is 
super-responsive, speeding across your screen. 

FOR MORE 
DINOMITE details 
on this dinosaur 
($95 srp) call 
TECHcessories at 
800-480-8324. 





We're committed to serving you ... 
To provide the best customer service possible, we have listed details of how to reach us below. 

SUBSCRIPTION INQUIRIES 
If you have a change of address, invoice or renewal questions, or haven't 
received MacAddict by the first day of the issue month, please contact us: 

Write: MacAddict 

Call: 
E-mail: 

Fax: 

Customer Service 
150 North Hill Drive 
Brisbane, CA 94005 

(415) 468-4869 
subscribe@imagine-inc.com 
(type "MacAddict" in the subject line) 
(415) 656-2486 

When writing us, please include your mailing label showing your address. 
Please allow at least six weeks notice for any change in subscription record. 

BACK ISSUES AND CDs 
The price per copy for back issues within the U.S. is $8.99 including postage. 
For foreign orders, send $12.00 in U.S. funds, which includes airmail delivery. 
To order just the MacAddict disc within the U.S., send us $6.95 which 
includes postage. For foreign orders, send $10.00 which includes airmail 
delivery. All orders must be prepaid and sent to the following address: 

MacAddict 
Customer Service 
150 North Hill Drive 
Brisbane, CA 94005 

Credit card orders: 
Call : (415) 468-4869, M- F, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. PST 
E-mail : subscribe@imagine-inc.com 
(type "MacAddict" in the subject line) 
Fax: (415) 656-2486 

RENTING SUBSCRIBER NAMES 
MacAddict occasionally rents our subscriber list to other companies that we 
think offer products of interest to our readers. If you would like your name 
removed from this list, please let us know. 

TECHNICAL SUPPORT FOR THE MacAddict DISC 
We are committed to bringing you the best possible disc every month. In the 
disc pages, we provide the phone numbers of the companies whose demos 
are featured on the MacAddict Disc! Please call these companies to assist 
you with technical support. 

TO REPLACE A DAMAGED DISC 
Write: MacAddict 

Attn: Disc Replacement 
150 North Hill Drive 
Brisbane, CA 94005 

Call: (415) 468-4869, M- F, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. PST 
E-mail: subscribe@imagine-inc.com 
(type "MacAddict" in the subject line) 
Fax: (415) 656-2486 

GIFT SUBSCRIPTIONS 
To order a gift subscription of 
MacAddict for a fellow Mac 
user, call 1-888-41MAGINE. 

http://www.macaddict.com 

Get Addicted. 
•links to other key Mac sources 

•news and information 

•chat forums 

•contests 
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Now for the most fun part of creating a Web page-adding graphics . 

Find the 
shareware 
mentioned on 
The Disc. 

6 
raphics, more than any other element, are what give a 
Web page its character. The graphics you use- and how 
you use them-can determine a visitor's first impression 
as well as how your site holds up over repeated visits. 
The more you control your graphics, the more you con

trol the feel of your site. 
Even if you know a lot about graphics, you may not know a lot 

about the kind of graphics used on the Web. For one thing, unlike 
graphics prepared for a magazine, you can't just pick any font for 
your page, because you can't control how a browser will display 

THERE'S NO EVIDENCE that the MacAddict logo and Free Trial Issue 
banner graphics on our Web site are actually two rectangular images. 
The MacAddict logo has a transparent GIF background which allows 
the purple background to show through. The Free Trial Issue banner 
uses the same purple background as the window. 

that font. To show different fonts , you 'll have to make a bitmapped 
graphic of the font. Likewise, you have to consider the file size of 
the image, both because of the time graphics take to download and 
the space required to store them on a Web server. The equation in 
a nutshell: The smiller the image, the less space it takes to store 
and the faster it can be retrieved, but the smaller the image, the 
worse the image quality. 

There aren't many books dedicated to Web graphics. Not that 
it matters, since you'll only need this one excellent volume: 
"Designing Web Graphics" by Lynda Weinman ($50, New Riders 
Publishing) . Pricey, but well done. In the meantime, here are the 
main things you need to know, along with some tips and tricks that 
even some expert Webmasters don't know. 

Preserving Your Image 
These days, most browsers support all major features. In terms of 
graphics, this means that you can safely ignore the advice you still 
find in most HTML books, which implores you to stick to GIF format 
images and avoid JPEG format images. (The GIF format, pronounced 
with either a hard or soft "G," stands for Graphic Interchange Format 
and was originally developed by CompuServe. JPEG stands for Joint 
Photographic Experts Group.) Virtually every browser now displays 
JPEG images just fine. So, when do you use GIF images and when do 
you use JPEG images? 

Use GIF Images If: 
1. Your art is a screen shot or line drawing. GIF is your best bet for 
just about any non-photographic image that can be displayed in 8-bit 
color (that's 256 colors). 

mag es 
By now you should know enough of the HTML basics to under
stand how to use the image tag and its essential attributes: 
<IMG SRC="graphics/don_yagel.gif" ALT= "lt's a Shark's Life 
for Mel">. (If not, it's time to hit the HTML books I recommend-

~~~~·~·:!!i.c~··~·=J!•m~·~·~••ii• n!;!!m!!!••!r:• ii!i~·-~!!Q ed last month.) But even if 
o- you know the basics, there 

are still a few tricks that can 
help you work umpteen 
times more efficiently. 

Image Aliamnent ThrouiJh the AIJ"' .. . 
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THE GRAPHIC AT THE TOP 
was aligned using the middle 
attribute. The graphic at the 
bottom was aligned using 
the right attribute. Note the 
text wrapping. 

Align graphics using the left and right attributes: <IMG 
SRC= " graphics/mark_g.gif" ALIGN="RIGHT">. The original 
HTML alignment attributes top, middle, and bottom still work, 
but left and right allow text to flow around the image. 

Give your visitors the gift of speed. Always specify width 
and height (in pixels), <IMG SRC="graphics/foostie.gif" 
HEIGHT="300" WIDTH="250">, which allow a browser to 
display all the text before beginning the slower process of 
displaying images. This does more to speed your pages than 
almost any other trick. 

Keep your graphics as small as possible. If you need a 
large graphic, put it on its own page, and link to it by way of a 
small thumbnail version . 



HTML doesn't allow you to specify typefaces (yet), but don't let 
that stop you from creating headings in your choice of ugly 
display faces. The key is to replace an HTML heading with a 
picture of text: that is, a graphic of the heading in your favorite 
grunge typeface. With a transparent background, the graphic 
will look just like text. Remember to keep the graphic as small as 
possible, and use these things sparingly. 

@!3;;s Netscape: The American Gallery of EHotlca Rlbum Couers - f§J§ 

Ii~'"""' ' Homo I I Rtlo>d I lm•ges l !.:E]~~ siQP 

The American Gallery ~ 
of Exotic Album Covers ? 

!f 
Space A&:e Bachelor P8d Music on tll8 World Wide Web is proud ll offer a selection of 

"" :some of the mostboo.1111ful 8lld un=lalbwn jocketl from the mid-19503 1hrough the 

:111; 
wly 1960o 
Remm ro Side A 

Create the heading using the type tool in your 
favorite graphics application. Remember to use 

anti-aliasing. A little trial and error will turn up the best point 
size for your page-try 18 points to 24 points for medium 
headings, and 36 points for large ones. 

Crop away the area surrounding the type to keep 
the graphics small. 

Save in GIF format, make the background transpar-
ent, and interlace these so your visitors know that a 

headline is on its way. Photoshop (3.0.4 and later) will create a 
transparent background: Go to the Rle menu, choose Export 
and choose GIF89a. Other utilities that create a transparent 
background: Adobe PageMill, Aaron Giles's Transparency, and 
Thorsten Lemke's shareware GraphicConverter. 

Remember to include the "ALT" text, so that any
one working with graphics turned off will get a 

message. And don't use many of these graphics per page. 

1ng1es 
!' . '_: : ,. . ,···· . 1- / ·_ : .. ' --:- -•, : 
I ' I . - \ 1' - ., i ' ·, : - '... ' I ' 

I '· . ' --: ! ..... ~- ,.> \ __ .~ I • - I 
• • , - - 1 ·-- - ... _ __ _ 
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THERE IS ONE WRINKLE in using headlines as graphics. Since 
the text is anti-aliased and set against a transparent background, 
an annoying fringe often appears. It comes from anti-aliasing on 
a different colored background than the one used on your Web 
page. Fringes are cool on your Buffalo Springfield/Roger Dattry 
suede jacket, but not in graphics. 

OUT, OUT DAMNED FRINGIES! To avoid the fringe, create your 
headline against a background color that's the same as or close 
to your page's background color. Unless you've designated 
otherwise, it'll be what I call Netscape Gray. Keep a sample of 
each of your background colors handy for just this use. 

handy when you want the background to show through the inside 
of the letter "O," fo r example, but not when it shows through your 
model's eyes. 

Many applications can create a transparent GIF color, Hot Tip: 
including Photoshop's GIF89a, a plug-in (which works only 
with Photoshop 3.0.4 or later), Aaron Giles' free 
Transparency, and Adobe PageMill. I also recommend 
Thorsten Lemke's $35 shareware GraphicConverter. It has lots 
of sophisticated Photoshop-like capabilities, and it can con
vert to every file format imaginable. You 'U find these files 

Do all your work 
creating the graphic 
in 16-bit or 24-bit 

-~----------------------' (except PageMiU) on The Disc. 

color. Only reduce 
your image to a 
lower level as the 
last step. 

To save a graphic as a GIF in Adobe Photoshop, select Indexed 3. You want your image to be interlaced. GIF images can also 
Color from the Mode menu. For best results, select None in be interlaced, that is, set to be downloaded progressively. You 've 
the Dither box (see Avoiding the Dither later on in this article) probably seen these images on the Web-they first appear blurry 
and Adaptive in the palette box. When you choose the Adaptive or blocky and then get progressively clearer in several passes from 
option, Photoshop creates a palette tuned to the hues in the top to bottom, as if seen through a succession of increasingly fine 
image. Set the Resolution at the lowest = Netscope: The New York Times on the Web lit ~¥'.\oliii&'"' INTERLACING SERVES 
number possible while still maintaining a ~~~ ~~ - 1 ""'' 1~ ~ GI LITTLE PURPOSE 

l oo.tkKI: ht ; /fflWY~t'mu.eom/ 

clear image onscreen. 
2. You want your image to have transpar
ent areas. The format allows you to assign 
any one of its colors as transparent
a background color or pattern will show 
right th rough every instance of that precise 
color. Since you can only place rectangular 
images on your page, a transparent image 
background can give the illusion of an 
irregular shape. 

But remember, with GIF you select a 
transparent color, not an area. If the color 
you've chosen appears in several places, 
each place will be transparent. This is 

........... 1- ... ... . .. . 
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in this graphic from 
" "The New York Times," 

which has just started 
to download. The 
image contains the 
clickable text you 
need to move on to 
other pages, and 
because you have 
to wait for most of 
the graphic to down
load, you can't 
immediately continue 
to the next page. 
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Hot Tip: 

JPEG compressed this image from 525K to 28K without any noticeable 
difference on screen. 

venetian blinds. ("Progressive JPEG" allows JPEG images to be dis
played incrementally, much like interlacing, but only Netscape 
Navigator can display progressive JPEG. Other browsers just show 
an icon of a broken graphic.) 

Why interlace? Your page will feel faster because visitors will get a 
quick sense of the whole image long before the whole thing has down
loaded. 1\vo warnings: Don't bother interlacing small graphics. And 
don't interlace background images. 

GIF images calculate 
their compression 
across each horizontal 
line. Thus, images with 
horizontal bands of 

Use JPEG Images If: 
1. Your art is a photograph. JPEG can display 24-bit color 
(millions of colors) , which is what most photographs 
require in order to look realistic. ( GIF, however, is limited 
to 256 colors.) 
2. You have a large image that you need to compress to 
a small file size. JPEG can compress images much small
er than GIF (often 20 times smaller), though it uses a 
lossy compression scheme- some amount of info rmation 

color can be 
compressed much 
more than images with 
vertical lines. 

is permanently lost in the compression process. (GIF, on 
the other hand, doesn't compress as small but uses a lossless 
scheme.) JPEG applications offer a choice of several levels of 
compression, and the more you compress, the more the quality of 
the picture degrades. Mostly you' ll be losing the sharp definition 
of edges in your graphics. 

There will be times when you'll notice a degradation of 
image quality when using JPEG compression. For example, JPEG's 
compression scheme can leave "artifacts" in solid color areas. And 
large areas of solid color can actually increase the size of a JPEG file. 
You should always save a copy of your graphic at several levels of 
JPEG compression, open them in your browser, and compare them 
on a 256-color monitor. 

Avoiding the Dither 
If a 24-bit image is displayed on an 8-bit (256-color) monitor, there 
will be lots of dithering (a computer's method of approximating a 
color not found in its palette by mixing two or more colors in a 
cross-hatchy or dotted pattern) . Dithering is ugly in large flat-color 
areas of graphics such as logos and illustrations. It is less noticeable 
in the detail and gradations of photographs. 

When saving an image as a GIF in Photoshop, selecting None in 
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THIS BLOWUP SHOWS the dotted pattern called 
dithering which tricks you into seeing more colors 
than the 256 that are actually contained in a GIF. 

the Dither box (go to the Mode menu and select 
Indexed Color to get here) prevents your image 

from being dithered. Another way to avoid dithering 
is to use only the 216 colors available on both Mac and 

Windows machines. If your graphic contains only those 216 
colors, both platforms will display it with little or no dithering. 
Find a copy of the 216-color palette from Lynda Weinman on The 
Disc (the file is called newCLUT) . Weinman 's Web site 
(http://www.lynda.com) and her book offer instruction . 
Alternatively, pick up Pantone's ColorDrive, software that creates a 
216-color ColorPicker: use this to choose colors for your Web page. 
Also check out webreference.com's discussion of the 216-color 
palette at http://www.webreference.com/dev/graphics/palette.html. 
- Joseph 0. Holmes 

Staying After School with the Professor 
Got a burning question about your Web page? A problem you just can't 
solve? Send your questions to joeholmes@pobox.com or mail them to 
Ask the Professor, MacAddict, 150 North Hill Drive, Brisbane, CA 
94005. Professor Holmes can't respond to every question, but he'll 
answer the best ones in this space. 

You have a choice of two HTML attributes to control the amount 
of space surrounding a graphic: HSPACE="xx" designates pix
els of horizontal space and VSPACE="xx" designates pixels of 
vertical space: <IMG SRC="graphics/spot.gif" HSPACE="S" 
VSPACE="O">. But HTML offers no simple way to add space to, 
for example, the right or bottom only. 

Here are a four tricks that give you some, if not perfect, control 
over spacing around graphics. 

You can set your graphics inside a table with invisible 
borders. Place the image, tor example, in the right column, 
and leave the left column empty. Experiment with various 

Use <PRE> markers to add space above or below, 
adding returns inside the PRE tags to add more white space: 

<PRE> </PRE> 
<IMG SRC="josh&adam.gif"> 
<PRE></PRE> 

Create your graphic with extra background area along 
the side where you want the space, and then set that back
ground to transparent. Be sure to use a unique color for the 
transparent area, though, or you'll find pieces of the graphic 
unintentionally transparent. 

Finally, you can create an all-transparent GIF (or one 
the same color as your background), and insert it as white 

• Make your transparent spacer graphic small so it 
downloads quickly, and when you need something larger, simply 
stretch it by setting the height and width attributes larger. 





We answer all of your technical questions, no matter how simple or complex. 

<?J 

Q A friend of mine told me about a cool program that puts a 
singing Oscar The Grouch in my Mac's Trash icon, but I haven't 
been able to find it. Do you know where I can get a copy? 

A Im Dumpster Runner 

Empty Trash 
Can 

Full Trash 
Can 

FIND THE 
SHAREWARE 
mentioned on 
The Disc. 

DUMPSTER IS A SHAREWARE PROGRAM that 

Sorry to say, 
but Eric Shapiro's 
extension called 
The Grouch was 
pulled from distrib
ution after Sesame 
Street's lawyers got 
a bit grouchy about 
the unauthorized 
use of their charac- comes with a slew of replacement icons for the 
ter. However, as an Finder's Trash can. 
alternative, I recom-
mend Dumpster, Donald Perreault Jr.'s shareware program, which 
turns your Trash into a toilet, magic hat, outhouse, or shredder, 
among other fun icons. Granted, a singing cartoon character doesn't 
appear when you empty the Trash, but it the desktop gets dressed up 
without violating copyright laws. 

Q I own a Mac llci with a video card that runs my 17-inch 
monitor. Can I hook up an additional monitor to the video port on 
the back of the computer, allowing me to work with two monitors 
simultaneously? Do I need special driver software or another 
video card to run an additional monitor? 

In System 7 .5 and later, the Mac's Find File command has four hidden 
search parameters that are easy to access-if you know the secret. Choose 
Find from the Finder's File menu {or press Command-F), then in the dialog 
box which appears, Option-click the Name pop-up menu. This gives you the 

L-:=::::;--' following four new search parameters: Contents, Name/Icon Lock, Custom 
.,. v a Find rne Icon, and Visibility. I've 

Find Items I =on "Caluln" TI whose ,.. rarely used the last 
, ..... me contain• TI 1 I three options, but 

~~~: searching the contents OED ~·:t~ crea ted of files is a great way 
~:::,::dined to locate a file when 
comments 
tock 111tr1bute 
fol der 111trtbute 
flle typ e 
creator 

nam e/Icon lock 
custom Icon 
ulslblllty 
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you 've forgotten its 
name but can remem
ber some unique bit of 
text or a phrase con
tained within. 

Monitors & Sound A Apple made it ve1y 
easy to use more than one 
monitor on most Macs. 
(Windows, by the way, 
doesn't support multiple 
monitors.) At first it may 
seem strange to see a Mac 
with multiple monitors, 
watching the cursor move 
from one screen to the 
other as if on one giant 
desktop . But it doesn't 
take long to realize all 
that extra screen space is 
a great productivity 
enhancer. For example, 
you can leave a contact 

Arruve ttoalton ---------~ 
To reorntnoe the mon1torti : dreQ them to the du tred ~1 tt o~. 

TolTllJke:dupltcate monitor' : draqoneonto e: nothe r. 
To3top dupllcatlon: drat;1 t he moniton11part. 

To relocate t he: menu bar: dnllil It to 11 different monitor . 
Tocfllll)(jethe,t11rlup,,,;reen· drao;ilhe,mlli119fe<etoedtfferentmonllor. 

{ Identify the monitors) D Identify the startup screen 

( Use Defaults J 

THE MAC CAN EASILY HANDLE multiple 
monitors, giving you a lot more screen 
space with which to work. 

manager open on one 
monitor, your word processor document on the other, and 
neither will be obscured.· 

It's possible to connect up to four monitors to a Ilci if one uses the 
Mac's on-board video and the others use separate video cards. Since 
you're already using a video card for your 17-inch monitor, the 
second monitor may be able to connect to the video port on the back 
of the Ilci. The built-in video supports screens at either 640 x 480 
pixels with up to 256 colors, or 640 x 870 pixels with up to 16 colors. 
The Ilci detects screen size using three sense lines that are located in 
the cable of Apple monitors. When you tum on the Mac, the second 
monitor should be immediately available in the Monitors control panel 
(or Monitors & Sound control panel, depending upon the version of 
the System you are running). There's no need for any special drivers. 

Q My Mac has trouble keeping the correct time. Over the 
course of a month, I notice that the clock loses several minutes. 
Is there any way to adjust the clock so that it keeps better time? 

A The Mac's built-in clock is Rotom•ll<Clo<k Rd ootmool 

usually very precise, but it can, as 
you've discovered, nm slow or 
fast. Normally this isn't a problem, 
as the deviation from the correct 
time is usually very small and 
doesn't affect anything material in 
the Mac's operation. Still, it can be 
bothersome that a $3,000 Mac 
can't keep time as well as a $30 
Swatch. If you loathe periodically 

ROJu1tme ntbyTimeseruer ------, 
t81 Calltlmeseruernutomntlcally 

eueryITJ ! wee1c1...-I ,on~ 
at l 6:00 RM I 

@ Dnfallure, tryagaln 

Q:J times, euery ITJ minutes. 

I
Contlnuou1ROj u1tmen1 

Rdju1tcloclccontlnuou1lyu11ng 
®thecomputeOmea ncloclcde ulallon I 

AUTOCLOCK IS A FREEWARE PROGRAM 
that keeps your Mac's clock accurate 
within seconds of the real lime. 



setting the time manually, you'll love AutoClock, a freeware program 
that keeps your Mac accurate within seconds of the actual time. 

Using a modem, AutoClock calls a free time server (such as the 
one at Washington 's Naval Observatory or the National Institute of 
Science and Technology in Boulder, Colorado) and synchronizes your 
Mac to an extremely accurate clock. Even if you don't have a modem, 
AutoClock can be used to compute and then compensate for the 
devation between your Mac's clock and the correct time. AutoClock 
has a bunch of other features that are probably overkill for most 
users, but you 'll never doubt your Mac's clock again. If you have a 
network of Macs that you'd like to syncronize to a single clock, con
sider NeITime, a control panel from Magna that works like AutoClock 
(it's included on The Disc or available at http://www.magnal.com). 

Q I have a pair of external powered speakers connected to the 
RCA-type audio output ports on the back of my Power Mac 7500. 
When I attempt to change the Sound Out Level in the Monitors & 
Sound control panel , it has no effect on my speakers; they make 
the same amount of noise no matter the setting. What's going on? 

A This is a common · · · ~""'" • '"' 
misunderstanding a I ~ 1 8 ~ 
~~~~ors h~w Sot~~~~ [~.:-~::" ~J I [~~·~3 
control panel works. r;· 0·""'M~:=:!1 r;···.,·~·"; ""M·~ 
As you would expect, L __=::_! L -=:J 

S.t .. Otlfd SoMl•••t 

tl1e Computer Speaker [,,,,,... I r~·="'•=m'="c:..' --'-'·I I 
Volume slider affects fi .... , .... .,N"'' ------i 
the output of tl1e small L """'"'·I ___J 

speaker inside the THE SOUND OUT Level in the Monitors & 
computer. The Sound 

Sound control panel affects the volume 
Out Level independent-
ly affects the volume of of the headphone jack, not the audio out 
the sound output poit ports, which always remain constant. 

which is used for headphones, not t11e volume of the audio out po1t 
used for external speakers. The volume sent to the audio out ports is 
at a constant level since it's assumed that the output is going to a device 
\vith its own volume control, such as powered speakers or a stereo 
system. To change t11e volume of your external speakers, you must use 
the controls on tl1e speakers tl1emselves. If you are listening to audio 
CDs, you can control tl1e external speaker volume to some extent \vitl1 
ilie volume control in the AppleCD Audio Player desk accessory. 

Q Is there any way to turn off the chord that plays when I turn 
on or restart my Mac? I can turn off all the other sounds, but that 
darn chord wakes up my wife when I'm messing around with the 
computer late at night. 

A Sadly, Apple provides no easy way to tum off the annoying start
up chord, but there are workarounds. You could open your Mac 
and disconnect the wire going to the speaker, but this is a bit 
drastic, as it leaves you with no sound whatsoever. A better option is 
to insert a 3.5 mm phone plug (two for $2.49 at Radio Shack, part 
#274-284) into the Mac's sound output port, silencing the internal 
speaker during startup. There are drawbacks to this solution, how
ever. On some Macs, t11e internal speaker turns off completely (not 
just during startup) if anything is plugged into the sound output 
port. Also, if you have external powered speakers connected to the 
RCA-type audio out ports found on some Macs, they'll play 
the startup chord regardless of the plug in the sound output port. 

Q I'm about to add more memory to my Power Mac and 
several vendors have mentioned something called interleaving 

that's supposed to boost performance. Is there any truth to this, 
and if so, is the speed gain significant enough to worry about? 

A Interleaving is a technique that ekes out as much performance from 
memory as possible. Cumntly, memory interleaving is possible only on 
tl1e Quadra 650 and 800, plus the Power Mac 7500, 7600, 8500, and 
9500. It's also possible on Power Computing's PowerWave, PowerTower, 
and PowerTower Pro models and on any of Umax's Mac compatibles. 
Basically, if you install memory modules in pairs in matching slots, 
interleaving takes place automatically. For tl1e interleaving to work, the 
modules must be fue same size and speed (measured in megabytes and 
nanoseconds, respectively), preferably from the same manufacturer. It 
doesn't matter which slots you use, as long as the pairs are in matching 
slots (such as one module in slot A2 and another in slot B2). If you have 
an odd number of modules, the matched pairs are interleaved and the 
odd module isn't. 

The actual performance gain vaiies from computer to computer. In 
general, a Mac \villi a PowerPC 604 microprocessor, such as a Power 
Mac 8500 or 9500, gets anywhere from a 5 percent to 15 percent boost 
in perfonnance. On Macs witl1 a PowerPC 601, such as the Power Mac 
7500, tl1e performance gain isn't as great. Provided the cost of one large 
module isn't significantly cheaper tilan two modules of half that size, and 
you aren't mnning out of memory slots, I'd recommend buying and 
installing memo1y modules in pairs to take advantage of interleaving. 

Q The Views control panel on my Mac locks up whenever I try 

to open it. Help! 

A C:hlc11go The Views control panel 
builds its font menu by opening 
all of the files in your Fonts fold- - 1conw. ... 

er which reside in your System 
Folder. If the Views control panel 
locks up whenever opened, it's 
likely that one or more of your 
font files has become conupted. 
You should run No1ton Disk 
Doctor to check. If you have a 
lot of files in your Fonts folder, 
the Views control panel may 

0 ® 0 
Oc.abil.lt•foldotrstr:H 
181 ShoY dldc .-ifo.-iht..-

THE VIEWS CONTROL panel can take a 
long time to create its font menu if there 
are lots of files in your Fonts folder. 

appear to lock up simply because it takes too long to open all of the 
files as it builds its menu. If this is the case, I suggest using Suitcase to 
reduce tl1e number of fonts you are using. 

Owen W. Linzmayer (AskAddict@aol.com) is a San Francisco-based 
freelance writer and the author of "The Mac Bathroom Reader." Please 
submit technical questions or helpful tips directly via e-mail or 
c/o MacAddict, 150 North Hill Drive, Brisbane, CA 94005. 
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Take the helm in this super-realistic Star Trek simulation . 

I 
n Starfleet Academy you don't need Scotty 
to beam you up. 

You're a cadet in command school. 
Your job is to fly a variety of different 
missions, ranging from classic Kobayashi 

Maru to the Cat and Mouse chase out of Star Trek 
II: The Wrath of Khan. Game action takes place 
on a simulator bridge-Paramount didn't want 
the Enterprise to "really" blow up, so there are 
only "simulated" explosions (like in a game 
anything "really" happens anyway)-and on the 
Academy grounds at San Francisco's Presidio. 
With the right moves, you might even graduate 
into a real ship. 

Starfleet Academy is now in production 
at Interplay, MacPlay's parent compa
ny, and will be simultaneously 
released on the Macintosh, PC, 
and PlayStation platforms. It 
should be available by holiday 
time this year. 

We talked to Rusty 
Buchert, Starfleet Academy's 
producer, about making the 
game and how computer 
production has changed. 

MA: So tell us, exactly what does a gan1e 
producer, like yourself, do? 

RB: The way a producer works at Interplay is 
it's his creative vision and idea, and he champi
ons it all the way through. That means being 
involved anywhere from the writing, to the art, to 
the coding, to the sound effects, and the other 
things that come up along the way. A lot of times 
that means doing some of that work, too. It's a lot 
of high-stress work, because ultimately, if things 
go wrong, it's my fault. I don't believe in blaming 
the rest of team. The producer has 100 percent 

doing a lot in between involved with the creative 
aspect of what goes into the product, and making 
sure it's fun, which is a critical thing that some 
people forget. 

MA: Some developers are two-people opera
tions, which is completely at the other end of the 
spectmm from what you guys are doing. 

RB: These days, yes. When I first started here 
I was a QA department (the people who find 
bugs) of one. We would create games where we 
had an artist, a programmer, a designer, and I 
was the guy who was behind the fan at the bottom 

of the hill when the garbage rolled down 
and hit it. I worked on everything-on 

the original Lord of the Rings 
Volume One-I did the music 
and sound effects, scripting, and 
anything else that needed to get 
done. That's part of why I ended 
up where I am today-I still do 

that. When I was first here, we 
were small three- or four-man 

teams for an entire project. 
You can 't do that today and remain 

competitive on the mass market. You just can't 
do it. The jade factor is so high. Consumers say, 
"Ho-hum. Great. Okay, now what have you done 
for us?" Come on! The time, resources, money, 
and red tape needed are incredible and you 
don't want the game price to go up at all? No, 

"A LOT Of 

PEOPLE WANT 

TO TRY TO fill 

no, no. It has to be 
cheap. So we make 
it on 12 CDs and 
yada, yada, yada. 
And you want it for 
$10.95. It's a 

KIRK'S SHOES." thankless job be
cause the people 

ownership and responsibility of the product and ..__ ______ _ love [your game], 
but then they turn around and ask "What have 
you done for us lately, and why isn't it cheaper?" 
What else can we do? 

that means doing a little bit of eve1ything. 

MA: You assemble the tean1 and make sure 
evetything gets done? 

RB: It's not just managing people. It goes way 
beyond that. My job could be compared to being 
a movie director. It's not enough to tell people, 
"Go do this and show me when it's done." I'm 

MA: But the payoff! 

RB: A lot of people want to try to fill Kirk's 
shoes. In Starfleet Academy you get to make the 
decisions he'd make. 



LINE DRAWINGS ARE 
TURNED INTO MODELS 
in LightWave (a popular 
rendering program that 
will be available on the 
Mac in October). 
Academy's 3D engine 
then renders these 
models on the fly. On a 
PowerPC 604/120, the 
engine kicks down 
between 57 and 60 
frames per second. 

MA: Where do you 
make these decisions? 

RB: On the simulator 
bridge you get to fly a 
wide range of federation 
ships from the Oberth 
class through the 
Excelsior. The Oberth is a little fighting vessel that 
has nothing more than a couple of phaser banks. 
You have the Miranda class, which was the ship 
Khan took over in the Wrath of Khan; the 
Constitution class, which is the Enterprise; and 
the Excelsior class, which they showed in Star 
Trek ID-the one that tried to chase after the 
Enterprise but Scotty had stolen some of its 
engine parts. 

MA: Does all action take place on the bridge? 

RB: A significant portion of the game takes 
place on the simulator bridge. But there's life 
in the Academy itself, too. Being a leader is 
more than being able to bark out orders on 
the bridge. It's dealing with your crew 
members-your engineer, your weapons 
officer, your helmsman, etc.-and what's going 
on with them. Part of the game is "My Life as a 
Cadet." There's multithreaded plotlines running 
throughout the game. Different things happen 
with your people and what happens to them
how you handle them-affects their perfor
mance on the bridge. Things that you do on the 
bridge affect what happens on the ground, too, at 
the Academy. Depending upon what you do both 
on the Academy grounds and in the simulator, 
there are three different graduations. In one of 
them, you end up in a real ship. 

MA: How do you get the ships to look so 
realistic in a full-on battle? 

RB: We try to model our ships to look like 
they're out of the movies-as real looking as 
possible. The ships are modeled in LightWave 
(a rendering program)-our 3D engine is 
capable of directly reading in LightWave models 
and textures. That's what we use as objects in 
our 3D environment in the game. We added a 
physics model. We also have an AI (artificial 

intelligence) engine that allows each 
ship to fly with a different personality. 

MA: So you won't be able to 
predict what a ship will do if you fly a 
mission more than once? 

RB: More importantly, you won't be able to 
predict what a ship of a given class will do. 
Each ship in Starfleet Academy will have a 
different personality. So even though the ships 
may be of the same class, they're going to fly 
significantly differently. The idea is to give the 
user the feel that there's somebody else behind 
the helm of the other ship out there. We spent 
over a year and a half developing our Al engine; 
Robert Coultrip is a Ph.D. in the field and has 
done some really neat stuff. With the 3D engine 
in conjunction with the AI, you are able to 
target very specific systems on a ship. If you 
want to go after the guns on the wings of a 
Klingon Bird of Prey, you can target those. You 
can shoot them off of the ship! 

You couldn't do that before because of 
limitations on the 3D engine-the overhead 
involved. Some of it is that computing power has 
caught up to what we do. We've also come up 
with some really good algorithms which allow 
us to do this. Our 3D engine has been over three 
years in development. We also have some inter
esting techniques, some smoke and mirrors that 
make flying just feel great. -Kathy Tafel 

ON THE SIMULATOR BRIDGE, you'll be able to 
fight over two dozen alien vessels, including 
some new ship types designed by Deep Space 
Nine artist Jim Martin. 
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If you don't have a will, 
the state has one for you! 

(But you may not like what it does.) · 
Every American needs a valid will. And now, with 
Personal Will Writerr• and your PC, you can create 
a legally binding simple will-FREE! 

It 's painful to think about critical illness and emergencies. 
But, ignoring these realities can open the door to disaster. 

Don't let State law take over and provide for choosing your 
executor, dividing your assets and selecting a guardian for your 
children. With Personal Will Writer software, you can protect 
yourself and your loved ones with a Simple Will. 

Legally binding and designed by an expert team of attorneys 
with the legislat ion of your state in mind, your document can 
be created in three easy steps. 

Start with the Personal Will Writer interview 
Personal Will Writer asks you a series of simple questions and guides 
you through the appropriate steps needed to finish your most impor
tant legal document! You just fill in the blanks . 

Print your document 
When you're finished with the interview, review your document 
on-screen and then print. 

... _, ___ _ 
--· ... -........ .. .. 

'~<:f tlll,~ltJWM"I 
~ 

-~ __ ,,,,_ ... _ ~-- ..... - .... 
.... ..,·-··-··-

....... _ ... __ ,,, ........ ,...._,.,~..,., .... _ ...... ....,..,_ ......... - .. --~-W .. -< .. oN -'0.--·-~··--·--............ _,_ ,,, ... _._,.. ___ .. ~ ~_,, __ ... _ .. .. 

.... M - T"Oo< ... - ..... .., ...... - ......... _ ., ... .. .. ... .... 
·- ~ ...... -. ... :.0 ...... .,, . ...... _, ___ _ 
_,,, .. _...,,_ __ .. _ ... _ ...... ,_ .. ... 
·--·~-·»··· ~-· "' ... -~6·•---·---...,. .... ... 

OM ~~:~i~~~~~~~~=iJ~. 
All that's left to do is sign! 
As soon as your document is printed, all that's left for you and 
your witnesses is to sign! Personal Will Writer tells you exactly 
what needs to be done to have a valid , legal will. 

Brought to you by experts 
Brought to you by Parsons Technology-the company with over 

8 years' proven personal legal document preparation experience
this exciting. FREE offer is our way of introducing you to the 
newest development in personal legal protection and to our family 
of more than 70 high-performance products! 

Best of all, ifs FREE! 
With attorneys charging more than $100 an hour for even 

simple legal documents, there's no better time than now to take 
advantage of this amazing offer. Pick up the phone or send/fax the 
attached coupon. Personal Will Writer is FREE-all you do is pick 
up the $8.95 shipping and handling charge! Protecting your fu ture 
has never been easier or more affordable! 

Personal Will Writer: 
• Designed by an expert team of attorneys 
•Valid in 49 states (excluding Louisiana) 
•Available fo r Windows, Macintosh and CD-ROM 

Personal Will Writer for Windows requires an IBMi or compatible PC running Microsof~ Windows 3. 1 or 
higher, 4}..·IB RAM, and a hard drive with 8-12MB free disk space. Personal Will Writer for Macintosh requires 
System 7.0 or higher, 6MB RAM and 14MB hard drive space. Works with mosr monimrs and primers. C.Opyrighr © 
1996 Parsons Technology, Inc. Al l rights reserved. Personal Will Writer is a trademark of Parsons Technology, lnc. 
AH trademarks or service marks designated as such :lre marks or registered marks of their respective owners. 
Shipping and handling charge is non-refundable. 

~ Order today! Call toll-free ~ 

1·800·243-6169 
24 hours a day, 7 days a week• fax your order to 1-319-395-7449 

• mail the coupon to Parsons Technology 

-. 
--PARSONS •® TECHNOLOGY 
An "-lntult Company 

Product Development Center, 
One Parsons Drive, Hiawatha, IA 52233 

http://www.parsonstech.c~m 

r:!f YES! Please send me Personal 
Will Writer for S8l FREE*! 

• Please add SS.95 for shipping and handling, C$11.95 in Canada or $20.95 for orders outside North 
America. No purchase orders, please. Includes detailed Usets Guide and expert technical support. 

Name 

Address 

C it State Zi 

Day Phone ( Eve Phone ( 

Disk Size: 0 3.5" 0 5.25" 0 CD-RO M (We ship HD 3.5" disks if unmarked.) 

Disk Format: 0 Windows 0 Macintosh 0 Power Mac 
Payment Method: 0 Check or Money O rder enclosed 0 Visa 0 MasterCard 

0 Discover/Novus 0 American Express 
Card # 
0 Please just send me your FREE software catalog! 

1-800-243-6169 l vour priority code is 476606AI 



l:}JMI Sales (818) 787-3282 
Per~onal & frf:-P, r;f f j (I by Mm 
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F.11,T (818)787-.5.5.5.5 F1lX Back 787-4.548 
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UG630/ UC840 $125/335 
UC1260 $599 
VistaS&/512_ $379/ 699 
Gemini $1249 
PawerLaak II Pra _ $1999 

radus Displays & /!arlis' ~:21:1;~:~~;~::~.~~:~~~~;:.~~· ====-:::~~~~~~: ~--~ i~~: liiliiltl 
superMoc 20'' Colo•' --- $695 immii~Eiiil~fimii -LeMons GT!Spigot 11 Tope $495/195 S900L/ 200 32MB/ 2GB, 128M 4MBVRAM __ $4095 
Thunder30-1151Z/30- 1600 $725/895 SSOOL/180 32MB/ 2GB, 128M 4MBVRAM __ $3795 
Thunder IVGX 136011600 $695/895 SSOOL/ 150 16MB/ 2GB, 128M 4MBVRAM __ $3450 
Precision Color 8-1600 $295 

-!... Multiple Scan 15/ 15' / 20 _ _ $339/269/1659 
Multiple 1705/ 1710/ 171DAV _ $655/795/865 

So Multiscan 155X/2Ds111 $399/ 1659 
N Y. Multiscan 17s111/ l 7sellT _ $7391849 

Number Nine Imagine 128 Card w.'BMB $859 

IMS Twin Turbo 12BM2P (2MB Video RAM) __ $229 

@ PflwerGomputing PowerTower™ Pro 604e/ 225MHz, 
~"' -"'"'~ 16MB RAM, 2GB AV HD, SxCD 

IMS Twin Turbo w/ 8MB VRAM, lMB Cache L2, KB, $i945 
PawerTawer'M/ 180 16MB/ 2GB AV HD/CD/ KB. _ __ $3259 

PawerTawer'M/ 150 16MB/ 1GB HD/ CD/ 512K L2 Cashe/KB. $2069 
PawerCenterrn / 132 16MB/ IGB HD/CD/ KB. $1875 

e MacALLY'" Peripherals 

NewWave Extended Keyboard Batwing Track Ball KeyPad 

Call us at 800-644-1132 for Dealers near: you or visit us at http://www.macally.com 
All trademarks or reg istered trademarks are the property of their respective owners 



~Iomega • 32MB RAM/ l.2GIG HD/CD 
g 1COE :t 79 Apple 15"/256K Cache 

#4898 Ext. Keyboard 
Zip Cart. 100MB Spk $69 Lease $84 a month 

askforltem#4897 s2495 
Jaz Cart. 1 GIG Spk $499 

24 MB/1 .2GIG HD 
256K Cache/28.8 fax 
15" Color Mon/Kybd 

Color StyleWriter 240 

s2599 A #1312 

S900U180DP 
180MHz604 

80 RAM/4GB HD 
Sony 20 SF WCD 

IMS 1284MB 
Extended Keyboard 
Lease $224 a month 

#1980 

~~,.._~$ ... 6895 

80MB RAM/4GIG HD/CD 
Apple 20" Mon./4MB V-RAM 

Apple Ext.II Keyboard 
#1737 

S5995 
8500/120/CD 

PowerShop ~ 64MB RAM/2GIG HD 
Apple 1710AV Mon. 

Apple Ext.II Keyboard 
Lease $140 a month 

$4295 
#1751 

,. · PCI 
or 

Nu Bus 
#7988 

5300cs/100 
16MB RAM/SOOMB;a H 
Global 28.8 FaxModem 

Carrying Case 

#1158 

s2499 
#2035 
#2085 

5300cs 16/soo #2082 $2255 
#2081 

• #2057 
#2500 

9500/200 MHz 604e 
160MB/4GIG HD/CD8x 

L 2 Cache/ATI 4MB Card 
Apple 20" Monitor 

Apple Ext.II Keyboard 
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The 
ARC 

------· (An Apple Resource Center} 

Computers, Software 
&Supplies 

Buy, sell, repair & support 
Macintosh & Apple /I Pre-Owned Hardware 

1014 Central, Tracy, CA 95376 
www.thearc.com 

Info: (209) 832-4300 
Order: (800) 753-0114 

Fax: (209) 832-3270 

Get emergency access 
to any Mac file! 

CanOpener 3.5 

.a• w 
Celebrating 7 years on the MAC! 
Copy text & pictures from ANY file! 

Read foreign files! 
Recover text from damaged files! 

Read over 30 picture formats 
including Mac, Windows and Web! 
Convert pictures between formats! 
Extract email and Web addresses 

from any file! 
FREE!.. FREE! 

Order now and get FREE 
RescueTXT (a $29 value!) 

+ FREE Shipping in US (Int. $6) 
1 ·800°552·9157 

email info@abbottsys.com 
fax 914-747-9115 

ABBOTT SYSTEMS 
Visit us on the Web! 

www.abbottsys.com 

REUNION® 
the family tree software 

Rated best by Mac World, Ma c User, 
Computer Life, and Mac Home Journal! 

Reunion organizes your family information 
and images, creates large graphic tree charts 
- perfect for fam ily gath erin gs! - prin ts 
family group sheets, questionnaires, indexes, 
calendars, family histories, custom reports, 
and mail ing lists. Reunion also li nks and dis
plays pictures, shows how you 're related to 
others, calculates li fe expectancies and the 
day of th e week you we re born, records 
sources, provides custom fields for informa
tion un ique to your research, imports and 
exports data, and much more. Free demo 
version on America Online and CompuSeTVe. 

Call MacConnection to order: UJO<J.334-4444 

For a free brochure. 'i' 'i' 'i' 'i' I 
and sample ~~~~T 

ptintouts, contact: · MacUser 

Leister Productions 
P.O. Box 289, Mechanicsburg, PA 17055 
Phone 717-697-1 378 Fax 717-697-4373 

CompuSeroe 74774,1626 America Online LeisterPro 
Internet www.LeisterPro.com 
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PowerBook Memory 
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U2MB forS300only) 

-&c~~-
SMB. 64BIT 70NS DIMMS 
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The Best Value ~I 
For Your Money 1iJm1!1 
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~tW:§ $3s9 
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GLOBAL VILLAGE~ 
COMMUNICATION '• 
PowerPort PC Cards 

Pi~li~~~ ~~08 :ia:aii'oeasii'f'::: ~j~ i~m~ 
TelePort Series 

latinum Internet ...... ............... '195 #M6121 
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Computer Corporation 

150MHz 
SUPERmac· 
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9500/180MP(Multi-Proces.)1BOMHZo32MBj$1~~~a CO-Vldeool2 cache ..... 15,395 #A 1700 

!iiALE PowERMAc 950 
604 RISC • PCI 

OWERMAC 8500 
604 RISC • PCI 

48M8'2GB-CD 600i•ATl•150MHz S3,899#M665'V\1~MB•1 GB•CD600i•120MHz s2,479 #A1314 
80M8'4GB-CD 600i•ATl•150MHz 54,559#A1667 48MB•1GB•CD600i•132MHz 52,769 #A1658 
16M8'1GB-CD 600i•ATl•120MHz '2,469#A1211 16MB•2GB•CD600i•150MHz 52,925 #A1660 

/ 9500 150MHz "" 8500 150MHz "" 
BOMB• B200MB FWB ARRAY • BOMB • B200MB FWB ARRAY• 
CD 600i • #9 Imagine $7 909 2GB Int. Drive• CD 600i $

7 091 '-BMB Board #A1 60s , ._, '- #A1344 •' 

PowERMAc 7600 PowERMAc 7200 
132MHz • 604 RISC • PCI 120MHz • 601 RISC • PCI 

16MB•1 .2GB•8xCD .. ... ........... '2,799 #A16B4 
48MB•2GB•8xCD .... ....... ....... . 53,299 #A1 693 

7600 Complet e System 
32MB RAM • 1.2GB Hard Drive • 

7200 Internet Solution 
40MB • 1.2GB • 8xCD • 256K Cache 

17" Monitor• Global Village 28.8 
~"1v'vl-1..., xtended Keyboard 

8xCD•17"Monitor• $3 659 "SALE $3 268 
& Extended Keyboard #A 1697 ~ #A 1635 I 

New Low MacMarket Prices on 4ple Monitors & Printers 
Appl e MultipleScan 14" ....... .... 5299 #M6570 LaserWriter 16/600PS ...... .... ..... 52139 #P3250 
Apple Mul1iple Scan 15" ..... .. ... ' 399 #M6556 LaserWriter 4/600PS ........ ... .... ..... 5795 #P3256 
Apple Multiple Scan 1705 ... .... '699 #M6636 Color StyleWriter 1500 ................ '269 #P3369 
Apple Vision 171 O ... .... ... ........ .. 5899 #M6500 Color StyleWriter 2500 ................ ' 389 #P3367 
Apple Vision 171 OAV .. ..... ... ..... 5949 #M6567 StyleWriter 1200 .. ............ ........... ' 199 #P3265 
A le Multi le Scan 20" .... ... . ' 1859 #M6564 

5300cs1 OOMHz8/500 ........ ...... $2095#A1130 
5300cs 1OOMHz16/750 .. ..... ... .. $2399 #A 1133 
5300c1OOMHz8/500 ..... ... ..... .. $2399#A1121 
5300c1OOMHz16/750 ...... .... .... $2799#A1118 
5300ce117MHz32/1 GB ......... .. $4199#A1115 
Duo 2300c 1 OOMHz8/750 .. .. .. . $2399 #A 1106 
190cs 66/33MHz 4/500 ... ... .. ... $1169 #A 1687 
190cs 66/33MHz 8/500 ...... .. .. . $1299 #A 1109 

PRINTERS & INPUT 

EPSON (h~ ~!;;vK'-:~6~ 
~us Color ProXL ....... ' 1699#P32911680c 600X300 .... '309 #1'346> 
Stylus Color Pro ............. '379 #P3288 5MP 600dpi ........ '979 
~us Color II Ink.Jet ....... '285 #P3294 4MV 600dpi ...... '2649 #!'3235 
ES-1200C Pro Scanner '1119#1'6533 Desk.Jet 1600CM '1949 #P3410 

~Me h\1, ~?ta~~~e ;,; 1,soLunoNs . 

AD 11 4 x 5 ........ '133 #T9513 I DC20 Digital Cam. "l89 #S8605 
ARTZ II 6 x 8 ........... .. '299 #T9500 DC40 Digital Cam. '519 #S8604 

TZ 11 12 x 12 ......... '399 #T9503 DC50 Digital Cam. '869 llS8606 

SCANNERS 

UMAX" ~ 
The Magic of Color~ !!: 

Mirage(11 x17) .. ...... #56560 
PowerLook U Pro2 . Ca ll #58520 
S6E PhotoDeluxe .... ' 31 9 #56439 
Vista S 12 LE ..... .... .. '655 #58564 
Vista 81 2 Full .......... •759 #56565 
AMERICA 
CON VE 

'--"-~ ~~ ..:..V 
Back-U PS 400 .. ....... . ' 1S2 #P51 05 
Back-UPS 450 ... ....... •179 #P5100 
Back-UPS 600 ... ... .. .. ' 249 #P51 03 
Back-UPS 1000 ........ 5359 #P5106 

Nikon. 
ELECTRONIC: IMAGING 

L5·20 Coolscan II .... .. 511 S9 #SBSOO 

Polaroid 
· SP-rintScan35/es 
$) 469 #S6547 

AGFA+ 
Studio Scan I ISi ... .. 5680 #58477 
5tudio5tar LE 5759 #56493 
Arcus II . ... .. .. .. .. .. ....... 51799 #56462 

Call 800-905-3034 Local 818-708-6388 

•;). INTEGRATED 1111 MICRO SOLUTIONS 
Twin Turbo 128M (4MB) .... .. ..... .. .. 5469 #V9240 
Twin Turbo 128M (SMB) ............ ... 5749 #V9238 

Graphics 
Acceleration 

agine 128 SMB PC!... ..... $849 #V9248 
agine 128 4MB PCI .... .... s599 #V9249 

Th.UEVISJON• 
Targa 2000(PCI) .. ... ... $3768 #V9200 
Targa 1 OOO(PCI) ... . ...... . s2549 #V9204 

J-

d
. ¢,:Y,. 

ra S. U'o ~-
~t,,· $>~ 

PCI Cards 
0

" 

ThunderColor 30/1600 PCI ' 1899 #V9102 
ThunderColor 30/ 1152 PCI 51499 #V9105 
Thunder 30/1600 PCI .......... 5985 #V9106 
ThunderPower PCI .. .......... 51689 #V9197 

Monitors 
Press View 17SR ....... .. .... . ' 1899 #M6600 
Press View 21 SR .... .. .... .... 53049 #M6609 
Precision View 21 ..... ... .. ..... •2229 #M6614 
MultiView 21 .. ...... .... ... .. ... .. •1429 #M6614 

&.STEROPS®Monitors 
SuperScan 20" .............. 51349 #M6525 
SuperScan MC21 (.22mm) ' 1699 #M6702 

,. ~ Viewsonic® 
• · .. 17GA Pertee! Sound .. 5699 #M6760 

._ GT 770 17" ... .... .. 1699 #M6766 
- IGT800 20" ... .. .. . '1389 #M6766 

Portrait ..•. , ....• 
1ltt ""1'"'1_1,,,,,.olt""1J/Nf 

V~ew an entire web page! $959 Pivot 1700 (.26 dot pttch) ... #M6599 

International Call : 818•708•6388 
Customer Service and Technical 

support Call: 818•708•6388 
Add ress: 6924 CANBY AVE. UNIT#104 
RESEDA CA. 91335 
Mon-Fri, SAM to 6PM (Pacific) 

All Prices reflect a Cash Discount. Any other 
method is 2% higher. Prices are sub1ect to 

change without notice. All Returns are subject to 
restocking lee, must be in original package, 
condition & needs an AMA#. No Refunds on 

Labor or Freight Charges. 
We accept Visa, MaslerCard, Discover & 

American ExP.ress. P.O.s are accepted from 
U.S. Govt, Schools & Corporations. 

Call for Details. 
Not responsible for typographical errors. -VISA 



~a&cademy· 
100 E Granada Blvd Ormond Beach FL 32176 

800-527-1914 or 904-677-1918 Fax 904-677-6717 
UK 0181-445-5225 Australia 03-9705-1066 

MAC PC 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

Each 2 hour video is $49, please add $4 per 
order plus $1 per video shipping & handling. 
Outside the continental U.S. please call for 
prices. Florida residents please add sales tax. 
Latest versions will be shipped unless oth
erwise specified. 

QuarkXPress-4 volumes 
Quicken-4 volumes 
Word-6 volumes 
WordPerfect-6 volumes 

0 
0 

G U A R A 

$288 
$319/$288 

$188 
$848 
$828 

20*REFURB $1879/$1279 
2400/1200 $279/$188 

tar 2500/1500 $378/$278 
OR 4/&00 $728/$1488 

Writer 12/&00 $51118 

Offering 150 Mhz PowerPC™ 604 processor, BX CD-ROM, 6 PCI slots, 5 expan
sion drivs, 16 MB of RAM, Built in SCSI-2 and lOBase-T, Ext. KB, Mouse, Co.nflict 
catcher 3.0, Asante Net doubler, Mac™ O/S, and fWD CD-ROM & HID Tool kit . 

1612.1/CD $1549 S900L/166 16/2GB/CD $3895 
C600/160 1612.1/CD $1699 S900L/180 16/2GB/CD $3988 
]700/150 16/2.1/CD $2998 S900L/200 16/2GB/CD $4198 
S900L/150 !6/2GB/CD $3499 5900/180 MP $4595 

MacBas~.s.A IFecEx.IR ~~ii (800) 951-1230 
Since 19:~ Mon-Fri 8:00 To 6:00 

~~~Fflllh,a 90804 SAT10:00T02-00 PST INTERN1\TIONAL(310)498-1230 , FAX(310)498-0032 



7200/120 
8/1.2GB/CD 

$1699 

~ ~· 
8/1.2GB/CD 
CPU, KEYBOARD, 

M0~~;,~.1;;,-~/i.i~ft,t!M 

$1499 
16/1.2GB/CD/28.8KBPS No Monitor _$1199* 

~ 
~ 

16/1.2GB/CD 
CPU, KEYBOARD, 

MOUSE, TV& 
15" MONITOR 

$1995 

PowerTower 180MHz 16/2GB AV CD $3795 
PowerTower 166MHz 16/2GB AV CD $4095 

PowerCenter 15DMHz 16/1GB CD $1999 
PowerCenter 132MHz 16/1GB CD $1799 



FREE SOFTWARE 
with every purchase!* 

(ALL US NOW FOR A FREE CATALOGl Call 7 -800-864-8334 
for great prices on 
your favorite games Over 8,000 

Titles in Stock 
Daily! 

1•80 0•8 6 4• 8 33 4 
reviewed in this 
month's issue of 
Mac Aclclict. 1•800•UNITED4 

IMNrf PiIHoN Hoo GP./IJL 
by 7th Level 
Relive the medieval experi
eoce in the slrategy adven-
1\Jre romp through King 
Arthur's England uncover· 
ing dues & soMng puz· 
zles. 

54086 

TOP l 0 MAC PAK II 
by Electronic Arts 
Includes PGA Tour Golf 
111, Shockwove Assault, 
Wing Commander Ill, 
Peter Pon, The Jungle 
Book, System Shock & 
more. 

TIMON & PUMBAA 
JUNGLE GAMES 
by Disney 
Eat bugs or burp them 
into obliviofHliiher way 
you'll hove o gas! five 
action games & a 2-
player option. 

52646 $31 
HEXEN 
by GT lnterocfive 
Sequel to Heretic. 
Battle forces of evil as 
either Mage, Warrior 
or Cleric with special 
actions and better 
graphics. 

49182 $29 
INSIDE THE GRE: Raises your scores with coverage of the com· 
puter adaptive & paper-0nd-pencil tests, over 1,700 questions & 
4 full practice tests. 
INSIDE THE SAT & ACT '97: The stress-free way to raise your 
scores. It's packed with features to help you find the right college 
& get in! 

INTRO TO GREEK & ROMAN MYTHOLOGY: 
Designed to introduce children & sluden~ to 
mythology with 40 entertaining interactive activ· 
ines, a glossary & an encyclopedia. 

RAINFOREST: Find out what life is like deep in 
the rainforest for rare & endangered species 
such os the beaunful ocelot and the gen~e 
tapir. 

MARATHON 2 
by Bungie 
Within the ruins of on 
ancient civilization, ba~ 
tie bloodthirsty oppo
nents & uncover their 
secrets. Solo or network 
play. 

Inside the GRE $29 
46844 

Inside the SAT 
& ACT '97 
53103 

Top 
Products! 

Mythology 
53787 $38 
Rainforest 

53780 $27 
Arch Publishing 

RIPPER 
by Acclaim 
In 2060 a vicious seri· 
al ki ller stalks the mean 
streets of New York 
eviscerating his victims 
& vanishing without a 
trace. 

45331 

~THE INSIDE Sm 97 
by A.D.A.M. 
Same great info with all 
new feolures -your online 
doctor answers all of your 
health questions or con-College 

Advisor '97 
53 105 

___ _ _ nee! to the A.DAM. COLLEGE ADVISOR '97: Features 1,200 college profiles, 75,000 
student surveys, complete admissions & finocial aid information, 

P'lilllllliiia .. , Internet access & on on-line scholarship search. Princeton Review 

·==-.::;::::; Mecical Directory. 

~!JO!l!llllld' 53100 $32 
WAR(RAFT II 
by Cbvidson/Blizzard 
Continue the struggle 
for Azerath with pow· 
erful new allies, terri fy
ing creatures, & inge
nious weaponry. 

•While supplies last. All prices in U.S. dollars. Shipping 
chorges apply la free offers. 
"Orders received as late as 9:30 PM (CIT) far 2nd day air. 
Call far other deadline limes. Special offers, item availability 
ondpricesmayvoryoccording lo format and oresubiecl lo 
change wilhoul notice. Not responsible for inodver1ent errors. 

Au. MAloR CREDIT CARos 
__ B Dl/Cevrn 

CODE All AcCEPIID 

MECHWARRIDR 2 
by Activision 
leap inb the 31 '1 cenlury 
& the uffirrdecombotexpe 
rience with 15 cusbmiz· 
able bott'emechs & dozens 
of missions in reaffime 3D 
battles. 

52466 

A-10 CUBA 
GUANTANAMO BAY 
by Parsoft 
Guerilla forces have 
taken control of Cuba & 
the A-10 Warthogs must 
suppress the enemies of 
freedom. 

46544 $29 
THE FABLE FACTORY: Children con choose to listen too classic Your Choice 
fable or they can express their creativity by customizing a scene & Fable Factory 
playing it back. 53155 
WORD PLAY THE FARM DR WORD PLAY THE HOUSE: Word Play Farm 
Artist Harold Feist has created beautiful graphics & animation while 53150 
multimedia clues captivate children as they learn language skills. Word Ploy House 
Developed to cater to a variety of language proficiency levels 53 1 40 
enabling children lo begin al the level of word recognition & Only $1 4 
advance to developing spelling skills. lnnotech 

ORDER AS LATE AS 1 O:OOPM! SAME DAY SHIPPING** 
Hours: M-F 8am-1 Opm; Sat 8am-5pm; Sun 12 Noon-5pm. 

CONTACT us! 
CompuServe: 76043, 1605 Fax back 1-217-352-8123 
America On-Line: UNITEDCD Fax orders 1-217-352-97 49 
BBS l-217-352-9654 lnt'I orders l -217-352-8737 
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STAR TREK DEil' SPACE NINE 
by Viacom 
You must prevent on 
unknown, aggressive 
alien race from annihi· 
lating o Federation 
allied planet and the 
DS.9. 

46228 

MORTAL KDMBAT Ill 
by GT lnteroctive 
The portal is open & 
Sha Khan will finally 

· hove his revenge on 
Earth. 8 new charac· 
ters & 12 new bock· 
grounds. 

49180 $46 
MOUSE STICK II 
by Advonced Gravis 
Features 5 program· 
mable fire buttons with 
index finger button 
control & second ioy· 
sti ck gamepad sup· 
port. 

15770 $34 

0 m 





"""" -, ~ · Shopper's Paradise 
1 ~ 

EZ135 Removable Drive ....... 118.95 
EZFlyer 230MB Removable ... 299.99 
270/540MB Removable ••... 299.99 
Vertex 2.6GB Optica l .......... 1569.00 

• Iomega Zip ...................... ....... 145* 
Zip Disks lOpack .................. 125* 
Iomega jaz ....... ....................... .495 
]az Disk 5pack lGB ...... .. .... ... .. 495 
Magic Jaz ................................ .469 
"Price reflects Iomega end user rebate 

$50.00on drive & $20.00 on carts 

Scanners 
Vista S6E w/ PhotoDeluxe ...... 399 
Vista SS w/ Trans. Adapter .... .769 
Vista S12 w/ Full Photoshop .. 869 
Microtek ScanMaker E3 .......... 379 
Microtek ScanMaker E6 .. ... ... .. 575 
StudioScan llsi. ........................ 698 
ScanMaker In ternet ........ ... ..... 589 

Digital Video Headquarters 

lnter: (770) 612-UOS 
Fax: (770) 612-1239 

insured, escrow agents. 

SELLERS 
V' No fee for listing 

equipment. 
V' Quick turn-around 

on payment. 

Check out the 
Online Exchange 

www.uce.com 

V' List and browse 
equipment for sale 
on our web page. 
(www.uce.com) 

V' Retrieve price indexes 
on fax info line. 
(770) 955-0569 

MEMORY DIMMs/ 72pin 
4MB SIMM ............ .... N/A I 36 
SMB DIMM ............ .... .. .. 62/62 
16MB DlMM .............. 109/109 
32MB DIMM .............. 219/219 
64MB DlMM ........... .399/ N/A 

30pinSIMMs 
l/2MB SIMM ...... ... .. ....... 19/46 
4/16MB SfMM ............. .49/479 
POWERBOOK 5300/ 190 
16/24MB Module ....... 229/289 
32/48MB Module ....... 389/499 
POWERBOOK500SERIFS 
16/32MB Module ... .... 269/359 
117MHz 603e Upgrade ••. 539 
VIDEO RAM/ 
CACHE CARDS 
PCf lMb VRAM Dimm ...... .49 
256K Cache 61/71/8100 ..... 69· 
256K Cache Dimm ........... 119' 
512K Cache Dimm ........... 169 . 

'--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ , 
44mb Cart from ...... 34 EZ230 Disk from .......... :cl 
88mb Cart from ...... 39 128mb Optical from .... 13 
200mb Cart from .... 49 230mb Optical from .... 15 
270mb Cart from .... 54 256k Optica l from ... .... 59 · i"· 
540MB Cartfrom .... .49 l.3gb Optical from ...... 69 kc· 
EZ135 Disk from ..... 20 CD Recordable Media .. S ;" · 

·; 



International: 206.746.0229 

GLOBAL VILLAGE 
Teleport Platinum 28.8 V.34 ............. ... ... . . $205 
PowerPort lXX Platinum 28 .8 V.34 .. .... .. . , ...... 339 
PowerPort Platinum PC Card 28.8 .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. 349 
PowerPort Platinum PRO PC Card .... .. .. .. .. .. ... 519 

ll 
SUPRASimple lntemet28.8Ext. .. $159 

.. 
SUPRA SONIC 33.6 v.34 w/voice ... 275 
SUPRA 33.6 PB FAX Modem ....... 149 

--· suPRAEXPRESS 28.8 .. .. ......... 149 

lll1'11obotlcs· 
n..~er..a .. o...~ 

28.8 SportsterV.34 Internet Bundle .. .. .. .... $175 
Sportster1 4,400 Mac & Fax...... .. .. 72 
28.8 V.Everything Sportster ...................... 389 

TDK 
28.8 V.34 PCMCIA P8190/5300 .. .... .. . .. . .. .. .. $259 

Motorola 
Modemsurfer 28.8 V.34 .... ... .. . .... .. ......... $169 
Power 28.8 V.34 .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . 270 
ISDN Bitsurfer Pro .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 369 

DRIVES 

MacOS™ Compatible 
150MHz 604 PDwerPC Processor 

512K L2 Cache 

16MB RAM (expandable to lGB) 

2GB Int. Fast-SCSI Hard Drive (59001 only) 

BX Int. CD ROM Drive 

IMS Twin Turbo 128-bit 4MB 

VRAM PCI display board (59001 only) 

16-bit Stereo sound 
and much more ... call for details! 

SUPERmac® S900L •• s3995 
SUPERmac® 59000* • s3 9 

What type of Memory do I need? 
Standard 30-Pin Simms: Standard 72-Pln Simms: 168 Pin Dimms: 
Plus, SE, SE 30, Oassi4 Classic Ii, Color Ciassi4 
LC, LCll, Performa 200, Performa 400-430, 
Perfonna 600, Quadra 900/950, Mac Ii, lix, 
llcx,llsi,llci,lifJc, llvx,llvi . 

Quadra 605/630, 610,650, 700, 800/840AV, 
LClll, LC475, LC630, Performa 450-560, S75 and 
6115CD, PowerMac 6100, 7100, 8100, WS80, 
W560, WI 95, WI 6150 and WI 8150, 9150, 

PowerMac 9500,8SOO, 
7500, 7200, 7600 

FPU/COPROCESSOR/VRAM 
FPU's/Math CoPromsors VRAM/CACHE 1MB VRAM PM72/75/8500 ...... . $55 
Centns FPU 25MHz... .. . $189 256K SONS Video RAM ........... $17 2MB VRAM PM 9500 ........... . 186 
FPU 33MHZDUO/P600 .. . .. ...... 52 512K Video RAM .......... . 22 256KCacheDimm ...... .. ....... 87 
FPU Color Classic 16M HZ .. .. . 44 256K/512K Cache Card ....... 72/282 512KCache Dimm .. . .. . . .. . . ... 150 
LC575 33MHZ Math CoProc. ... ... 240 lMB Cache Card ........ . .. . .... 792 lMBcacheDimm .......... .... . 269 

ACCELERATORS 
.- . ,· _·;:)~;~~~~~:~flttP~~~· 

Turbo 040 40MHZ w/cache ...................... $679 
Turbo 04Di 33MHZ w/cache no FPU .... .... .. .. .. . 609 
PowerPro 601 1 OD MHZ w/cache .............. .. .. 1240 
Turbo 6011 00 MHZ w/adapter •.•....•... . ... ... . 11 75 
Power(ard 6011 OOMHZ . ... .... .................. 959 

PRINTERS 
APPi£ 

ColorStylewriterPro ............... $415 
Lamwriter4/600 ........ . ....... . . 895 

.-; Personal Laserwriter 320 . . . . . . . . . . . . 809 

F//$9 HEWLETT® 
~~ PACKARD 

HP 4MV .. : .. ._ • ._ .. ·.:. ... . . . . ... . . . . . . . ._ •. . .. •. .•. _$2840~ 
HP 5MP .. ........ . ...... .. .. .. ... .. ..... . ....... 1045 
HPDeskjet855CXI .................. . .............. 509 
HPDeskWriter680C . . ................ . ............. 319 

-EPSON -

SONNET 
Quad Doubler 40MHZ Centris61 O ............ . .. . .... 235 
Quad Doubler 40MHZ w/FPU Centris 61 0 ....... ..... 345 
Quad Doubler SOMHZ w/FPU Quadra 610 .. .. .... .. .. . 390 
Quad Doubler SOMHZ w/FPU Centris 650 .. .. ... .. ... 390 
Quad Doubler 50 MHZ Centris 660AV/7/900 .•. . ••.. . •. 390 

EPSON 1200CPRD .... . . .. .............. ...... $12D2 
VISIONEER PaperPortVX for Mac .... .. .... .. .... 295 

NIKON 
CoolScan II EKternal . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . • 1125 
Super CoolScan . . ............ .... ... . .. .... ... .... 1999 
AGFA StudioScan 1111 .......... .... . .. ......... 795 

ARCUSll .. •...... •..••... , .... •..•.... • 1941 
POLAROID SPRINTSCAN ........ . •. •.. •. •. . •. .• 1555 

POWERLODK 200 · Full Photoshop ... . . . . . ......... . $4154 
PDWERLODK If.Full Photoshop .. .... .. ...... .. ..... 1744 
VISTAS·12 · Full Photoshop .. ...... .. .... .. ......... 698 
VISTAS·6E · PhotoshopLE ................. . ........ 534 

Magneto Optical Dlslm 
S.2S' M01J681024kbls/1.2GBS12kb/s .... . .... $59 
5.zs· M0650MB 1024k bis/ S94MB 512k bis " • "." 52 
3.5" MO 230MB 3-pad</Mac Formatted • • • • • • • . • • 55/60 
3.5" M0128MB3·paci/lylacFormatted .......... 44/50 
SONY CD-Recordable 
74Mln4x650MB·10Padt ........................ $73 
74Mln4x650MB .... . .. ..... . .... . ............. .. 8 

Verbatim 
Verbatim Syguest 44MB cartridge· Mac • • • • • • • • • • • $38 
Ve!batimSyquest88MBcartridge - Mac ... .. . .. ... $44 
5.ZS" MOZ.6681024kb/s/2.368512kbls ...... $79179 
5.zs• MO 640MB1024k b/s / 540mb 512k bis .. .. $42142 

lomegaZIPcartrldgelOOMB ..... .... $19 
-3padt ........ .. .............. 49.50 • 
-10Padt ........... . ............. 139 

Iomega Jaz 168 cartridge.. . .. .. .. .. . 123 
-5padt ....... .. ...... .. . .. ... .. . 479 u 

iomega Iomega Jaz 540MB cartridge .. • .. • .. .. 69 
-5padt ... .. .... .. ............... 294 

SyQuest® 
EZ135 CARTRIDGES 

SINGLE • . • . • . • . . . . • • . • • • . • . • . • . • . • . • . . • . . • $19.SD 
• Spack .... ... . . .. .... . . . . . . . ...... .. . . .. .. 96.2.1 
·lDPack .. .. .. .. .. .............. ... .... ... 190.00 ( 

EZ FLYER 230MB CARTRIDGES 
SINGLE .... .... .. .. .... .. .. $29.50 
- 3pack .. .... .. . .. .. .. . .... . 80.95 

NEW! ·Spadt ....... .. .. .. .. ... .. 124.00 
• lDPadt .. .... ... . .... . .... 238.00 

• 

44M85.2S" 
88MBSJ5" 
200M85.2S" 
270M83.5" 
105MBJ.S" 

FREE CATALOG! 
1.soo1.1.S~4118~M~.7 

Electronic orders: 
E-Mail us: 73423.1272 
@Compuserve.com 
• P.0.'s accepted upon approval 
• All major credit cards 

accepted - No surcharge - when shipped 
• Prices subject to change, not responsible for 

errors 
• We export to most countries in the world 
• Orders received before 8:00 pm EST weekdays 

shipped same day 
• Open 6am to 7pm M-F. 9am to 4pm Saturdays 
• Returns subject to a 15% restocking fee 

The LLB Company, lnc. 13228 NE 20th St., 
Suite B, Bellevue, WA 98005 

AIRBORNE EXPRESS OVERNIGHT 
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a Mac" 
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QuickTime 
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With 'WinSongs 95 ' you 'll 
laugh, you'll cry, but mostly 
you 'll get up and dance when 
you hear 'I Want a Mac. ' 
Masochists can check it out at 
http://www2.apple.com/why-
rilac/videos/winsongs.html. 
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A WORLD OF STORAGE SO 

SyQuest EZFlyer 230MB Ext. •299 
Includes ONE FREE cartridge! ($30 Value) 

SyQuest MCD·540MB Ext. •299 
Fully compatible with SyOuesl 270MB cartridges. 

.o. Ready to plug and play 
with switchaole active 
termination, cables, and sg 

Tsunami External Drives 

Compare these features: 
• Color previews in seconds. 
• Scans in under a minute. 

.A Fastest access 
speed available . 

.A Transfer rotes up 
to 1200 kb/sec . 

.A Smooth audio and 
video playback. 

Silverscanner PRO 

~~~loj ~o~i~~pi~pi ...... 
"' X1111htj1 

Silverscanner PRO with Photoshop LE 

;~.~~~:1;~t s5gg 
.. Xanfrt11 . ...... 

• The industry's leading scanning software. 

Included with all Silverscanners is 
ScanPrep which automates 
Photoshop's image processing tools, 
individually preparing each image 
for printing right before your eyes. 
Simply describe the project to 
ScanPrep and ~------
scan the base 
image. ScanPrep 
yields professional 
prepress results, 
quickly and easily. 

Sllverscanner OTP with Photoshop LE 
30bi1col01400x800dpi 

ts·r3200dpi saag 
s14gg 

Silverscanner Ill with Photoshop Full 
30 b~ colOf 600 x 1200 dpi 

otupootelupto4800dpi. s 1659 ... Pboioihop!hillhl . """'• . ...... 

·La C111 Sl0tage Utih1ies FREE with Ille p11rchase ol a La Cie Drive. C<J ll lor details, coodi11oos, limi!ed money back gwrantee, and free oNers. Prk:es do not include slliwing alld ooly apply 10 producls shipped within lhe conti
nerta l Urnted Slates. Ad(l sales ID where 3P11Hcablc. J su11arni.Jou~.Joulc Portable,L..aCle Term,Silvc11ining.LaCieandthelaCielogoarelral!ema1ksollaCie.l1d.Allolhcruademarksarelhe prnpe1lyottheirrespcdivo 
~ies AU prices, speollcalKlOS. terms. wanaoties. OOWiplions, Plo<klcls and service$ hefeirt are subjed to change wi!llOU! notice or wi!houl rccoorse. e Gwyriglll 1996 La Cie. l!d. All 1ights 1eserved. 



UNLIKE CIGARETTE COMPANIES, We're More Than 
Happy To Tell You How Addictive Our Products Are. 

Now you can get two new dangerously habit-forming 
games from Bungie Software, Marathon Infinity and Abuse, 

delivered d i re c tly to your door . Both for just s64 99
• 

TO ORDER DIRECTLY FROM BUNGIE 
Visit our Website a t www.bungie.com • Call us toll-free a t 800-295-0060 • Fax form to 312-563·0545 

• Mail form to 8ungie Software, PO Box 7877, Chicago, IL 60680-7877 • 

City, State, ZIP Country 

Daytime Phone (important in case of mistake) I Che<k 
Pay m ent M ethod (cirde one) 

MasterCard Visa Discover American Express 
Card Num ber Ex p iration Date 

Signature (fo r credi r card ordcn) 

Please add appropria te shipping: UPS $6.95, FedEx overnight $9.00. Inte rnational Airmail $13.95. 
Illinois reside nts plea se add 8 .75% sale s tax . Don 't worry about web orde rs. Our w e bsite is secure . 




